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PREFACE

In 1984, Defense Systems Management College (DSMC) published the handbook
entitled "Establishing Competitive Production Sources" to provide program managers
with a systematic approach for planning and implementing competition during the
production phase of a program. Subsequently, in 1986, DSMC sponsored the
development and presentation of a two-day production competition course at 30
locations across the country. Feedback from program managers indicated a need for
more detailed information on the technology transfer process. As a result, this guide
was developed for use in planning and executing the key activities required of the
program manager, the developer, and the second source to effect a successful dual
source program. This guide complements the handbook and readers are encouraged to
refer to it for a inore complete discussion of the alternative strategies for maintaining
competition throughout the program lifi cycle.

This guide was developed under the direction of DSMC by The Analytic Sciences
Corporation und.r Contract No. MDA903-87-C-0793. The principal authors were Louis
A. Kratz, Michelle C. Stuart, and Denise A. Snyder.

Ongoing research and experience may identify areas where additions, modification, or
deletions might enhance the usefulness of the Guide. Therefore, we solicit your
comments or recommendations relating to the overall text or coverage of a specific
aspect of production competition. Please use the tear sheets located at the end of the
Guide or a letter if no tear sheet is available. Address your comments to:

Defense Systems Management College
Business Management Department (SE-B)
Fort Selvoir, VA 22060-5426
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Production dual sourcing to attain competitive pro- As guiding principles, the dual source objectives es-
duction sources or to enable multinational tablish a cohesive framework for an integrated
coproduction is a major focus within the weapon technology transfer effort.
system acquisition process. The critical component
of a successful dual source program is a compre- The technical requirements of a technology transfer
hensive technology transfer effort. Technology program include the technical data to be trans-
transfer encompasses all Program Office, initial ferred, anticipated technical suppoit, training ma-
source, and second source activities required to terials and kits, and potential qualification
qualify a second production source. assistance. These elements are defined based upon

the program's dual source strategy, configuration
This guide has been prepared by the Defense Sys- management requirements, and equipment and
tems Management College (DSMC) to assist Pro- process complexity.
gram Offices in planning and executing technology
transfer. Key elements of the guide include the fol- Second source qualification requirements are de-
lowing: termined based upon equipment complexity, proc-

ess criticality, interchangeability requirements. and
" Program objectives equipment performance characteristics. Qualifica-

tion includes:
* Technical requirements
* Second souice qualification 0 Component verification
* Demonstration milestones 0 Interchangeability demonstrations

Timing of technology transfer Process validation fabrication and assemblv
Siinoftechnolotranisr demonstrations

* hinp',mcntation alternatives. Process validation

The cornerstone of an effective technology transfer 0 Performance testing
effort is a clear statement of dual source objectives. 0 Configuration audits.
Recent programs have employed dual sourcing to: The goal of the qualification effort is to incremen-

SReduce or control costs tally demonstrate second source production capa-
bility.

* Improve quality
* Meet delielver schedules Technology transfer progress and confidence in the
* Reduc risk second source's ability to produce the end item is

determined based upon progressive milestones in-
* Provide for mobilization or surge. cluding:

Once defined, the dual source objectives guide the 0 Control and validation of the data package
technoilg transfer approach. qualification re- * Critical process demonstrations such as mask-
quirements, and configuration management plan. ing, bonding, or scaling
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" Kit assembly and checkout technology transfer effort. Once the statements of
" Subsystem and component verification work have been defined, the contract type is devel-

oped based upon risk, schedule urgency, and poten-
* Interchangeability demonstrations tial incentives.
* Fabrication of qualification units
* Qualification testing The contract mechanism will vary depending upon
" Directed buy the technology transfer approach and maturity of

the program. For new-start programs, technology
* Physical configuration audit. transfer requirements are tied to the initial source's

FSD contract. This provides the Program Office
Successful accomplishment of these milestones re- with the leverage of the FSD and production pro-
sults in second source full production capability, grams. For more mature programs, the initial

source efforts are tied to the contract effort that has
Technology transfer has been initiated on recent the greatest unexpended financial balance.
programs during full scale development (FSD) or
initial production. Several mechanisms exist for in- The second source contract type and the use of op-
itiating technology transfer early in the acquisition tions also must be assessed. Key elements to con-
cycle. The process of scheduling technology trans- sider include maturity of the system. quality of
fer involves the identification of a target completion available data, and technical complexity. Incentives
date and the reversal of sequential activities and may be incorporated to enhance schedule accelera-
lead times. In determining the timing of technology tion or cost control. Options also could be incorpo-
transfer, the Program Office should: rated for a limited production buy. This approach

is helpful in easing contracting requirements and in
* Identify a target for a first competitive lot providing insights into an offeror's potential pro-

based on economic and programmatic analy- duction pricing during selection of the second
ses source.

* Back up 18 to 24 months from the competitive
lot award date to incorporate qualification The aforementioned planning milestones are inte-
testing and fabrication of qualification hard- grated in a technology transfer plan. The plan is
ware prepared prior to the preparation of the statements

of work for the first and second source to ensure
e Back up 12 to 18 months from the start of clear direction to the contractors. The detail of the

qualification to allow for technoloy transfer plan will depend upon the maturity of the program.
and production planning including initial As the program progresses, additional detail is in-
source support. corporated. The plan serves as the guiding docu-

ment for all program personnel associated with the
This process identifies a preferred date for initia- technology transfer effort. As such, it functions as
tion of the dual source program. The reasonable- the foundation for more detailed, subordinate
ness and validity of this date then can be assessed plans such as configuration management, qualifica-
based upon factors such as maturity of design, data tion, manufacturing, quality assurance, system test
availability, and potential second source activities, and logistic support plans.

The contractual implementation of the preferred The remainder of this guide presents a logical
technology transfer approach is the culnmiiation of framework for developing a comprehensive tech-
all prior planning activities. The contractual nology transfer plan. Key issues, alternative
requirements for the initial source and the second approaches, and promising techniques are high-
source must be complementary to ensure a cohesive lighted.
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Chapter 1

BACKGROUND

Successful technology transfer requires the devel- 1.1 DUAL SOURCE OBJECTIVES
opment of an integrated plan that reflects a logical
flow from dual source objectives through technol- The development and execution of a coherent ac-
ogy transfer to qualification. This chapter concen- quisition strategy that supports program goals is
trates on the program office actions that must be one of the fundamental responsibilities of the Pro-
taken to establish a dual source program frame- gram Office. Dual sourcing is one of several alter-
work including: native strategies that support the attainment of

program goals.
" Dual source objectives

Dual source objectives directly influence the strat-
* Alternative strategies egy, technology transfer activities, qualification re-
* Technology transfer activities quirements, and the configuration management

plan. As shown in Figure 1.1-1, dual source objec-
* Interim milestones tives are the starting point of an effective planning

framework.
0 Technology tiansfer plan.

CC87 3713A-

[ :REDUCE COST
OBJECTIVES OF IMPROVE QUALITY
DUAL SOURCE ENHANCE SCHEDULE

PROGRAM EXPAND INDUSTRIAL

I BASE

ENABLE MULTINATIONAL
PRODUC TION

PREFERRED
TECHNOLOGY

TRANSFERSTRATEGY

TRANSFER REQUIREMEN TS04 MNG ET

ACTIVITIES PLAN

Figure 1.1-1 Dual Source Objectives Guide Program Planning
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Dual sourcing has been employed to attain several through multinational coproduction. Table 1.1-1
objectives ranging from ensuring supply and ir- presents the primary objectives of several recent
proving quality to enhancing standardization and ongoing dual source programs.

PROGRAM EQUIPMENT TYPE PRIMARY OBJEC(TIVE

Sidewinder-(AIM-9M) Tactical Missile Mobilization
Alternate Fighter Engine (AFE) Turbofan Engine Durability
Airborne Self-Protection Jammer (ASPJ) Electronics Reduce Risk
Patrol Frigate (FFG-7) Surface Ship Delivery Schedule
Hellfire Tactical Missile Cost Control
Stinger Tactical Missile Reduce Cost
V-22 Osprey Aircraft Reduce Cost
Tomahawk Strategic Missile Reduce Cost
Roland Tactical Missile Coproduction

Table 1.1-1 Dual Source Objectives

Dual sourcing is most effective when the objectives provided as a guide to indicate what the primary
oft the effort support overall program goals. Table objective of the dual source effort should be. given a
1.1-2 presents general program characteristics and set of program characteristics.
associated dual source objectives. The table is

PR)GRAM CHARACT1ERISTICS PRIMARY DUAL SOURCE OBJECTFIVE

Ilhih Volume Ensure Supply

Technically Complex Reduce Risk

War Reserve Material Expand Mobilization Base

Immediate Operational Requirement Enhance Schedule

Poor Quality to l)ate Improve Quality

('ost Growth Reduce/Control Costs

tligh Value Item Reduce Costs

High l)cnsity Electronics Ensure Supply

Poor lehlhility/Maintainahiity Improve Logistics

NAT() Wcap(n System Enable Multinational Production

Table 1.1-2 Potential Dual Source Objectives

'lit potential objectives shown in Table 1.1-2 are a 1.2 ALTERNATIVE STRATEGIES
stiminaritation of recent prograns. Often, there are
piogranis that exhibit several characteristics, thus The technology' transfer stratey flows directly frOm
rcqurin- the prod2ram to rank order dual source the specific dual source objectives. Several ,trilo.-
1,hc,:fIve,. This rank ,rdcring is undertaken based gics have been employed on prior program, tI a,-
upon the relative dliminanc of the mulipi charac- complish technology transfer including:
'ertic, The rankine cstabli,hes a baseline for the

~: * ,,h,_ tran'cr tratee1.
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" Technical data package Validation of the TDP entails the following:

" Leader-follower 0 Detailed inventory of the package to ensure all

" Contractor teaming required data have been prepared

" Licensing. 0 Detailed review of drawings and specifications
to ensure all have been prepared in accordance
with directed standards

' h,se strategies are briefly described with empha-
sis on the special characteristics of each.* Eight * Physical configuration audit (PCA) of the end
example competitive programs are documented in item to ensure the drawings adequately repr-
Appendix A as case studies. Each case study sent deliverable hardware.
presents the technology transfer strategy pursuedi
and lessons learned. These validation activities are completed prior to

releasing the TDP to potential second sources. The
Government also may provide technical assistance

1.2.1 Technical Data Package and guidance to the second source in interpreting
the TDP. The second source then builds to the TDP

The technical data package (TDP) approach in- and attempts to qualify for production. The qualifi-
volves the development and validation of a com- cation program includes testing to demonstrate
plete set of engineering drawings and the delivery of that the "as built" configuration meets the system
those drawings to a second production source. An performance and quality requirements. Currently.
adequate package contains the complete system the TDP approach is being employed on the
specification, complete engineering drawings. tool- AIM-9M guidance package as summarized in Fig-
ing and test equipment drawings, acceptance test ure 1.2-1.
procedures, and process instructions.

CC7-363

* AIR-TO-AIR GUIDED MISSILE

• INFRARED HOMING GUIDANCE SYSTEM

• TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER: TDP

* SPLIT BUYS STARTED WITH PRODUCTION
LOT II

GOALS OF DUAL SOURCE PROGRAM:
-- TWO OUALIFIED PRODUCERS
-- SURGE AND MOBILIZATION
-- REDUCE COST

Figure 1.2-1 AIM-9M TDP Program

*lFor a more detailed discussion of the alternative strategies, see: Establishing Competitive Pro-
duction Sources: A Handbook for Program Managers, DSMC, 1984.
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The key issues associated with a TDP strategy in- * Low to moderate complexity itemscdude: c Relatively mature production programs

" Validation of the TDP against deliverable 0 A second source is desired to reduce cost,
hardware may delay introduction of the second improve the industrial base, or enhance
source until rate production producibility.

* Even a complete TDP may not encompass all 1.2.2 Leader-Follower
necessary process instructions and floor prac-
tices Leader-follower involves direct contractor-to-con-

tractor transfer of all technical data that is required" The Program Office must assume an active to establish a second production source. The sys-
role as the central focal point for the technol- tern developer (leader) provides training, technical
ogy transfer and as the arbitrator of technical assistance, material support, vendor qualification,
issues and detailed manufacturing support to the second

" The qualification program must demonstrate source (follower). This more robust exchange
the secon soran meet d the sys- provides rapid follower qualification as well asthat the second source can meet bothdw- greater detailed support by the leader for complex
tern specifications and the equipment draw- systems. The follower can be established as a sub-

contractor to the leader or both can be prime con-
tractors to the Government with technical exchange

These issues must be assessed against dual source being facilitated through an associate contractor
objectives. For example, a TDP approach may be agreement (ACA).
inappropriate if dual sources are desired to attain
rapid production ramp-up. Similarly, if the pro- The Advanced Medium Range Air-to-Air Missile
gram office is manpower constrained, personnel (AMRAAM) is an example of the leader-follower
may be unavailable to support technology transfer. approach. Both contractors are prime contractors
Finally, the required level of second source qualifi- to the Government. As summarized in Figure 1.2.-2.
cation may require Government test facilities and the AMRAAM leader-follower effort was initiated
manpower that are constrained or unavailable. during full scale development (FSD). Table 1.2-1
Therefore, a TDP approach is most applicable un- presents the activities of the leader and follower in
der the following circumstances: FSD and production.

CC87-35

AIR-TO-AIR TACTICAL MISSILE

ARET INERTIAL MIDCOURSE GUIDANCE, PLUS
ACTIVE RF SEEKER FOR TERMINAL
GUIDANCE

& TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER: LEADER-
FOLLOWER IN FSD AND PRODUCTION

0 SPLIT BUYS START WITH PRODUCTION
LOT IV

Figure 1.2-2 AMRAAM Leader-Follower Program
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FSD PRODUCTION

LOTS I AND II:

LEADER TEACH FOLLOWER TO MANUFACTURE ASSEMBLE, TEST AND DELIVER AMRAAM
RESPONSIBILITIES THE AMRAAM AIR VEHICLE AIR VEHICLES TO THE GOVERNMENT

PROVIDE HARDWARE, SPECIAL TEST PROVIDE HARDWARE, SPECIAL TOOLING
EQUIPMENT, AND TECHNICAL DATA TO THE DEFINITION, AND TEST EQUIPMENT TO THE
FOLLOWER FOLLOWER FOR CO-ASSEMBLY

DEVELOP AND IMPLEMENT FOLLOWER CONDUCT INSPECTION/ACCEPTANCE TEST
TRAINING PROGRAM ON ALL ITEMS DELIVERED TO THE FOLLOWER

SUPPORT FOLLOWER IN PRODUCTION RETAIN TOTAL SYSTEM PERFORMANCE
PLANNING RESPONSIBILITY

REVIEW FOLLOWER'S MAKEJUUY AND LONG
LEAD PROCUREMENT PLAN

FOLLOWER VERIFY, PROOF, AND PROVIDE INPUTS TO PERFORM CO-ASSEMBLY EFFORTS DURING
RESPONSIBILITIES THE LEADER LOTS I AND II

IDENTIFY ALTERNATIVES REQUIRED TO IMPLEMENT MAKE/SUY PLAN DURING LOT II
ACCOMMODATE DIFFERENCES BETWEEN
MANUFACTURING PROCESSES

BUILD UP COMPETITIVE PRODUCTION RATE
CAPABILITY DURING LOT III

Table 1.2-1 AMRAAM Technology Transfer

The leader-follower approach is most applicable and distinct design responsibilities and then
under the following circumstances: exchange each other's pro duction technology. This

mutual activity results in two qualified production
" Moderate to high complexity items sources for the complete system. The contractor

teaming approach has been implemented through
" Dual sourcing is desired early in the produc- prime-subcontractor arrangements and through

tion program to meet high delivery require- joint venture arrangements.
ments

" Second source involvement in FSD is desired The primary benefit of a teaming approach is that it
to improve producibility. allows for design specialization during develop-

ment while establishing two qualified sources early
1.2.3 Contractor Teaming in production. A recent example of the joint venture

teaming approach is the V-22 Osprey as summa-
Contractor teaming involves the formation of a rized in Figure 1.2-3. The activities of the technol-
team by two contractors for the full scale develop- ogy transfer effort are summarized in Figure 1.2-4.
ment of a system. Both contractors fulfill specific
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• TILT-ROTOR AIRCRAFT

*JOINT VENTURE OF BELL-BOEING FORMED
TO DESIGN AND DEVELOP V-22

" BELL - WING AND NACELLE STRUCTURE
" BOEING - FUSELAGE ASSEMBLY AND

AVIONICS

• SPLIT BUYS START WITH PRODUCTION
LOT I

* GOALS OF DUAL SOURCE PROGRAM:
" REDUCE AND CONTROL COSTS
" ENSURE SUPPLY
" AVOID SCHEDULE SLIPS

Figure 1.2-3 The V-22 Osprey Teaming Approach Activities

C_87-3651

* NAVY ISSUED FIXED PRICE DEVELOPMENT CONTRACT TO BELL-BOEING
TEAM; REQUIRED DIRECT TECHNICAL AND ENGINEERING EXCHANGE
BETWEEN THE TWO CONTRACTORS

* IN FSD, EACH CONTRACTOR IS MANUFACTURING SIX SETS OF THEIR
RESPECTIVE SUBSYSTEMS WITH FINAL INTEGRATION BY BOEING

" DURING FSD, THE DESIGN AGENT IS PROVIDING ON-SITE SUPPORT AT
THE LEARNING CONTRACTOR'S FACILITY
-- EXCHANGE DATA AND SUBSYSTEMS FOR INSPECTION,

DISASSEMBLY, AND REASSEMBLY BY OTHER CONTRACTOR

" DESIGNING CONTRACTOR WILL ESTABLISH VENDORS FOR THOSE
SUBSYSTEMS THE OTHER CONTRACTOR WILL BUY RATHER THAN MAKE

" IN PILOT PRODUCTION, EACH CONTRACTOR WILL MANUFACTURE NINE
COMPLETE AIRCRAFT

Figure 1.2-4 V-22 Technology Transfer Activities

Timely execution of a teaming approach implies a 1.2.4 Licensing
high degree of concurrency between development,
technology transfer, and initial production. Thus, a Licensing involves the development of a second
teaming approach is most appropriate for pro- source by the system developer. The system
grams with the following characteristics: developer is directly compensated for the technol-

ogy transfer effort and receives a royalty fee for
* High value items with multiple internal inter- every item produced by the second source (licen-

faces see). The specific technology transfer activities, in-
* Moderate technical risk itial fee, royalty fee, and potential restrictions are

defined in a licensing agreement. This approach
* High initial production rates that require mul- has been used in cases where the initial source em-

tiple facilities. ployed patent protections on certain designs or

1-6



processes. In addition, because the continuous roy- from the initial source is required, a leader-follower
alty fee discourages cost reduction, the license ap- strategy is preferred. Technology transfer encom-
proach has been employed on programs that passes several fundamental activities including:
established dual sources for reasons other than
cost. Recent examples include the cruise missile en- * Transfer of technical data to the second source
gine and the IIR Maverick. * The provision of engineering, material. and

training assistance to the second source
1.3 TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ACTIVI- 6 The development of the second source produc-

TIES tion line

The selection of a technology transfer strategy is in- * Qualification of the second source as a capable

herently linked to anticipated technology transfer producer.

activities. For example, when extensive support These activities are summarized in Figure 1.3-1.

FISCAL YEAR

ACTIVITY FyFy TFy FY I FyIF Y T

"SD AWARD DUAL SOURCING
DEVELOPMENT

RLESTEE IT
FTYED MILEFTONESEs AT 1O

SNR CONO
PROTOTYPE FABRICATION

DEVELOPMENT TESTS

LOW RATE INITIALO AO4NCT'OT
AONG LEAD

LOTr I rM"ICTIED bu'y) :

LOO LEADLOT 2 (SPLIrr) LONG LEAD A
TECHNOLOGy TRANS8FE R

SECOND SOURDE QUAL UNICD

~FISCAL YEAR

ACTIVITY

SECOND SOURE CONTRIACT A
1AWARD

RELEASE TOP

TE.CCL ASSISTANC
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER ON1T PARTICIPATION

,WG LEAD AND MATERIAL 3uppowr r

EICOND SOURCE(:

UMIWACTUM PLAN A A

TOOtLING FABRIqCATION

COMPONIENT VEPIFPCA T1ON|

PRA

QUALIFICATION TESING

LONG LEAD

DIRECTED BlUY

Figure 1.3-1 Technology Transfer
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1.3.1 Transfer of Technical Data some elements such as data interpretation are pro-
vided by the Government. Technical support is dis-

The transfer of technical data encompasses the cussed in greater detail in Chapter Three.
documentation, validation, and transmittal of all
specifications, drawings, and instructions that are 1.3.3 Second Source Production Line
required to establish the second source as a quali-
fied producer. Key data elements include: Development of the second source production line

includes all activities that are required to establish
" System specification second source production capability. Key activities

include:
* Technical drawings

" Manufacturing work instructions 0 Production planning

" Tooling and test equipment drawings a Tooling and test equipment procurement

* In-process test procedures 0 Kit assembly

* Numerical control tapes * Materials acquisition

" Referenced standards 0 Fabrication of qualification hardware

" Contractor training manuals * Fabrication of limited production hardware.

" Make/buy plans. These activities are defined in greater detail in
Chapter Four.

These elements are prepared by the initial source
and transferred to the second source either directly 1.3.4 Second Source Qualification
or through the Government. Technical data trans-
fer is discussed in greater detail in Chapter Two. Second source qualification includes all activities

necessary to incrementally demonstrate second
1.3.2 Provision of Technical Support source capability to manufacture end items that

conform to specifications and drawings. Principal
Technical support is provided to the second source elements of an integrated qualification program in-
either to accelerate the technology transfer process
or to assist the second source in mastering complex
technologies. Technical support encompasses sev- * Component verification
eral activities including: * Process validation

* Engineering support in areas such as design * Interchangeability demonstrations
philosophy clarification, data interpretation, 0 Contractor tests/simulation
and process validation

* Performance tests
" Trainin& in complex processes or procedures,

test equipment use and calibration, and mate- * PCA of an initial production unitrial handling for exotic materials r Lot acceptance testing of initial production
" Material support in areas such as vendor base hardware.

development, long lead ordering, and incoming
inspection These activities provide logical demonstration

* Provision of kit items as ready-to-assemble milestones of second source capabilities. They are
subsystems or end items discussed in greater detail in Chapter Five.

" Test support including test instrumentation, 1.4 INTERIM MILESTONES
test data reduction, and test data analysis and
interpretation. Successful completion of technology transfer activi-

ties requires periodic monitoring and assessment of
These types of technical support are provided by progress through interim milestones. These mile-
the initial source under leader-follower, teaming, stones provide incremental measures of second
and licensing strategies. Under a TDP approach, source progress and serve as confidence factors
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leading to a second source production award. Typi- progress. A major element of the process is a com-
cal milestones include: ponent verification program during which the sec-

ond source demonstrates the capability to fabricate
* Drawing release and control or procure critical subsystems. As an interim mile-

stone, successful completion of the component
" Manufacturing plan completion verification program indicates that the second

source has mastered all critical technologies and
" Component verification processes short of final assembly.

* Production readiness review
1.4.4 Production Readiness Review

" Qualification testing
* Physical configuration audit. The Program Office conducts production readiness

review (PRR) to verify that the planning and all as-
sociated preparations for production have pro-

1.4.1 Drawing Release And Control gressed to the point where a manufacturing
commitment can be made without incurring unac-

The initial milestone of a technology transfer effort ceptable risks. All critical assembly and test proce-
is assimilation, release, and control of technical dures are addressed during the PRR. In addition,
data by the second source. Release of the drawings the second source demonstrates its facilities' corn-
from :he second source's engineering team to petence including the procurement of parts and
manufacturing implies that the second source has materials, manufacturing processes, inspection and
reviewed and assimilated the engineering and tech- quality procedures, tooling and test equipment, and
nical aspects of the item establishes the necessary management systems to control inventory, subcon-
change control procedures, and is ready to begin tractors, and vendors. Basic requirements and ob-
hardware fabrication. jectives of a PRR are outlined in MIL-STD-1521B.

"Technical Reviews and Audits for Systems,
1.4.2 Manufacturing Plans Equipments, and Computer Programs."

Upon receipt and assimilation of the technical data, 1.4.5 Qualification Testing
but prior to start of hardware fabrication, the sec-
ond source prepares a detailed manufacturing plan The second source must demonstrate the ability to
for Government review. Under a prime-subcon- satisfactorily perform all steps necessary in procur-
tractor approach, the prime contractor delivers the ing material, fabricating hardware, performing all
plan to the Government. The manufacturin gplan is acceptance tests and meeting all physical, perform-
prepared in accordance with MIL-STD-1528 to in- ance, and specification requirements. Successful
clude the definition of: completion of qualification testing indicates that

the second source can build end items to meet all
" Fabrication processes documented specifications, tolerances, and

performance requirements. This milestone is ac-
* In-line testing procedures complished prior to the first competitive award.

* Component integration 1.4.6 Physical Configuration Audit

" Capital and facilities requirements Successful completion of the PCA is the final mile-

* Special tooling and test equipment stone in second source qualification and technology
transfer. Second source initial production hard-

* Manpower forecasts ware is subjected to a PCA to ensure that the hard-

" Production reviews, ware configuration reflects the configuration
described in the TDP. The PCA is conducted by the

Prime/Government review and Government ap- Program Office in accordance with MIL-
proval of the plan indicates that the second source STD-1521B. Additional guidance can be drawn

as successfully accomplished the necessary plan- from DoD-STD-480A, MIL-STD-483A, and
ning to begin fabrication of qualification hardware. MIL-STD-490A.

1.4.3 Component Verification 1.5 TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER PLAN

Qualification of a second source is a sequential The program's approach to accomplishing technol-
process that yields incremental measures of ogy transfer activities and to achieving milestones is
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documented I i technology transfer plan (TTP). A 0 A clear management structure that enables
thorough TIT includes the following: effective communication

" The JtiA elements to be transferred including 0 The contractor and Government agreements
format mvd medium that will contractually implement the technol-

ogy transfer program
" Anticipatcd technical support including train-

ing, nltcrial*. kits, and test support 0 Potentipl incentive fees and awards

* Prelim ,.,r production planning for the sec-
ond s, ,ce including anticipated lead times, 0 Configuration management procedures in-
qua. I ii n units, and directed buys cluding design agent responsibilities.

*,, requirements for the second Further definition and development of these ele-
sounI. Au:,ding component verification, in- ments are the primary focus of this guide. Each ele-
terch, u c ility., and performance testing ment is discussed in detail in subsequent chapters.
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Chapter 2

TRANSFERRING DATA

The level and format of technical data to be 0 Contractor training manuals
transferred are directly related to the desired
level of configuration control, the required level * Make/buy plans.
of qualification, and program maturity. This
,.hAptcT dd.fines key data elements, alternate Under a technical data package (TDP) ap-
data formats, and data validation activities. The proach, these elements comprise a "complete"
essential factors in determining data require- technical data package. Under a leader-fol-
ments also are presented. lower or teaming approach, these elements are

the initial technical data that are further supple-
mented by technical assistance, as discussed in

2.1 KEY DATA ELEMENTS Chapter Three.

The second source must be provided sufficient 2.1.1 System Specifications
technical data to allow fabrication of end items
and accomplishment of production qualifica-
tion. Regardless of the technology transfer Specifications define the performance, physical,
strategy, key technical data elements to be trans- and acceptance test-requirements for an item.
ferred include: These requirements are documented in the fol-

lowing types of specifications:*

* Specifications * Type A - System/Segment Specification

" Technical drawings 0 Type B - Development Specifications

" Test requirements documents 0 Type C - Product Specifications

" Tooling and test equipment drawings 0 Type D - Process Specifications

" In-process test procedures 0 Type E - Material Specifications.

* Acceptance test procedures Specifications are developed by the initial

" Numerical control tapes source, approved by the Government, and
transferred to the second source. The specifica-

* Referenced standards tions form the technical baseline for second
source fabrication, qualification, and produc-

" Manufacturing work instructions tion.

*MIL-STD-490A, Specification Practices, 4 June 1985
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2.1.2 Technical Drawings accelerates second source production planning
and assists in-process control by ensuring that

Technical drawings encompass the complete set hardware items are produced and inspected us-
of engineering drawings, specifications, quality ing similar equipment. The drawings or Special
assurance provisions, process instructions, and Acceptance Inspection Equipment (SAIE) are
associated lists that fully describe the physical, particularly important to ensure that end items
electrical, mechanical, and operating properties from both contractors are accepted by the Gov-
of an item. Drawings are organized in a hierar- ernment against the same standard.
chical fashion to include each part, component,
subassembly, and assembly of an end item. Un- 2.1.5 In-Process Test Procedures
der a TDP strategy, the drawings are prepared
by the initial source in accordance with DoD- In-process test procedures document the in-
STD-1000B, accepted by the Government, and spections and tests conducted on parts, compo-
transferred to the second source. Under a nents, and assemblies during production to
leader-follower or teaming strategy, the draw- ensure they conform to product specifications
ings are transferred directly to the second and the TRDs. The procedures are prepared by
source. When technology transfer is initiated the initial source and are unique to a particular
during FSD, the drawings are transferred in- manufacturing approach and process. Transfer
crementally as the design matures. For example, of the in-process test procedures provides the
on the V-22 program the contractors are ex- second source with a foundation for manufac-
changing data as it is developed beginning with turing and quality control planning. The second
the specifications and allocated baselines lead- source may adapt these procedures to reflect a
ing to level 2 and finally level 3 drawings. different manufacturing philosophy or to in-

crease efficiency. For example, the second
2.1.3 Test Requirements Documents source on the AIM-9M guidance package intro-

duced automated testing of hybrids to increase
quality and efficiency which was not part of theThe test requirements documents (TRDs) de- original in-process test procedures.

fine the testing that must be conducted and the
parameters that must be assessed to ensure the
end item conforms to its specifications. The 2.1.6 Acceptance Test Procedures
TRDs define the necessary in-process tests,
mandatory inspection points, and final accep- Acceptance test procedures (ATPs) document
tance tests. The TRDs are transferred to the the inspections and tests that are used by the
second source to ensure all necessary testing is Government to accept the end item. ATPs are
conducted and to guide the development of sec- prepared by the initial source and approved by
ond source test procedures and special test the Government. ATPs are applied to critical
equipment. subassemblies, subsystems, and the end item

and address all primary physical, environ-
2.1.4 Tooling and Test Equipment Drawings mental, mechanical, and operating properties as

defined in the item specifications and the TRDs.
ATPs are transferred to the second source to

Similar to technical drawings, tooling and test maintain the integrity of the acceptance process
equipment drawings encompass the complete and to assist the second source in
set of engineering drawings, specifications, and manufacturing planning. Similar to in-process
process instructions that fully describe the test procedures, the ATPs may be modified by
physical, electrical, mechanical, and operating the second source. Suggested modifications to
properties of tooling and test equipment. Spe- ATPs must be approved by the Government.
cial tooling and test equipment (ST/TE) are
items developed at Government expense that 2.1.7 Numerical Control Tapes
are unique to the manufacture and inspection of
the end item. These include but are not limited Numerical control (NC) tapes store the pro-
to jigs, fixtures, gauges, test stands, factory ac- grams that drive computer controlled machin-
ceptance equipment, and special material han- ery such as milling machines. The tapes are
dling equipment. prepared by the initial source and are unique to

each particular machine for each particular
The drawings for these items are transferred process for each particular part. NC tapes are
to the second source to avoid duplication of directly transferrable to the second source only
tool and test equipment design and develop. if identical machines are used at both contrac-
ment. In addition, availability of the drawings tors. When identical machines are not used, the
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programs on the tapes can be adapted by the 2.1.11 Make/Buy Plan
second source for similar machines.

The initial source make/buy plan presents the

2.1.8 Referenced Standards qualified vendors for purchased material. This
information is provided to the second source to
assist in establishing his procurement system

Referenced standards are company-specific and to assist in production planning.
standards that define particular manufacturing
operations such as soldering. The company 2.2 DATA FORMATTING
standard is referenced on the item drawing or
the manufacturing work instruction. The stan- The evolution of computer-aided design and
dard is required by the second source to com- data management has introduced a wide variety
plete the necessary manufacturing operations. of media for formatting and storing technical
Initial source contractors resist transferring data. Strict reliance on hard copy engineering
company standards based on proprietary drawings is neither efficient nor desired. The al-
claims; however, the Program Office can insist drnategsedianeitherafficientgnortaesredean-
on their delivery as neccessary to accomplish ternate media for transferring data are defined
weapon production. in the following subsections.

2.2.1 Hard Copy
2.1.9 Manufacturing Work Instructions

Hard copy refers to traditional paper copy
Manufacturing work instructions translate the documents. To ensure legibility and facilitate
technical drawings into specific operations to be clear reproducibility, hard copy deliverables
conducted on the production floor. The instruc- must be "clean" and devoid of tears, folds, holes.
tions define the detailed process and assembly incomplete erasures, stains, smudges or similar
operations that must be undertaken to fabricate defects which obliterate information. Hard
an item that conforms to the engineering draw- copy drawings are prepared in accordance with
ings. The sequence of operations also are speci- DoD-STD-1000B.
fied to provide production personnel with
step-by-step directions for the fabrication of an 2.2.2 Cards
item.

Aperture cards are microfilm copies of hard
The manufacturing work instructions arepre- copy documents that facilitate storage and
pared and retained by the initial source. Con- retrieval of the information. Relevant DoD
tractors have resisted transferring the instruc- references include MIL-HDBK-303, "Micro-
tions on the basis that they are proprietary and Reproduction of Engineering Documents";
non-deliverable items. In reality, development MIL-M-9868D, "Microfilming of Engineering
of the instructions is fully funded by the Govern- Documents, 35mm Requirements for"; and
ment during FSD. Therefore, transfer of the in- MIL-M-38761, "Microfilming and Photograph-
structions to the second source accelerates the ing of Engineering/Technicai Data and Related
second source's production planning and pro- Documents: PCAM Card Preparation, Engi-
vides a more detailed basis for qualification. In- neering Data Micro-Reproduction System,
itial source proprietary claims are avoided by General Requirements for Preparation of."
incorporating the manufacturing work instruc- Most modern manufacturing companies no
tions in a deferred data delivery clause in the longer use this medium, except to support Gov-
FSD contract. ernment contract data requirements.

2.1.10 Contractor Training Manuals 2.23 CAD/CAM

CAD/CAM refers to computer-aided design/
Contractor training manuals describe in detail computer-aided manufacturing. In modern
specific manufacturing operations. The initial manufacturing plants, many design and manu-
source training manuals on special operations facturing activities previously performed by
such as coating, sealing, or welding provide the hand and documented with paper are now per-
second source with additional b,kground for formed by computer with the attending docu-
production planning. This background is par- mentation stored electronically in the computer.
ticularly valuable for process contiolled items. Data stored in thi.s manner can be transferred
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directly from the original developer to the sec- to identify any discrepancies or inconsistencies
ond source, assuming compatible CAD/CAM that must be addressed by the initial source.
systems.

2.3.2 Physical Configuration Audit
2.3 VALIDATING TECHNICAL DATA

The next tier of validation is the physical con-
The level of Program Office involvement in figuration on audit (PCA), where the Govern-
data validation is directly related to the tech- ment examines, tests, and compares the
nology transfer approach. For example, the equipment against the TDP. The purpose is to
Government may play a limited role under a verify that the production configuration of the
leader-follower approach while a more intense hardware manufactured by the developer con-
Government validation effort is required under forms to the documentation in the technical
a TDP approach. The validation of technical data package, that all changes resulting from
data can be viewed as a four-tiered effort that test are documented, and that acceptance test
encompasses the following steps:* procedures are completed.

* Inventory and format 2.3.3 Demonstration

* Physical configuration audit The third tier in the validation process involves
an on-site audit of the developcr's manufactur-

" Demonstration ing methods (including assembly, tooling, and
" Hardware build. test procedures). In addition, the developer con-

ducts the actual assembly, inspection, and test
of several sets of randomly selected parts and

2.3.1 Inventory and Format assemblies. The purpose is to verify that the
technical data supplied accurately represents

The first tier of a technical data package valida- methods that allow a second source to produce
tion effort is an audit of all drawings, specifica- the end item from the data.
tions, and designs to establish that complete and
properly formatted documentation exists for all 2.3.4 Hardware Build
component parts. assemblies, and end items.
Documentation is further examined to ensure it As a final check, the Government may build
does not contain special requirements and proc- validation units in a Government--owned and
esses that are not industry standards and which operated facility. Although time and resources
only the developer can accomplish. may not always permit this step. programs

which employ this process reduce the potential
This validation activity to ensure the data pack- risk for the Government and the second source.
age is consistent and complete includes: The purpose is to verify the technical data. un-

derstand the techniques used by the first source
* The tracing through system specifications during manufacture, and familiarize Govern-

ment personnel with unique processes and
" Test requirements documents methods. Clarifications, changes, and improve-

ments are made to the data package. The second
" Engineering drawings source receives a reliable data package, and

technical assistance from the Government per-
* Process instructions sonnel who performed the validation.
* Tooling and test equipment drawings 2.4 DEFINING DATA REQUIREMENTS
* Quality assurance provisions.

The data required to support technology trans-
The drawings are reviewed in accordance with fer is determined based upon equipment com-
the end item indentured list to ensure a system- plexity, industrial capabilities, logistics require-
matic and thorough evaluation. The objective is ments, and schedule urgency.

*The steps outlined in the section are based on data validation activities conducted by the Naval
Avionics Center. For more information, see: "The Competition Handbook." The Competition
Advocate General of the Navy, October 1987.
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2.4.1 Equipment Complexity Conversely, the more "common" the item tech-
nology, the more firms there are with experience

As the complexity of the equipment to be pro- in that technology, and the need for detailed
duced by a second source increases, so does the data transfer will be less.
magnitude and level of detail of the technical
data that is required. Complexity is a function 2.4.3 Logistics Requirements/Configuration
of: Control

* Assembly procedures The more detailed the level to which the Govern-

" Test procedures ment chooses to control the configuration of an
item, the greater will be the level of technical

" Manufacturing methods data definition. If the Government emphasizes
depot maintenance for the item. detailed techni-

* Leve! of quality control required cal data transfer will be required to ensure
" Sophistication of the toolinz proper production of spares and repair parts. In

addition, a high definition technical data pack-
* Thc degree of innovation involved in the age is essential to successfully employ competi-

equipment design. tive reprocurement of spares and repair parts
throughout the life cycle of the system.

2.4.2 Industrial Capabilities
2.4.4 Schedule Urgency

The relative ease of producing an item is

governed by the features of the item's design As the degree of production risk or schedule risk
that permit economical fabrication, assembly, increases, so will the required level of definition
in,spectin. and testing using available produc- in technical data. These risks can be mollified
tion tcchnology. The more the item's design (but not eliminated) by ensuring the transfer of
requires deviation from available production accurate and complete data sufficient to allow a
technohogv., the higher will be the level of detail second source to accelerate smoothly into rate
required in the transfer of technical data. production.
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Chapter 3

PROVIDING TECHNICAL SUPPORT

A successful technology transfer effort requires 0 Fabrication and assembly procedures
technical support over and above the transfer of Critical process fabrication techniques and
data. Technical support includes: procedures

* Training and engineering assistance 0 Tooling and test equipment calibration
procedures

* Material support and long lead 0 Clarification of the system drawings or en-

* Provision of kit items and training aids gineering data

" Test support. 0 Provision of additional engineering data
such as product reliability and manufactur-

Support in any of the areas may be required ing lessons learned.

from the initial source or from the Program Of- Training and assistance is provided to acceler-
fice. Technical support requirements are coor- ate the development of the second source's engi-
dinated through a Technology Transfer neering and manufacturing capabilities. This
Working Group (TTWG). The operations of a additional assistance also reduces the risk of
TTWG are discussed in Chapter Six. This chap- second source mistakes due to misinterpreta-
ter defines the various technical support areas tion of data or missing data elements. Training
and provides guidance to the program office in and assistance is provided by the initial source
determining the extent of required technical under a leader-follower or teaming strategy.
support. When additional assistance is required under a

technical data package (TDP) stratep., it is pro-
vided by the Government or the initial source

3.1 TRAINING AND ASSISTANCE under a separate engineering services contract.

Training programs and engineering assistance Training and assistance requirements are deter-
are provided to the second source for system- mined by the system's technological
specific manufacturing, assembly, and test pro- characteristics and program schedule require-
cedures. Training and assistance are directed ments. In addressing the system's technological
towards those areas where the second source characteristics, the following issues are consid-
may be deficient. Representative areas include: ered:

* Material inspection techniques and proce- a Level and type of required technology
dures 0 Uniqueness and complexity of manufactur-

" Special test procedures and equipment us- ing processes
age * Status of the TDP
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" Potential for technological innovation in the leader is tasked to provide sufficient long

design and manufacturing lead material.

* Proprietary data. In establishing a qualifiL I second source vendor
base, initial source make/buy plans, qualified

"Fhe degree of schedule urgency also plays a sig- vendor lists, and/or master purchase lists may
nificant role in determining potential training be supplied to the second source. In the case of
and technical assistance requirements. If the the SRAM I air vehicle computer, Boeing Elec-
second source schedule is demanding, more ex- tronics will provide Delco with a Master Pur-
tensive assistance is required to enhance rapid chase List that identifies at least two qualified
assimilation of system processes and design. sources for all purchased components and ma-
Under less demanding circumstances, the sec- terials. This approach provides the second
ond source is afforded some flexibility in mas- source with available vendors to meet initial
tering the technology. qualification requirements, while developing its

own vendor base.

The Program Office determines tle extent of Incoming inspection techniques are established
technical assistance that is required based onthe above factors. Appropriate agreements then at the second source facility to receive pur-are established between the Government and chased items and piece parts. TIhese techniques

the initial source that define the requirements are similar to those employed by the initial
and speciic responsibilities of the initial source source. For critical components, tile secondand the Program Office. source requires inspection instructions such asathe types of inspection tools, test equipment.

and all physical and functional specifications.
Assistance from the initial source helps to en-

LEAD sure that quality assurance requirements arc
met and Inventory is handled properly prior to

assembly.
Support in the areas of long lead materials ac-quisition, vendor base guidelines. inventory con-
trol proCedurcs and quality assurance provi- 33 KIT ITEMS AND TRAINING AIIS
sions are required to reduce second source de-
vClopment time and to reduce risk. Kit items and training aids are provided to the

second source to reduce qualification leadiirnes
and manufacturing risks. End item kits containThe lrogram Office determines long lead mate- all parts, subassemblies, and assemblies that

rial support requirements through the following comprise the final end item. Kits are used to
steps: validate technical data against actual hardware.

to demonstrate second source process and as-
• )etermine a general second source fabrica- sembly capability, and to accelerate production

tion schedule based upon the qualification line development. The use of kits is discussed in
and initial production requirements (initial greater detail in Chapter Four.
source production flowtimcs are used prior
to selection of a second source) Similarly, shop models and training aids pro-

vide the second source engineering team with
• Identify material need dates based on the mock-up hardware that canl be used to validate

fabrication schedule data, develop test procedures, arid asscs,

0 Identif\ order dates based on current mate- process requirements. Kits and training aids
rial lIad times and the need dates. were employed on the Tomahawk and AM-

RAAM programs to demonstrate assembly ca-
pability. The items are provided by the initial

If the order dates for qualification hardware source under a leader-follower strateLv. or
precede second source contract award, long lead through the government under a TI)P approach.
material support is required. Similarly, if the or-
der dates for initial production hardware pre-
cede second source vendor qualification, long 3.4 TEST SUPPORT
lead material assistance is required for initial
production. Under a TDP strategy, the items Test support is provided on programs " here the
are provided as Government Furnished Equip- initial source retains design agent responihilit.
rncnt (G FE). Under a leader-follower strategy, or maintains test data and failure repl wrtirL
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systems. In those cases, the initial source serves major systems, this support is cost-effective in
as a logical complement to the program office that the initial source has established test sup-
engineering and test staff. Assistance is pro- port teams for its test program. In addition,
vided for both factory tests and operational tests provision of test instrumentation allows for
of the second source equipment. common data collection and control of initial

source and second source test events. Test
Test support for factory tests includes assis- requirements and support are discussed in
tance in special test equipment calibration, ob- greater detail in Chapter Five.
servation of acceptance test procedures (ATPs)
to ensure compliance with test requirements,
and analysis of test data. Test data analysis in- 3.5 OUTPUT OF TECHNICAL SUPPORT
cludes comparison of second source test results
to initial source results to identify discrepancies Technical support reduces the risks associated
or problem areas. This is particularly useful with inadequate data, ensures lessons learned
when test failures occur, in that corrective ac- by the initial source are transmitted to the sec-
tions and lessons learned by the first source can ond source, and accelerates the development of
be transmitted quickly to the second source. the second source's manufacturing capability in

an orderly fashion. The primary intent of tech-
Support for operational tests includes prepara- nical support is to ensure the timely qualifica-
tion for ground or flight tests, provision of test tion of the second source. The provision of long
instrumentation, engineering support during lead material and kit items are particularly use-
test, logistic support of test equipment, test data ful in developing the second source production
reduction, and data and failure analysis. For line.
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Chapter 4

ESTABLISHING THE PRODUCTION LINE

This chapter identifies critical activities associ- plan, procuring tooling and test equipment, and
ated with establishing the second source pro- fabricating the qualification and the directed
duction line. As shown in Figure 4-1, these ac- buys.
tivities include developing the manufacturing

DEVELOP
MANUFACTURING

PLAN

PROCURE
TOOLING AND

TEST EQUIPMENT

. ACQUIRE
MATERIALS

AND
COMPONENTS I

"I QUALIFICATIONI
~UNITS

~FABRtICATE AND

TEST THE
DIRECTED BUY
HARDWARE

Figure 4-1 Establishing the Second Source Production Line
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4.1 MANUFACTURING PLAN 4.2 TOOLING AND TEST EQUIPMENT
FABRICATION

The initial step in establishing the second source
production line is the preparation of a manufac- Program Office assistance in procuring second
turing plan by the second source. The plan is source tooling and test equipment greatly en-
based on the manufacturing information in the hances the second source transition to produc-
technical data package (TDP), the master pro- tion. Early provision of tooling requirements to
duction schedule, existing facilities and equip- the second source is required to allow for the
ment, and preliminary make/buy plans. The long lead times related to the acquisition or
plan is prepared in accordance with MIL- fabrication of special tooling and special test
STD-1528 and contains the following critical equipment (ST/Sm). To accomplish this, an
elements: itemized list of all required tooling, test equip-

ment, and specifications should be supplied to
the second source as part of the TDP or supple-

* Manufacturing capability mental data.

Fabrication and assembly approach The itemized list should include all fabrication.

-- Component integration testing, and qualification requirements, the as-
sociated lead times and means of acquiring each

Materials purchasing and control sys- piece of equipment, and the rate capacities. Ad-
tem ditional assistance includes copies of the initial

source's tooling and test equipment data
Materials handling procedures packages, potential sources, clarification of

-In-line inspection/testing procedures specifications, drawings, and operating instruc-
tions.

- Quality assurance ST/STE usually are the pacing items of the sec-
" Capital and facilities requirements ond source production line. Thus, timely provi-

sion of ST/STE data determines the success of
- Plant layout achieving the qualification schedule. Once the

Production flow data is received, the second source completes
the following activities:

* Special tooling and test equipment " Validates STE drawings against the test re-
- Design of tooling/test equipment quirements

- Tooling and test equipment fabrica- 0 Validates special tooling drawings against
tion end item specifications and tolerances

- Set-up, calibration, and operation of 0 Modifies ST/STE drawings or software as
equipment required to reflect process differences

" Manpower forecasts. 0 Determines the number of required tools
and test stations based on anticipated pro-duction rates and throughput analysis

Special program requirements such as hazard-

ous materials handling, procedures for safe- * Fabricates or procures the necessary tool-
guarding classified data and and hardware, and ing and test equipment
proper control of Government and other fur- * Installs and calibrates equipment.
nished material are presented in the second
source's plan, as well. The plan should demon- The time required to complete these activities is
strate to the Program Office the second source's dependent upon the end item and required
understanding of the engineering data and its tooling level. On prior programs such as Toma-
translation to a manufacturing approach. The hawk and Hellfire, these activities have required
manufacturing plan is solicited as part of the 12 to 24 months.
second source proposal and is evaluated during
source selection. As the program progresses,
the plan is updated and submitted to the Pro- 4.3 PRODUCTION PLANNING
gram Office or approval. The update is accom-
plished following transfer of additional data and Simultaneous with the fabrication of special
assistance. tooling and test equipment, the second source
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initiates its detailed production planning. This Agreements also are developed that address
effort includes the following activities: how shortages are to be distributed between the

two primes, should the vendor encounter deliv-
* Process analyses and trades ery problems. The details of subcontract ad-

ministration are documented in a Memoran-
* Line-of-balance and process control plans dum of Agreement (MOA) and are coordinated

through the Technology Transfer Working
" Detailed facility and plant layouts Group ('TTWG), as discussed in Chapter Six.
" Preparation of manufacturing work in-

structions On the Tomahawk program, McDonnell
Douglas and General Dynamics negotiated a

* Development of standards and work meas- MOA on common vendors. The MOA stated
urement processes that both contractors would place orders for 50

* Preparation of process sheets and inspec- percent of the anticipated buy with plus/minus
tion instructions options. Following a decision on the production

split, the orders would be adjusted to reflect the
* Definition and implementation of quality requirements of both prime contractors. This

assurance procedures and systems. enabled the vendor to realize the economics of
fabricating the entire buy, while accommodat-

These activities flow from the system specifica- ing the prime contractors' split awards.
tions, engineering drawings, and test require-
ments contained in the TDP. For complex sys- The second source also develops alternate sup-
tems, these activities may require 12 to 18 pliers for initial source buy items. For example.
months. The activities can be accelerated for the IIR Maverick program, Raytheon devel-
through the provision of supplementary data oped new sources for critical subsystems includ-
and engineering assistance as discussed in ing the rocket motor, cryoengine, autofocus, and
Chapter Three. pneumatic actuators. This activity includes so-

iciting and selecting vendors, vendor fabrica-
tion of qualification articles, and qualification

4.4 MATERIALS ACQUISITION testing of the vendor items. The testing is con-
ducted according to the initial sources qualifica-

Concurrent with in-plant activities, the second tion testing and the item specification. Te sec-
source also establishes his subcontractor and ond source conducts the qualification or com-

ponent verification effort with assistance fromsupplier base. This activity addresses three pri- the initial source or the Government, as re-mary areas: quired. Component verification is discussed in

greater detail in Chapter Six. Following verifica-
* Current suppliers to the initial source tion, the supplier then begins to deliver material
" New suppliers for initial source buy items to support the second source's qualification and

initial production lot.
* New suppliers for initial source make

items. In addition, the second source may elect to buy
items that the initial source is making in-house.

Independent suppliers are a preferred ap- For these items, the second source develops
proach; however, for high value or specification acceptance procedures and qualification
controlled items, the Program Office may elect requirements. The requirements must be devel-
to have both primes buy from the same vendors. oped because they would not have been pre-
When the second source employs current initial pared by the initial source for an in-house item.
source suppliers, the second source informs the Following the definition of qualification and test
suppliers of the dual source program and pro- requirements, the second source solicits, selects.
vides notification that they are authorized to use and qualifies the new vendor.
special tooling and test equipment at the suppli-
er plant. The initial source and second source The activities associated with qualifying new
then determine the details of subcontract ad- vendors require 18 to 24 months to complete. As
ministration and material ordering. An agree- discussed in Chapter Three, long lead material
ment in this area is particularly useful for high support is provided to allow the second source
value or long lead subsystems where.economics to proceed with end item qulaification while
of ordering are desired and the production split completing component verification. To main-
is not known prior to placing the subcontract. tain the end item schedule, the Program Office
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could employ several options in developing the allow for rapid delivery of assembled end items
second source vendors: and enable early development, installation, and

checkout of special tooling and special test
" Provide key components from the initial equipment. During kit assembly, the second

source who would order sufficient quanti- source completes all appropriate manufacturing
ties for itself and the second source operations and test procedures. Thus, kit as-

sembly provides early, demonstration of critical
" Provide access to a master purchase list of processes and verification of the second

currently qualified vendors source 's tooling and test equipment.

Provide key components as Government Kit material is prepared by the initial source and
furnished equipment (GFE). is provided directly to the second source under a

leader-follower strategy. Under a TDP ap-Once the purchased items are delivered, the sec- proach, the kit material is provided as GFE.
ond source demonstrates incoming inspection The acceptance procedures for the kit material
procedures and the necessary materials han- are developed by the cognizant plant represen-
dling and storage procedures. The materials are tative at the initial source's facility. The mate-
inventoried for future assembly. rial is accepted at the initial source plant and

shipped to the second source under a Govern-

4.S KIT ASSEMBLY ment Bill of Lading.

Recent programs, such as Tomahawk and AM- 4.6 THE QUALIFICATION BUY
RAAM, have employed end item kits to acceler-
ate development of the second source produc- The qualification buy is a relatively small quan-
tion line while providing incremental demon- tity to support the second source's qualification
strations of second source capability. Kits are testing, requirements and to develop the second
composed of all assemblies, subsystems, parts, source's production capability. Potential quali-
and components that are required to assemble fication test requirements are presented in
the final item. Multiple kits are provided to the Chapter Five. To accomplish the buy, the sec-
second source in increasing levels of detail to ond source installs all tooling and test equip-
provide a controlled evolution of second source ment. The Government or initial source pro-
manufacturing capability. A representative se- vides on-site technical assistance during fabri-
quence of increasing kit detail is as follows: cation of the second source qualification hard-

ware. Any changes in the manufacturing proc-
• Kit 1 - all items at the assembly level. The esses or design to accommodate the second

second source completes final assembly source's methods are implemented and demon-
and demonstrates final acceptance proce- strated during end item fabrication.
dures

During fabrication of this hardware, the second
" Kit 2 - all items at the subassembly or part source performs all in-process test operations

level. The second source completes subsys- and acceptance test procedures. The fabricated
tems integration and demonstrates in- hardware then undergoes further testing as out-
process inspection lined in the qualification test plan. The testing

* Kit 3 - items at the part or component level. ensures that the second source's units conform
The second source completes all finishing to the system specifications.
operations such as trimming and treating
and then completes integration and assem- 4.7 THE DIRECTED BUY
bly. All critical processes short of fabrica-
tion are demonstrated. The second source's first production lot award

usually is directed by the Government. The
Sequential delivery of kit materials to the second objective of the directed buy is to avoid a pro-
source is undertaken to achieve incremental duction break at the second source facility while
measures of second source progress. Simultane- the qualification hardware undergoes final test-
ous delivery of kit materials accelerates the de- ing. The directed buy is limited to minimize the
velopment of the second source production line. risk of not meeting operational requirements.
As described, delivery of the representative kits This also allows the second source to ramp-up
places all materials on the second source pro- its production line to support future production
duction line in various stages of assembly. Kits rate requirements. It requires the second source
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to utilize its own vendor base and manufac- fabricated, at rate. Figure 4.7-1 demonstrates
turing techniques prior to competitive awards to the hardware deliveries associated with the
ensure qualified production units can be qualification and directed buys.

FISCAL YEAR
ACTIVITY2345

23 4 5

QUALIFICATION BUY

CONTRACT AWARD A
FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY

COMPONENT TESTING
INTERCHANGEABILITY DEMO

SIMULATION TESTING

OPERATIONAL TESTING
PCA

DELIVERIES
ACCEPTANCE TESTING

DIRECTED BUY
LONG LEAD AUTHORIZATION

CONTRACT AWARD A

FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY

DELIVERIES
ACCEPTANCE TESTING a

COMPETITIVE AWARD
LONG LEAD AUTHORIZATION

CONTRACT AWARD A

FABRICATION AND ASSEMBLY

DELIVERIES
ACCEPTANCE TESTING

Figure 4.7-1 The Directed Buy Permits the Second Source to Ramp Up to Rate

End items from the directed buy are the initial acceptance tests and formal DD250 acceptance.
hardware elements from the second source that Final acceptance of the directed buy hardware
are entered into the operational inventory. As completes the second source qualification pro-
such. the directed buy hardware undergoes all gram, as discussed in Chapter Five.
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Chapter 5

QUALIFYING THE SECOND SOURCE

The purpose of the qualification phase is to have This chapter presents the components of an
the second source demonstrate ability to manu- integrated second source qualification program
facture hardware that conforms to the technical that incrementally demonstrate second source
data package (TDP) including all specifica- capability. These components are shown in Fig-
tions. This phase involves hardware fabrication, ure 5-1. While presented sequentially, elements
assembly, and testing to determine TDP compli- often are accomplished in a parallel or overlap-
ance by the second source. The testing phase in- ping fashion. The relationship between qualifi-
volves a duplication of initial source production cation activities and configuration management
qualification tests and limited performance test- also is addressed.
ing.

VERIFY
COMPONENTS

ADEMONSTRATEINTERCHANGEABILITY I
NVERIFY ,

PROCESS

CONDUCT FACTORYJ

ACCEPTANCE TESTS

PE"RFORM
OPERATIONAL

TESTS

S CONDUCT

PCA

PERFORM

LOT ACCEPTANCIE

Figure 5-1 Components of an Integrated Second Source Qualification Program
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5.1 COMPONENT VERIFICATION the maintenance concept developed for the
system and spares requirements. For example, if

Component verification involves the inspection, organizational or intermediate level mainte-
testing. and analysis of components purchased nance facilities are emphasized, interchange-
or manufactured by the second source. The pur- ability requirements will be at the level of repair
pose of component verification is to demon- performed by these maintenance activities (usu-
strate the second source's ability to purchase or ally printed circuit board). By contrast, if depot
manufacture components that meet specifica- level maintenance is emphasized, interchan-
tions. Second source component verification geability requirements are pushed lower to the
activities often are limited to critical or unique component or piece part level. The contractor
items, and items that are manufactured through demonstrates form, fit, and function inter-
processes that are unique from those of the in- changeability of all parts on the Inter-
itial source. For purchased items, the second changeability Parts List.
source demonstrates that its suppliers are capa-
ble of producing components to specification 5.3 PROCESS VERIFICkTION
and that prime contractor incoming inspection
procedures or acceptance test procedures
(ATPs) at the vendors are capable of testing Process verification involves the demonstration
supplier components to determine acceptabil- by the second source that its materials, tooling,
itv. For manufactured items, the second source equipment, workmanship. and associated pa-
demonstrates its ability to manufacture compo- perwork are equivalent to those established by
nents that meet the specifications. In both the initial source and identified in the TDI;.
cases, purchased or manufactured, the compo- Equivalency is sufficient; however, if certain
nents are produced in accordance with the TDP processes, such as fuel-tank sealing, are critical
and tested in accordance with applicable prod- to system performance, the second source may
uct specifications. For less critical items, be required to demonstrate that its processes
verification can be accomplished through engi- are identical to those of the initial source.
neering analysis (e.g., leak testing and stress
analysis). or by demonstrating the similarity of The second source develops equivalency specifi-
an item with a previously procured and tested cations for its manufacturing and quality assur-
item. ance operations. This is accomplished by

comparing existing internal specifications with
those in use by the initial source to identify simi-

5.2 INTERCHANGEABILITY larities and differences. After resolving the
differences, the second source prepares nianu-

Interchangeable items are ones that can be re- facturing and quality assurance procedures and
moved from one system and installed in another provisions on performance processes and in-
without alteration of the item or adjoining items spections. All processes that can affect reliabil-
and without impact on form, fit, or function. On ity or system performance, that are unique to the
a dual source program, interchangeability system. that have not been performed previously
between contractor produced items is recom- by the second source, that require certified op-
mended to control potential logistics complica- erators, or that involve hazardous materials
tions, must be verified. Processes are verified at each

location where an operation is being performed.
Then the Program Office or the initial source re-

Interchangeability is demonstrated through a views the process verification results to deter-
"tear-down" audit or inspection by disassem- mine that the second source has demonstrated
bling a system produced by the initial source, equivalency of its processes to those employed
and reassembling the system using components by the initial source and specified in the TDI'.
produced by the second source. As a supple-
ment or alternative to a complete tear-down, an
exchange and installation of items selected at 5.4 FACTORY ACCEPTANCE TESTS
random from available inventory may be con-
ducted. The intent of these demoinstrations is to Once components have been verified and inter-
verify that the second source can produce the ex- changeability has been demonstrated, testing of
act same item as the initial source. the second source's full-up system is performed.

The purpose of these tests is to demonstrate un-
The level to which interchangeability must be der controlled conditions that the system
demonstr3tcd is a function of logistics consid- produced by the second source is functionalhv
erations. The!,e considerations will depend upon identical to the system produced by the initial
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source. These tests should not be viewed as an forgo operational testing is a function of pro-
opportunity to gather additional information on gram technical risk, cost, and schedule consid-
system performance or to expand the test enve- erations, and is an option to be pursued after
lope. Testing in addition to that required to only the most careful assessment.
demonstrate a functionally identical system in-
creases the qualification program costs. Fur- The most important requirement of an opera-
ther, such broadening of the second source's tional test program is to have a clear up-front
effort places it in a design role. Any critical definition of the objectives. The Program Office
problems must be resolved before the system should not view second source operational test-
can be approved for operational testing. ing as a mechanism to gather performance data

beyond that collected during the full scale devel-
The contractor must comply with the testing opment (FSD) program. The second source's
identified by the initial source in the test re- system is tested to the same requirements, but it
quirements documents (TRDs). The second is not employed to expand the operational enve-
source's review of the existing TRDs identifies lope for the overall system. The objectives of the
each test to be performed from the subassembly operational test program are reflected in the sys-
level through final acceptance testing. Existing tem test plan prepared by the second source.
ATPs are used to the greatest extent possible by Major issues to be addressed include capabili-
the second source. New ATPs are prepared for ties to be demonstrated, test conditions.
procedures that are unique to the second source. configuration of the system to be tested, instru-
Special test equipment (STE) requirements for mentation requirements, data reduction and
the second source are based upon the TRDs and analysis requirements, Government assets re-
ATPs. In addition to acceptance tests, the sec- quired to support the tests, selection of the test
ond source also identifies in-process tests. range, preparation of the mission test plan, test
These tests are performed throughout the schedules. and identification of Government
manufacturin$ cycle to determine whether a agencies to be involved and their role in the test-
subassembly is acceptable for the next opera- ing program.
tion. The test plan is developed by the second source

in conjunction with both the initial source and
Factory testing involves powering up the system the Government agencies involved in the testing
and performing functional tests under a range of program. If the Program Office has tasked the
environmental conditions including tempera- initial source to develop the second source (i.e.,
ture, vibration, corrosion, electro-magnetic, leader-follower), then the initial source plays an
dust, salt, fog, and humidity. Every system is active role in developing the test plan. Con-
unique and, in some cases, it may be determined versely, the test plan developed by the initial
that the second source need not repeat all of the source is provided to the second source and
tests performed by the initial source. For exam- serves as the basis for the second source test
ple. testing may be limited to assessing perform- plan. Additional or revised test procedures are
ance in areas involving unique or specialized developed based on the requirements of the pro-
manufacturing processes. The selection of tests gram.
to be performed involves trade-offs among the
complexity of the system technology, resource
constraints, and acceptable levels of program 5.6 PHYSICAL CONFIGURATION AUDIT
risk.

After contractor and operational testing have
been accomplished, a physical configuration

5.5 Oaudit (PCA) is performed on production repre-
OPERATIONAL TESTS sentative items. The purpose of the PCA is to

confirm that the "as-built" production configu-
After successful performance of contractor test- ration of the hardware produced by the second
ing, the second source is required to undergo an source conforms to the system specifications
operational test program. The purpose of this and drawings.
program is to verify that the final full-up system
meets its specifications in its expected operating The PCA entails a detailed audit of engineering
environment. On some past "build-to-print drawings, specifications, technical data, and
programs where technology transfer was accom- tests utilized in the production of hardwNarc
plished exclusively via a detailed technical data items to ensure that the as-built configuration
package, qualification of the second source did of the item is reflected in this documentation.
not include operational testing. The decision to Typical activities of the PCA include:
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of the item is reflected in this documentation. 0 Analyses of hardware samples for materi-
Typical activities of the PCA include: als, heat treatments, welding, etc.

* Detcrjiiiiiation that the technical data accu- 5.7 HARDWARE ACCEPTANCE
rately describes the hardware items as-
built The final step required to qualify a second

source as a system producer is acceptance test-
* Gauging, where the dimensions of parts ing of initial production hardware and accep-

and assemblies are checked against the tance of that hardware by the Government. The
drawings and manufacturing work instruc- purpose of acceptance testing is to verify that in-
tions itial production units are meeting the same de-

sign and performance standards demonstrated
* A visual inspection of hardware items to as- by the qualification units. The Government ac-

sess workmanship, fit, and finish of all cepts second source hardware in accordance
parts and assemblies with the DD250.
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Chapter 6

ESTABLISHING THE MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE

This chapter presents a general management struc- as shown in Figure 6-1. In addition, the interface of
ture including personnel and technical require- these management elements through a Technoloy
ments for the Government, the initial source and Transfer Working Group (TTWG) is defined.
the second source to facilitate technology transfer,

DEFINE
GOVERNMENT
MANAGEMENT
STRUCTURE

~DEFINE

INITIAL
SOURCE

MANAGEMENT
STRUCTURE

~DEFINE

&SECOND SOURCE
~MANAGEMENT
~STRUCTURE

~TECHNOLOGY
TIRANSFER

-WORKING GROUP}

Figure 6-1 Establishing the Dual Source Management Structure
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6.1 GOVERNMENT program manager, or primary point of contact
(POC), within the Program Office to monitor, man-

To ensure program objectives are met, the Govern- age, and execute the technology transfer program.

ment must retain overall management authority for This POC has the responsibility to determine the
the dual source effort. Specific activities can be level of Program Office involvement that is required
delegated to the contractors; however, the fun- to execute the dual source program. Figure 6.1-1
damental responsibility still rests with the Pro- depicts the process of determining the Program Of-
gram Office. Once the decision to dual source is fice's dual source management structure.
made, the program manager appoints a dual source

CC87-51

TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
STRATEGY

• PERSONNEL RESOURCES DUAL SOURCE PLANNING
DEFINE DOCUMENTS

" PROGRAM SCHEDULE GOVERNMENT
MANAGEMENT • GOVERNMENT DUAL SOURCE

* FUNDING STRUCTURE MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE

" LESSONS LEARNED REQUIRED CONTRACTOR
SUPPORT

PROGRAM OFFICE

Figure 6.1-1 Determining the Program Office's Dual Source Management Structure

The POC establishes the Program Office manage- is presented in Figure 6.1-2. For a dual source pro-
ment team. Typically, Program Offices are organ- gram, the functional managers support the POC
ized along functional lines. Each functional who integrates and assesses total program pro-
manager has a staff, organic or matrixed, that spe- gress.
cializes in a particular aspect of a program, such as
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FUNCTIONAL ACTIVITY INTEGRATION/TRANSLATION DUAL SOURCE ACTIVITY cC074490

MANUFACTURING
-- KITS
-- TOOLING & TEST EQUIPJtMT KITS

PROCESS CONTROL
HARDWARE

CONFIGURATION CONTIPOL TDP VALIDATION

-- TDP VALIDATION
-- QUALIFICATION PLANS TOOLING & TEST EQUIPMENT

HARDWARE

ENGINEERING
KITS PROCESS VALIDATION

TDP VALIDATIO4
TOOLING & TEST EQUIPMENT QUALiFICATION PLANS
QUALIFICATION PLANS

HARDWARE

QUALITY ASSURANCE COMPONENT VERIFICATION

TOOLING & TEST EQUIPMENT DUAL SOURCE
MATERIAL REVIEW BOARD 7PROGRAM MANAGER - FB

-- ACCEPTANCE TEST PROCEDURES SYSTEM FABRICATION

QUALITY IMPROVEMENT
-- KITS SYSTEM TEST

COST
COST'BENEFIT
BUDGET CONTRACTS

-" PROGRAM EXECUTION
-" SCHEDULES SCHEDULES

CONTRACTS
-- SECOND SOURCE

INITIAL SOURCE

TEST
PERFORMANCE VALIDATION

* TEST PLANNING AND ANALYSIS

LOGISTICS
-- LIFE CYCLE COST

SUPPORT PLANNING
TEST EQUIPMENT

Figure 6.1-2 Dual Source Program Relationships

A functionally structured dual source program gen- As an alternative, an activity-oriented organization
erally works best under one of two approaches. One may be more responsive to a technically complex or
is when the overall program is a self-supporting en- schedule sensitive program, as shown in Figure
tity with sufficient personnel on-hand who under- 6.1-3. The manager of each activity reports directly
stand and are capable of carrying out the dual to the POC and is responsible for the total perform-
source requirements, such as the Air Force 11R ance of his respective element. For example, the kits
Maverick program. The second is when the Pro- manager ensures the complete and timely delivery
gram Office has a clearly defined second source of kits from the initial source or Government to the
cadre with the responsibility and authority to man- second source.
age and work with matrixed, functional support,
such as the Army's Hellfire missile program.
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-- QUALITY ASSURANCE ENGINEERING COST CONTROL
CONFIGURATION "" MANUFACTURING CONFIGURATION QUALITY ASSURANCE
CONTROL TEST CONTROL

QUALITY ASSURANCE QUALITY ASSURANCE

Figure 6.1-3 An Activity-Oriented Program Structure

Once the dual source program structure is deter- representatives (Defense Contract Admini-
mined, a manager is appointed for each functional/ stration Service (DCAS), Defense Contractor
activity element. Clear objectives and responsi- Audit Agency (DCAA), Service plant repre-
bilities are developed by the dual source program sentative offices)
manager for each subelement manager. The objec-
tive for each manager is the timely, efficient execu- * Developed budget to support dual source pro-
tion of the assigned task. This involves developing gram effort
relevant inputs for the Technology Transfer Plan
(TTP) as an internal planning document including 0 Coordinated functional/activity information.
the following:

Establishing the Government structure at the start
* Government/contractor interface require- of the dual source program sets the tone for the ef-

ments fort and demonstrates to the contractors the com-
mitment to dual source the weapon system. It also

* Detailed schedule of all critical task activities affords the dual source program manager the op-
* Documentation required from contractors portunity to focus on as many dual source aspects

as possible prior to initiation of the effort.
* Milestones to measure progress of task

* Identified potential sources to provide addi-
tional internal manpower and facilities sup- 6.2 INi'IAL SOURCE
port

- Functional specialists (cost, engineering, The intent to dual source must be presented to the
etc.) initial source as early as practicable. This provides

the initial source with an opportunity to offer sug-
- Test ranges, labs, etc. gested changes to the program. When the initial

source is the principal agent for technology trans-
* Negotiated/outlined Memorandums of Agree- fer, the initial source should be tasked to develop its

ment (MOAs) with Government in-plant dual source plan, as presented in Figure 6.2-1.
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MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE

" PRIOR DUAL SOURCE • INITIAL CONTRACTOR
EXPERIENCE DUAL SOURCE MANAGEMEN

DEFINE STRUCTURE
" PRELIMINARY INITIAL SOURCE

GOVERNMENT MANAGEMENT • TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
DUAL SOURCE PLANS STRUCTURE PLAN

" PROGRAM SCHEDULE • ASSOCIATE CONTRACTORII AGREEMENT
• DUAL SOURCE

STRATEGY INITIAL SOURCE

Figure 6.2-1 The Initial Source Management Structure

A comprehensive initial source plan contains the - Detailed schedule for critical activities
following information: and milestones

- Description of progress report contents
" Identification of the initial source program and delivery frequency/ distribution

manager responsible for the dual source pro- * Draft Associate Contractor Agreements
gram and subelement managers (ACAs) to be executed with second source and

" Responsibilities of the dual source program subcontractors, as applicable
manager: 0 Detailed facilities and manpower require-

- Overall authority for ensuring the accom- ments
plishment of the effort 0 Configuration management procedures.

- Liaison with other relevant corporate or-
ganizations The resulting initial source management structure

and plan form the basis for a similar plan at the sec-
- Director of technology transfer process ond source.

- Equivalent to Government and second

source program managers 6.3 SECOND SOURCE

- Co-chair of TTWG (as required) The technology transfer method will determine the

" Responsibilities of Subelement Managers: requirement or second source program plans.
When the initial source is responsible for develop-

- Authority for ensuring the accomplish- ing the second source, the initial source's plans in-
ment of their respective function/activity clude second source activities. Tasks and

responsibilities specific to the second source would
- Participant of TTWG management group be detailed as well as those similar to the initial

and respective subgroup (as required) source tasks presented in Section 6.2. In cases of
mutual technology transfer, the contractors jointly

* Svstem to monitor progress of the dual source develop their management structures and plans to
effort including: ensure a compatible dual source effort.
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For efforts where the second source is to learn the 0 Technical data and assistance required from
technology with either limited or no initial source the Government or third party
assistance, the Program Office should direct the
second source to develop a plan that reflects the in- * Component and system qualification activities
dependent nature of the effort. The plan would in- 0 Hardware procurement actiitiesclude the following:_ "d t Integrated schedule of critical activities and

milestones
" Identification of second source program man- _ C . p

ager * Configuration management procedures.

" Identification of second source personnel as The content of the second source plan is similar to
points of contact for function/activity elements the initial source plan described in Section 6.2; how-
(similar to those of the initial source structure, ever, it is tailored to reflect the more detailed sec-
defined in Section 6.2) ond source production effort. Figure 6.3-1 presents

the development of the second source management
" ACAs, as applicable structure.

CC87-603

" INITIAL CONTRACTOR DUAL
SOURCE MANAGMENT
STRUCTURE

" GOVERNMENT DUAL SOURCE
MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE

I PRIOR DUAL SOURCE ME SRCU SECOND CONTRACTOR
EXPERIENCE DUAL SOURCEEXPEIENC DEFNE "MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE

" PROGRAM SCHEDULE SECOND SOURCE

MANAGEMENT -TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
" PRELIMINARY STRUCTURE PLAN

GOVERNMENT AND INITIAL
CONTRACTOR DUAL - ASSOCIATE CONTRACTOR
SOURCE PLANS AGREEMENT

SECOND SOURCE

Figure 6.3-1 The Second Source Management Structure

6.4 TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER 6.4.1 Purpose
WORKING GROUP The TTWG is responsible for coordinating and fa-

cilitating technology transfer between two contrac-
A simple contractual requirement to have one con- tors, whether the transfer is to be a bilateral or
tractor transfer technology to another does not en- unilateral exchange. It conducts technical reviews
sure that such a transfer will occur in a timely, and technical interchange meetings to ensure pro-
efficient manner. To facilitate the process, the gram performance and control. The Program Of-
Tomahawk cruise missile program employed a fice may request the contractors to establish or
TTWG. The TTWG was chaired by the Joint Cruise participate on a TTWG in order to efficiently
Missile Program Office (JCMPO) and the two con- achieve dual source objectives. The requirements
tractors. It included key functional representatives for a TTWG should be addressed in the ACAs and
from the three organizations, defined their expected the contractors' TTP.
objectives and responsibilities, and established the
communication lines necessary to perform daily ac- A charter for the TTWG should be prepared that
tivities. defines the structure, and procedures of the
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TTWG. The charter identifies, by function and structure determine the need for and organization
work breakdown structure (WBS) element. indi- of the TTWG. As shown in Figure 6.4-1, a TVWG
viduals in each organization as the focal points of is structured on two levels:
activity for their relevant area of responsibility.

* The Management Working Group, responsi-

6.4.2 Structure ble for overall program direction

* The Activity Working Groups, responsible for
The technology transfer method and the the actual implementation of technology trans-
Government's dual source program management fer.

TTW C

GOVERNMENT ................... MANAGEMENT
GROUP I CC97,M

TTWG
SECRETARIAT

[ACTIVITY] (FUNCTIONAL]

F I I I I I I
KIS COPNET SYSTEM OTHER ADMINISTRATIECOTAS

VAIDTIN KIS OPOENSFABRICATION ELEMENTS SUPPORT

... DIRECT OR INDIRECT
UMCTIO AL PUFUNCTIONAL FUNCTIONAL. PARTICIPATION

ARPRESE rATIVES ftIPREfSZWTAYIES ALREESENTATIVIS RPRESS WTATIV9S

.... INFORMATION
REPRMNETATIVIS EXCHANGE

Figure 6.4-1 VITWG Structure

As shown in Figure 6.4-1, the Government's role in controls. As defined in their charter, this group es-
the TTWG is flexible to allow for as much direct tablishes the ground rules and procedures for con-
participation as deemed necessary by the terms of duct of the TTWG Activity Working Groups,
the technology transfer approach, contractor pro- reviews their progress, serves as a higher decision
gress, and personnel resources available. As an in- authority for problems that cannot be resolved at
direct participant, interaction is at the management the subgroup level, and assesses total program ef-
level where the Government attends review meet- fects that may result from actions taken by the sub-
ings to monitor technology transfer progress and groups. The Management Working Group ensures
discusses critical issues affecting the dual source ef- that the provisions of the ACAs are carried out as
fort. As a direct participant, Government represen- intended, and directs the subgroups to accomplish
tatives at both the Management and Activity the technology transfer effort within the limits of
Working Group levels take an active role in the the ACAs.
management and execution of the technology trans-
fer eftort. The Management Working Group identifies the

Activity Working Groups necessary to support the
TTWG. The contractors then appoint representa-

The contractor's dual source program managers tives to be the point of contact within each company
serve as co-chairs of the TTWG Management that conduct the day-to--day technology transfer
Working Group. This group, which is the governing activities. The subgroups concentrate on specific
body of a TTWG, directs and oversees the technol- areas of technology transfer such as technical data
ogy transfer process through the establishment of package (TDP) validation, kits, and system fabrica-
technical, administrative, funding, and schedule tion. The charter and procedures of each Activity
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Working Group are established by the Manage- presented. The status report addresses accomplish-
ment Working Group. ments to date, future activities, and problem areas

requiring resolution by the Management Working
6.4.3 Procedures Group.

The Management Working Group holds monthly
progress review meetings during the technology The Activit Working Groups holds regularly

transfer effort. The location is mutually agreed scheduled Technical Interchange Meetings (TIM)

upon by the contractors and the government, and on a more frequent basis than the Management
includes the contractors' facilities as potential sites. Group meetings during the technology transfer ef-

Attendees would include the Management Working fort. During peak times, the Activity Working
Group representatives and the chairmen from the Groups may meet weekly. The location is mutually
Activity Working Groups. In addition, other func- agreed upon by both contractors. Attendees in-
tional and discipline representatives may be re- clude the representatives and other functional per-
quested to attend. sonnel as deemed necessary. In addition. the

representatives may request subcontractors to at-
tend. The TIMs consider progress to date. address

The Secretariat is responsible for organizing the and resolve specific tasks and issues, and plan for
meetings. Specific tasks to support the meeting in- future activities. Every effort should be made to re-
clude: solve problems at this working level. Results from

the TIMs are presented at the Management Work-
* Arrange for location and time for meeting ing Group progress review meetings.

* Develop agenda
The Secretariat is the focal point for all data re-

Assemble all issues and topics for discus- quests and data transferred to and from both con-
sion from the TTWG Activity Working tractors (and subcontractors, as appropriate). As
Groups such, this function is performed by the second

Incorporate resolution activities and re- source contractor. The Secretariat establishes an
sults that have occurred since the last inventory system to monitor the request and trans-
meeting fer of data to and from the companies. The inven-

tory system identifies the data by source, title,
Distribute agenda, within a specified time number, date requested, date sent, and date re-
frame prior to the meeting, to all planned at- ceived. After processing, the disposition and perti-
tendees nent dates are rendered.

* Maintain status of TTWG action items
Upon receipt of the data request, the Secretariat

" Publish and distribute the minutes and agree- logs in the request and sends it to the receiving con-
ments within a specified time frame after the tractor. All data requests should be answered
TTWG meeting. within a specified time frame. The Secretariat re-

ceives, logs in, and sends to the requesting contrac-
The meeting agenda is structured to discuss issue tor all data to be transferred. If the issue cannot be
items from the previous meeting, the actions taken resolved by the co-chairmen, the Program Office
to resolve them, and the results. A progress status makes the final determination. The flow of data un-
report from each Activity Working Group then is der this concept is shown in Figure 6.4-2.
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TTWG
SECRETARIAT

DATA MONITOR FLOW FORMAL
REQUEST OF DATA REQUEST

/DOCUMENTS FORMAL
ACTIVITY RESPONSE RECEIVING

WORKING GROUP CONTRACTOR

* INITIAL SOURCE GATHER REQUESTED
" SECOND SOURCE MATERIAL
* SUBCONTRACTORS
* GOVERNMENT

Figure 6.4-2 The TTWG Data Flow

When a data request is denied by one of the con- if the data request is information that the request-
tractors, the Management Working Group co- ing company must have in order to fulfill the re-
chairmen must act as arbitrators. The co-chairmen quirements of the second source program. If so, the
meet with the Activity Working Group to determine data request will be approved.
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Chapter 7

DEFINING CONTRACTOR AGREEMENTS

Technology transfer is implemented through Gov- 7.1 CONTENTS OF AN ASSOCIATE
eminent contractual provisions with both contrac- CONTRACTOR AGREEMENT
tors and through contractor-to-contractor agree-
ments. The contractor agreements normally are de- An ACA to facilitate dual sourcing establishes the
veloped and negotiated by the contractors, how- basis for exchange of data between contractors by
ever, the Program Office must ensure that the con- defining the terms and conditions of the data ex-
tractor agreements reflect the objectives of the dual change. Based on the Statement of Work (SOW)
source program. This chapter identifies the essen- and Program Office objectives, an ACA details the
tial contents of a contractor agreement and high- guidelines and restrictions necessary to effect corn-
lights those areas of particular interest to the Pro- plete transfer of proprietary or company-sensitive
gram Office. The tailoring of an agreement based data, and allows each contractor access to the oth-
on a specific technology transfer approach then is er's facility. Roles and responsibilities of each con-
presented. An Associate Contractor Agreement tractor during the technology transfer phase also
(ACA) outline and three example agreements are are defined. Figure 7.1-1 presents the essential
presented in Appendix B. contents of an ACA.

CC87.SWS

* DATA TO BE TRANSFERRED

S DATA HANDLING PROCEDURES* STATEMENT OF WORK

* PROGRAM OFFICE GOALS ASSOCIATE TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

-CONTRACTORS' CONTRACTOR MATERIAL ASSISTANCE
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER AGREEMENT HARDWARE DELIVERIES
PLANS

* TTWG PARTICIPATION

* CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT
PROCEDURES

* ADMINISTRATIVE PROCEDURES

* TERMINATION PROVISIONS

FACILITY ACCESS

Figure 7.1-1 Contents of the ACA
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The ACA iccrihes in as much detail as possible 0 Technology Transfer Working Group (TFWG)
each of the c' cn, li.,tcd in Figure 7.1-1, including participation
the follow :n - Identification of representatives and re-

sponsibilities
- Attendance at technical review and inter-

S.: >pccifcations, testing documenta- change meetings
tv. ,xare and sample hardware or - Operating procedures

-- Prr.)-."am management guidelines and ob-
- > : \ cl and manufacturing work in- jectives

a Configuration management procedures
- .,,-.. sch as. hard copy.. micro fiche,

N . ontrolled (NC) tapes, cards. Change submittal, approval, and incor-
\\ fe poration process

L ,! frequcncy of data transfer -- Status accounting methods
, Administrative procedure

-r incorporating modifica- -- On-site personnel provisions, resident
.r draing updates and transient

-- I ... i: procedurcs -- Administrative and computer support

" .. .: -- Access and limitations at other contractor
facilities

-I :I ild handling procedures -- Security
: ACA termination provisions.

n, w] release

" TL: htJOC 7.2 PRIME-SUBCONTRACTOR RELA-

- dra\i ng translation TIONSHIPS

- ..... process and test procedures Direct technology transfer also has been accom-
n and demonstration plished by the developing contractor issuing a sub-

i puran contents andcontract to establish a qualified second source. This
_t and proce- approach places the burden on the prime contrac-

tor to develop a second source while easing de-
-, inc nd special test equipment mands on Government management. Even though
, I dc criptions the prime contractor awards a subcontract with the

basic premise of establishing the subcontractor as a
-:7 c'mcntation qualified second production source. explicit re-

* \1 . Incc sponsibilities and activities of each contractor must
be defined by the Program Office. An ACA with

--\ . .xi, ition support such as joint similar contents as those described in Section 3.1
proccdures or master pur- would be negotiated between the contractors.

__ ,.cidelines A prime contractor/subcontractor arrangement
yields a single point of accountability to the Gov-

-- , 'rol procedures ernment which reduces the potential need for daily

1,n handling procedures Government interaction. At the system level, the ac-
tual breakdown of dual source activities would re-

nec provisions flect the design and development tasks of the two
t f:: ...iccontractors. For instance. lifthe weapon systemn Is ajoint design, such as Joint Tactical Information

,m 1d subsystems for qualifi- Distributon System (JTIDS). mutual technology
C t~ production transfer and qualification activities would occur

nicccdure,, and the accep- while still providing the Government with a single
contrac!or responsible for the development of the
total system and establishment of a second quali-
fied producer. At the subsystem level, a prime
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contractor would be required to establish dual 7.4 DATA RIGHTS
production sources for key subsystems while main-
taining responsibility for the delivery and perform- The availability of rights in data ranges from unlim-
ance of the total system. ited to not available. Recent weapon system

programs have purchased, to the maximum extent
practicable, unlimited rights in data. Unlimited

7.3 Lrights provides the government vi:h the ability to
LICENSING AGREEMENTS disseminate data at its discretion. It is the program

manager's responsibility, however, to ensure that
Under a !i-ening agreement. the rpond source en- only minimum essential data are procured so as to
gages the developing contractor to provide it with balance th,. Governiiet' need to satisfy systceli
the technical capability to build an exact replica of a support requirements and establish a competitive
system or component. Usually, a royalty fee for environment, and the contractor's economic and
each unit sold also is paid. The Government may property rights.
use a license arrangement when the primary pur-
pose of establishing a second producer is to ensure In most cases, the originating contractor will place
item availability in the event of unforeseen circum- some limitations on the use and dissemination of
stances at one plant or to ensure mobilization/surge data it feels is competition sensitive. Such limits are
capability, substantiated in the data package and/or as ACA

provisions when contractor-to-contractor technol-
ogy transfer is involved. The limits encompass the

A licensing agreement comprises provisions similar use and handling of proprietary data or trade se-
to an ACA. In addition, second source qualification crets, including the following:
or certification activities are included. The initial
source is responsible for conducting the intensive . Period of effectivity
technology transfer effort, including the following:

0 Change of proprietary status procedures

" Transfer data and documentation and assist in * Liability terms of disclosing data
its translation 0 Identification of proprietary elements

* Develop and implement an in-depth training 0 Applicability of royalty or license fee
program 0 Limitations of data application

" Certify the second source's ability to produce 0 Delivery, receipt, and storage/protection pro-
exact replica hardware. cedures.

The agreement also contains provisions for limiting The Government should task the second source, in-
applications of the transferred technology, agree- dependently or as part of the ITWG process, to re-
ment termination provisions, and period of effec- view the initial source's data package to ensure all
tivity. relevant data is included.
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Chapter 8

APPLYING INCENTIVES

One of the most controversial areas of technology contractor at fault. For the incentivc *, be effective.
transfer management is the development and appli- this implicit threat must be credible. In e'her
cation of effective incentives. Several prior pro- words, the second source must be capable of corn-
grams have employed incentives to enhance pleting qualification with no further assistance
technology transfer; however, the effitLiveness of from the initial source, or the Program Ottice must
those incentives is difficult to assess. The funda- be willing and able to delay production. Given these
mental issue is that there is no incentive large considerations. a guaranteed minimum split incen-
enough to compensate an initial supplier for lost tive is rarely effective in a second source program.
production volume due to dual sourcing. This type of incentive has proven to be more appli-

cable to efforts involving joint technology transfer
The key component of an effective incentive pro- such as Tomahawk and JTIDS. n these cases, both
gram is a clear understanding of contractor motiva- contractors benefit from cooperative technology
tions. Often the focus is on pure financial awards transfer while minimizing immediate competitive
such as award fees; however, a financial award may pressure during the early buys.
mean little to a contractor who is faced with a large
potential loss of production volume. A contractor
may be better motivated by elements such as cash 8.2 FINANCIAL PENALTIES AND
flow, production volume, or production stability. AWARDS
This chapter presents incentives that have been em-
ployed on prior efforts and provides guidance on An alternative incentive approach is the use of fi-
tailoring and applying incentives to a future tech- nancial penalties or awards based upon the attain-
nology transfer program. ment of specific milestones. For example, initial

source progress payments may be tied to key sec-
ond source milestones. Application of these types

8.1 PRODUCTION AWARDS of incentives requires that the initial source be con-
tractually responsible for key technology transfer

The Joint Tactical Information Distribution Sys- efforts.
tem (JTIDS) and Tomahawk programs employed a
guaranteed minimum split as a technology transfer For example, awards or penalties are tied to the ac-
incentive. That is, a portion of the competitive buy complishment of specific technology transfer mile-
is committed to the initial source based upon timely stones such as technical data package (TDP)
completion of technology transfer. The incentive validation, kit delivery, training program comple-
builds upon the contractor's desire for producti ,n tion, or long lead delivery. The awards or penalties
volume and a stable production base. also include progress payments, if initial source

support is being provided as part of a broader con-
The implicit threat associated with this incentive is tract such as full scale development (FSD) or initial
that failure to cooperate with technology transfer production. In cases where the Program Office has
would result in a penalty (i.e., a value lost) to the a choice of contract mechanisms, the initial source
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support is incorporated into the contract that yields source during FSD and initial production. Second
the greatest financial leverage, source hardware deliveries are specified in the de-

veloper's contract thus requiring the developer to
This incentive is directly tied to a contractor's de- assume financial liability for that hardware.
sire for cash flow. Progress payments or awards can
be tied to key demonstration milestones. Alterna-
tive penalties that represent actual net losses can be 8.4 SECOND SOURCE INCENTIVES
invoked for failure to attain certain milestones. This
incentive is most appropriate when significant fi- The recent emphasis on competitively selecting a
nancial leverage can be exeicised such as with a ma- second production source has led to the develop-
jot FSD or production program. ment of additional incentives that are available to

the Program Office. The competitive selection has
resulted in the identification of aggressive second

8.3 CONTRACTUAL LIABILITY source contractors that have been willing to invest
in technology transfer, facilities, and tooling in or-

On new-start programs, the Program Office can re- der to gain production. In programs that are sched-
quire the system developer to qualify a second ule sensitive, schedule incentives to the second
source as part of the FSD contract. This approach source are appropriate. Such incentives involve a
includes the delivery of initial production hardware larger directed buy based upon technology transfer
that was fabricated by the second source. The initial progress. This incentive draws upon the natural
source becomes financially responsible for delivery motivation of the second source to gain a better
of those hardware items. Failure to qualify the see- posture for the competitive portion of the program.
ond source implies the initial source must deliver
the contracted items at no additional cost to the Similarly, if the dual source effort is undertaken to
Government. improve quality. alternative warranty provisions for

the second source are appropriate. Rather than
Thj,,, rcquirement places a true financial liability on specifying a detailed warranty, a general warranty is
the system decloper. Clearly such an approach is presented and the contractors are solicited for spe-
only appropriate for leader-follower, teaming. or li- cific Mean Time Between Failure (MTBF), Mean
censing programs. where the developer has contrac- Time To Repair (MTFR), availability measures,
tual responsibility to qualify the second source. Foi and/or cost. This type of incentive is most appropri-
example, the Mark XV contract for FSD will re- ate when the contractors are allowcd individual de-
quire the system developer to qualify a second sign and process flexibiht.
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Chapter 9

CONTROLLING THE CONFIGURATION

One of the most often-cited concerns over dual increasing equipment technical complexity, early;
sourcing is the deployment of multiple configura- rapid production rate or delivery requirements, and
tions of an end item. Prior dual source programs early dual sourcing requirements. Ideally, in a dual
have avoided this complication through an inte- source effort the contractors produce identical
grated technology transfer program and diligLIt hardware using the same manufacturing proceees.
configuration management. This chapter defines thereby reducing potential logistics complications.
the interrelationship between technologx transfer The degree of potential logistics impact iN esti-
and configuration control. In addition, guidance t, mated by configuration trade-off analyses that in-
assist in developing an effective configuration man- clude the following factors:
agement program in a dual source environment is
provided. Key issues include the following: 0 Availability and cost of proprietary or sensi-

tive data
* Definition of objectives 0 Total program costs - second source develop-
* The role of the design agent ment, recurring production, operations and

" Change proposal approval support

* The assurance of successful implementation of User requirements - training, operation. and

configuration control. rep-ir.

For example, purchasing proprietary information
9.1 DEFINING OBJECTIVES for dual source purposes may not generate suffi-

cient savings to Justify the expense. This situation is

Current DoD guidance does not explicitly provide particularly true when alternative items are avail-
for managing a weapon system configuration in a able to satisfy mobilization objectives and when the
dual source environment. It is the responsibility of user can accommodate multiple configurations in

the field. On the other hand, if the user is reliant onthe program manager to establish configurationcontrol procedures that will satisfy all program ob- a minimal inventory to support the field mission.proies iceddutatl saisfy then both contractors can produce units that are
jectives. including dual sourcing. When developing similar to a specific level, resulting in stricter con-
an approach to configuration control. the purpose figuration control.
of dual sourcing and the type of equipment involved n
should be the primary drivers. The required level of common equipment configu-

As initial source involvement in technologn transfer ration control may lead to different dual source
increases, the resulting second source hardwbr he- strategies. Once a strategy is selected, the degree of
comes more identical, both functionally and physi- configuration control varies for specific items. A
calI', to that of the initial source. The desircd level greater degree of configuration control is necessary
of iinitial source assistance is directly rclite-j 'to or critical subsystems with stringent performance
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requirements. Conversely, less demanding subsys- and the early stages of production as adujustments
tems are afforded more design or producibility are made to accommodate rate capabilities. Also,
flexibility. The level of flexibility determination is the more urgent a dhange is, the sooner it is
made at the beginning of a dual source effort so that implemented by the contractors and incorporated
all participants clearly understand configuration into the drawing package. Otherwise, the design
requirements and procedures. agent accumulates lesser changes and incorporates

them as block updates to the drawings.

9.2 ROLE OF THE DESIGN AGENT
9.3 CHANGE PROPOSAL PROCESS

The technology transfer method and the level of
configuration control required by the Program Of- The process for handling engineering change pro-
fice jointly determine the configuration relationship posals (ECPs) when multiple contractors produce
between the design agent and the second source. the same item is determined by the program man-
Under a teaming or leader follower approach, the ager to ensure consistent. uniform procedures. On
lead contractor (or the team if it is ajoint venture) is one hand, the design agent is responsible not oily
responsible for the overall design and performance for the development and performance of the
of the weapon system. As the design agent, that con- weapon system, but also for the transferral of that
tractor is responsible for ensuring all relevant tech- knowledge to a second contractor. To accomplish
nology (including changes as they are approved) is this task, the Program Office could insist that the
communicated to and implemented by the second second source replicate tile design agrnt's methods
source. Under a technical data package (TDP) ap- and procedures, disallowing any second source
proach, where there is no direct technical inter- changes. On the other hand, the second source may
change between the two contractors, it is the be allowed some flexibility to inject elements of
responsibility of the program office to ensure an competition through producibility changes (re-
adequate drawing package and associated changes duced costs) or design enhancements (improved
are distributed to the second source in a timely quality) while still satisfying operational require-
rnannei. ments.

Possession of master drawings, particularly for To mitigate potential conflicts, the program office
technically complex equipment, usually is left with establishes change control procedures (or approves
tile design agent. The Government assumes con- those proposed by the contractors) that reflect pro-
figuration control at the physical configuration gram objectives and the desired level of configura-
audit (PCA) and issues a separate engineering sup- tion control. In accordance with DoD-STD-480A,
port contract to the design agent to act as custodian after the product baseline is established, all Class I
of the drawings. As custodian, the design agent is changes are submitted to the Program Office for re-
responsible for incorporating and distributing all view and approval. The originating contractor
changes. including those generated by the second sends a copy of its ECP, without cost and pricing
source. Producibility changes that are peculiar to data, to the other contractor, as presented in Figure
the second source's operations are so identified and 9.3-1. As part of the review process, a companion
included in the master drawings. change is submitted by the other contractor to ad-

dress the technical and cost impacts to his produc-
The schedule for change incorporation and distri- tion program. While this approach maintains each
bution is determined by the Program Office de- contractor' s pricing integrity, it provides the Gov-
pending upon the acquisition phase and type of ernment with technical and pricing information for
change involved. For example, change transmittal each proposed change enabling it to determine total
is more frequent during dual source development program impacts.
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Figure 9.3-1 Class I ECP Processing

With a dual source program, Class II changes are 9.4 CONFIGURATION MANAGENENT
not quite as clear cut as Class I changes. An ECP IMPLEMENTATION
constituting a Class II change for one contractor
may be a Class I for the other and vice versa. In a It is essential that the configuration management
single source program, Class II changes are ap- approach be in place from the outset of a dua1

proved at a level lower than the Program Office. source effort, particularly with direct contractor-
Usually, the contracting agency's technical person- to-contractor technology transfer. The Program
nel (such as Service plant representative offices) in- Office defines configuration objectives and their re-
volved with the contract/commodity area render lation to overall program and dual sourcing goals.
decisions on Class II ECPs. With dual sources, and explicitly conveys them to the contractor. As
Class II ECPs arc coordinated on a real-time basis. part of a request for proposal (RFP) or dual source
To identify potential change classifications, the strategy, configuration management requirements
originating contractor sends an information copy of are presented in terms of objectives to be achieved
the change to the other contractor at the same time and tied to specific program milestones. The con-
it is submitting the original to the approving author- tractor then responds with a detailed configuration
ity.TheothercontractorsubmitsacompanionECP management plan that accommodates the unique
as Class I or II, as appropriate. This early coordina- aspects of its internal configuration management
tion identifies different change classifications and system, the second source's unique system, and how
ensures all change information is transferred on a the two plants interface. In addition, the plan de-
real-time basis. Approval authority for Class II scribes how baselines are to be managed including:
ECPs may be maintained at the Program Office
level if sufficient resources are available; alter- 0 What specific documentation will constitute
natelv. Class 1I aproval authority may be dele- each baseline
gated to in-plant overnment representatives. If a
proposed Class II change is determined to be a * When each baseline will be established
(lass I change, then the procedures for processing
and approving a Class I change are followed. The a What internal (initial and second source) and
design agent is responsible for incorporating all ap- external procedures will be used to process
proved changes into the master set of drawings. changes
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0 \Vhat constitutes Class I and Class 11 changes. 0 Production and production cost.

The plan become, part of the basic contracted ef- The Program Office establishes operating proce-
fort and sc'es as a mechanism for the Program Of- dures and management guidelines for the CCB.
fice to measure dual source progress. These guidelines encompass key personnel, change

classification procedures, processing and distribu-
To ensure strict configuration management during tion procedures, contractor limitations, and ana-
the dual source effort, a Configuration Control lylic procedures. Key inputs to the guidelines
Board (CCB) is established that is chaired by the include the desired maintenance concept. existing
Government and supported by the contractors. contractor configuration management systems, and
1lavino both contractors represented on the CCB the svstem's Level of Repair analyses.
ensures ecquitablc treatment of proposed changes
and direct access to the Government for final re-' In addition to contractor and Government repro-
view ard approval authority. The purpose of the sentation on the CCB, the Program Office must cn-
CCB is to evaluate proposed changes and to assess sure that the in-plant represntatics understand
the feasihilit\ of translating the ECP into hardware. and support the program s dual sourcing and con-
In addition. the CCB evaluates the potential effects figuration management requirements. These repro-
of the ECP on: sentatives provide information on conliguration

change activity at the originating contractr's facil-
* Interface requirements ity. to the Government and the other contractor. The

representatives are especially critical when a TDP
" System performance approach with no direct contractor interaction is

, Logistics requirements pursued.
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Chapter 10

PLANNING FOR SUCCESSFUL TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER

This guide has defined the key elements of a suc- * Reduce risk
cessful technology transfer program, summarized
lessons learned, and provided guidance to the pro- * Provide for mobilization or surge.
gram office. This chapter discusses the application
of the guide in developing a program specific tech- Key elements that are considered in determining
nology transfer plan. The chapter summarizes the dual source objectives include program status,
methods and anaiyses that should be employed in equipment complexity, and operational require-
determining. ments. Once defined, the objectives flow through

the technology transfer approach, qualification re-
" Program objectives quirements, and configuration management plan.

As guiding principles, the objectives establish a co-
" Timing of technology transfer hesive framework for an integrated technology

transfer effort.
* Technical requirements

" Demonstration milestones 10.2 TIMING OF TECHNOLOGY

" Risk TRANSFER

* Implementation alternatives. This guide has highlighted several mechanisms for
initiating technology transfer early in the acquisi-

The results of these assessments and their docu- tion cycle. The process of scheduling technolog
mentation as a Technology Transfer Plan (TFP) is transfer involves the identification of a target com-
presented. pletion date and backfilling sequential activities

and lead times. To determine the timing of technol-
ogy transfer, the program office undertakes the fol-

10.1 DETERMINING PROGRAM lowing:
OBJECTIVES

* Identify a target first competitive lot based on

As discussed in Chapter One, the cornerstone of an economic and programmatic analyses
effective technology transfer effort is the clear state- a Back up 18 to 24 months from the competitive
ment of dual source program objectives. Recent lot award date to allow time for qualification
programs have employed dual sourcing to: testing and fabrication of qualification hard-

ware
* Reduce or control costs * Back up 12 to 18 months from the start of

" Improve quality qualification, to allow for technology transfer
qi and production planning including initial

" Enhance delivery source support.
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This process identifies a preferred date for initia- anticipated technical support, and potential quali-
tion of the dual source program. The reasonable- fication assistance. These elements are defined
ness and validity of the preferred date then is as- upfront so that the requirements can be incorpo-
sessed based upon factors such as maturity of de- rated into the contractors' statements of work.
sign, data availability, and potential second source Technical requirements are determined based
activities, upon equipment and process complexity, existing

industrial capability with similar systems, and con-
10.3 ESTABLISHING REQUIREMENTS figuration management requirements. Figure

10.3-1 presents the technical requirements that are
As discussed in Chapters Two and Three, the tech- associated with key program characteristics. The
nical requirements of a technology transfer pro- figure is intended to provide representative guid-
gram include the technical data to be transferred, ance.

CCSS-0s4

TECHNICAL SUPPORT
KEY FACTOR ENGINEERING KITS MATERIAL TEST

ASSISTANCE SUPPORT SUPPORT

COMPLEX END ITEM + + + +

COMPLEX PROCESSES ++

INDUSTRY CAPABILITY + +

STRICT CONFIGURATION + +
CONTROL

r7+ SUPPORT IS BENEFICIAL OR REQUIRED

E SUPPORT IS NOT REQUIRED

Figure 10.3-1 Potential Technical Requirements

10.4 DEFINING MILESTONES 0 Subsystem and component verification and in-
terchangeability demonstrations (Chapter

Interim program milestones are crucial to assessing Five)
technology transfer progress and to establishing 0 Kit assembly and checkout (Chapter Four)
confidence in the second source's ability toproduce
the end item. Careful definition of interim mile- 0 Fabrication of Qualification Units (Chapter
stones provides the program office with a mecha- Four)
nism for managing and reducing risk. Potential
milestones include: * Qualification testing (Chapter Five)

0 Directed buy (Chapter Four)
* Control and validation of the data package 0 Physical Configuration Audit (Chapter Five).

(Chapter Two)

* Critical process demonstrations (Chapter As discussed throughout this guide, these mile-
Five) stones demonstrate incremental improvements in
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second source ability and provide a mechanism for The risk and intensity of the key elements deter-
managing risk. mine the level of financial exposure to the Program

Office and designate the preferred contract type to
manage that risk. For example, a fixed price incen-

10.5 ASSESSING RISK tive contract may be awarded to a second source for
technology transfer, qualification, and limited pro-
duction if the system is mature and within the state-The risk associated with technology transfer and of-the-art. For a more challenging system. the sec-

dual sourcing must be carefully assessed. The de- ond source contract may encompass only technol-
velopment of a second source is conducted in paral- ogv transfer with qualification and limited produc-
lel with the ongoing program. Thus, the second tion as options. This latter approach limts the Gox-
source effort presents limited programmatic risk in ernment s financial exposure.
relation to equipment deliveries and program
schedule.

10.6 CONTRACTUAL IMPLEMENTATION
Consideration of risk concentrates on the technol-
ogy transfer effort and the financial exposure of the As discussed in Chapter Seven, the contractual re-
Government. As discussed, careful definition of quirements for the initial source and the second
program milestones can assist in managing risk. source are complementary to ensure a cohesivC

technology transfer effort Once the statements of
work (SOWs) are defined, the contract type is de-

The principle risk of a technology transfer effort is veloped based upon risk, schedule urgency, and po-
that the second source fails to qualify for produc- tential incentives.
tion in a timely manner. This ultimate risk is bro-
ken down into its constituent parts including the The contract type varies depending upon the tech-
follow~ing: nology transfer approach and the maturity of the

program. For new-start programs, technology
* Timely delivery and assimilation of technical transfer requirements are tied to the initial source's

data full scale development (FSD) contract. This pro-
vides the Program Office with the leverage of the

" Development of production capabilities in- FSD and production programs. For more mature
cluding special tooling, test equipment, capital programs, the initial source effort is tied to that
equipment, and process demonstration contract effort that has the greatest unexpended fi-

nancial balance.
" Vendor base development including supplier

qualification, vendor delivery to the prime, and If the second source is to be a prime contractor to
integration of the subsystem into the end item the Government, the contract type and the use of

* Successful qualification including delivery of options must be assessed. Key elements that are
end items at rate that meet all system specifica- considered include maturity of the system, quality
tions, of available data, and technical complexity. Incen-

tives are incorporated to enhance schedule accel-
eration or cost control. Options also are incorpo-

These risks are mitigated through the provision of rated for a limited production buy. This approach
additional technical support, material support in- is helpful in simpliM ing contracting requirements
cluding Government furnished equipment (GFE), and in providing insights into an offeror's potential
and assistance in tooling and test equipment devel- production pricing during selection of the second
opment. source.

In assessing second source and technology tiansfer
risk, the program office considers the following: 10.7 THE TECNOLOGY TRANSFERPLAN

* Schedule intensity and concurrency The aforementioned planning elements are inte-

* Degree of unique processes and design cle- grated as a TTP. The plan is prepared prior to the
ments preparation of the contractors' SOWs and servcs as

the technical baseline for second source contract
* Practicality of workarounds and substitutes provisions. The level of detail of the plan depends

upon the maturity of the program. As the program
* Degree and level of anticipated support from progresses, additional detail is incorporated. The

the initial source. plan serves as the guiding document for all program
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personnel associated with the technology transfer and logistic support plans. A high level outline of a
effort. As such, it functions as the cornerstone for TP is presented in Figure 10.7-1. A more detailed
more detailed, subordinate plans such as configu- outline is presented in Appendix D.
ration management, qualification, manufacturing,
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TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER PLAN

1. INTRODUCTION

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

3. ACQUISITION OVERVIEW

4. FIRST SOURCE MAKE/BUY PLAN

5. SECOND SOURCE MAKE/BUY PLAN

6. SCHEDULES
7. MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE

8. FIRST SOURCE REQUIREMENTS

9. SECOND SOURCE RESPONSIBILITIES

10. CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT

11. LOGISTICS PLAN

12. DATA

13. RELIABILTY AND MAINTAINABILITY

Figure 10.7-1 The Technology Transfer Plan
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Appendix A

PRIOR COMPETITIVE PROGRAMS

This appendix presents case study data and lessons would become the follower. Hughes was
learned from prior dual source programs. The case competitively awarded the FSD contract in Decem-
studies have been drawn from ongoing programs ber 1981 based on their technical proposal. To en-
across the three Services. Key components of the hance their potential to be the follower, Raytheon
case studies include system description, technology gave all data rights of their design to the Air Force
transfer approach, goals of the dual source effort, and a complete debrief of their design to Hughes.
dual source schedule, the program office manage- The Air Force awarded the follower contract to
ment approach, and configuration management Raytheon in July 1982.
procedures.

A.1.2 Dual Source Goals

A.1 AMRAAM The AMRAAM dual source effort was undertaken
to accomplish several objectives. The primary em-

A.1.1 System Description phasis was on developing a responsive industrial
base while controlling costs. The leader-follower
approach enabled the program office to introduceThe Advanced Medium Range Air-To-Air Missile the second source early in the development phase

(AMRAAM) is an all-weather, beyond visual range and, thus, to attain additional engineering and pro-
tactical missile. It is being developed in response to duction planning efforts.
U.S. Air Force, Navy, and allied operational re-
quirements. As such, AMRAAM will be compat- A.1.3 Technology Transfer Approach
ible with the F-14, F-15, F-16, and F/A-18 and
other appropriate U.S. and allied aircraft. AM- During FSD, Hughes taught Raytheon how to
RAAM features a command-update initial guid- manufacture, test, perform failure analysis, and re-
ance for midcourse control plus an active radar pair the air vehicle and associated special tooling
seeker with home-on-jam capability, and test equipment. Hughes provided design draw-

ings and test processes, all-up-round (AUR) hard-
The Air Force request for proposal (RFP) for Full ware, and special test equipment specifications.
Scale Development (FSD) required the offerors to
submit a summary Technology Transfer Plan (TP) Hughes also supported Raytheon's production
for a leader-follower effort. The offerors also were planning effort and developed a training program
required to price the option so that the Air Force to educate Raytheon on the configuration, opera-
could exercise it later in the program, yet receiving a tion, and construction of the AMRAAM. Raytheon
fixed price while in a competitive mode. The Air was responsible for verification, proof, and provi-
Force reserved the right to award the follower con- sion of inputs to Hughes resulting from its data
tract to whomever they determined could satisfy review. In addition, Raytheon conducted a
program requirements, including the loser of the producibility program focusing on critical design
leader FSD contract award. No guarantees were and manufacturing risk assessments and technol-
made to the leader contract offerors that the loser ogy modernization.
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During f- ,[1 ,mhled the AUR production engineering, quality assurance, mate-
hardware p' : ] ,to learn the AM- rial, configuration management, and logistics.
RAAM d, . , ,ith reviewing the
drawings , ilable. Raytheon must A.1.4 Scheduif
build 15 q,:. ls to the functional
baseline rlitl:. print. Interchangeability In the AMRAAM program, Raytheon was granted
must be ti the section, chassis, and production release prior to full qualification. The
piece-part !,' , i :.7. P, responsible for devel- follower's qualification deliveries began in mid-
oping and ii thic vendor base for both FY88, coinciding with delivery of Hughes' last
prime contr~ hout production Lot 11. qualification missiles. The first two production lots
Raytheon h, ,  of developing separate (FY87 and FY88) are directed buys to ensure
vendors at -. " , r production missiles Raytheon builds and delivers production hardware
however. tLo ' M. hilc learning the design, prior to the first competitive award (Lot III, FY89).
Raytheon - .... .cd to use Hughes' vendors. Delivery of Raytheon Lot I missiles will begin at the

end of FY88.
In addition,. r -V.. is responsible for developing
special test c.,e:vkn, (ST) to prove interchan- A.1.S AMRAAM Configuration Management
geability at ti:i. C-eel and above. Below the
chassis le\cl. .,. v;tems are to be built to the Hughes is responsible for configuration manage-
same data .A. however, interchangeability is ment and control of those system components until
not as criticaL. 1\',t\thcon also is to witness Hughes' the Government takes over control. The govern-
qualification c, ment will take control incrementally:

Through the tcch ology transfer effort, Hughes was e FSD prime contract award - functional and al-
responsible for iiinintainir, configuration control located baselines (system and configuration
to ensure intcrch'ngeahility at the lowest repair- item Part I specs)
able level. 0 Preliminary Design Review - air vehicle sec-

tion (Part I specs)
An Associate Contractor Agreement (ACA) was 0 Software Critical Design Review
developed to detail the terms, conditions, and pe-
riod of applicability of the technology transfer ef- • System Critical Design Review - Level 2 draw-
fort. The agreement addressed key responsibilities ings
and activities of each participant as well as any
other critical understandings which were agreed to Functional Configuration Audit - Level 3
by Hughes. Raytheon, and their subcontractors and drawings.
vendors. Hughes' responsibility for maintaining control of

all configuration items. ensures complete form, fit.
The Hughes leader-follower manager was specifi- and function compatibility at the lowest depot re-
cally charged with the responsibility for the conduct pairable item level between all Hughes and
of the leader- follo;,.r program. He reported di- Raytheon air vehicle hardware. Identical computer
rectly to the AMRAAM Program Manager and had resources and common depot support equipment
access to the Government's matrix organizational are also program requirements. The hardware and
personnel. The Hughes program manager was re- software to be provided were built and assembled
sponsible for carrying out all specific items in the in accordance with the allocated and product con-
TrP, and for worki ng closely with Raytheon to pro- figuration baseline.
vide additional assistance. All Raytheon questions
and requests were given to the Hughes program The data package was transmitted incrementally to
manager who was responsible for ensuring they Raytheon as Hughes developed items. Drawings
were answered. A semi-formal communications were sent to Raytheon as information only with fi-
structure was established where interface memos nal versions released by Hughes' manufacturing
were acted on by focal points at each company. The personnel. Early release of the drawings was re-
status of action items was tracked weekly. quired so that Raytheon had sufficient time to re-

view them thoroughly and implement them to
The government program office was structured as maintain schedule.
a matrix organization that drew on functional
support specialists throughout the command. Follower Class I change activity will be initiated af-
Support areas included systems engineering, ter the Physical Configuration Audit (PCA). Class I
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engineering change proposals (ECPs), without cost The Air Force bought the right to establish a
data, will be coordinated between Hughes and second source while in a competitive environ-
Raytheon prior to submittal to the government ment. The TTP was a formal deliverable that
(with cost data). Class I ECPs and critical/major re- the Program Office uses as a contractual
quests for deviations/waivers (RDWs) require gov- mechanism to monitor the dual source cffort.
ernment approval. Government approved Class I The Instructions to Offerors in the RFP re-
ECPs and RDWs shall be incorporated by both quired a summary TTP that was made a part of
contractors. the source selection criteria

0 The Air Force has fully supported the technol-
Class II changes, minor deviations, and waivers will ogy effort from the start. A high level, large
be reviewed and approved by Hughes and provided Program Office staff has maintained routine
to Raytheon. The government will be informed on effort to ensure technology transfer occurs.
the disposition of these changes. The only leverage available has been the FSD

contract and the potential loss of future pro-
A.1.6 AMRAAM Program Results duction awards.

The AMRAAM technology transfer effort has A.2 JTIDS
proven successful to date. The early presence of
Raytheon has enhanced the quality of the data A.2.1 System Description
package and has demonstrated to Hughes early
competitive pressure while still working with them.
Both contractors are involved extensively in the The Joint Tactical Information Distribution Sys-
Producibility Enhancement Program where both tem (JTIDS) is a spread-spectrum.
participate as design agents recommending cost- frequency-hopping, digital (data and voice).
controlling improvements. Technology developed crypto-secure, high data rate communications sys-
by one contractor must be transferred to the other tem. The system operates in the low MHz frequency
although not all improvements are required to be band, providing beyond line-of-sight communica-
implemented by both. The program concentrates tion with aircraft and surface relays and communi-
on the specific cost drivers of the AMRAAM and is cations to low altitude or ground systems. The
a competitive effort between Hughes and JTIDS system is nodeless, may be composed of sin-
Raytheon. The contractors have offered approxi- gle, multiple, or subnets, and will use a common
mately 40 projects o; which the Air Force has se- message standard to ensure interoperability be-
lected about 20 to study further; most have been tween all users.
won by Raytheon. As a secondary benefit to the Air
Force, Raytheon has proven to be a less expensive Three classes of JTIDS have been developed. Class
alternative for associated support equipment con- II, the one addressed, is a smaller version of the
tracts that normally would have been awarded to Class I which was developed for the E-3A and the
the developing contractor. Hughes, however, sub- Adaptable Surface Interface Terminal. The Class II
mitted bid prices the Program Office felt were high was developed specifically to meet Army infantry/
and did not negotiate to a more acceptable level as ground requirements.
did Raytheon. A firm fixed price FSD contract for design and de-
Four important points that have contributed to this velopment of the three basic line replaceable units
successful dual source effort are the following: (LRUs) that comprise the Standard Class II Termi-

nal was awarded to Singer-Kearfott in January
The Air Force required the transfer of special 1981, with Rockwell-Collins as the follower. Under
tooling(ST) and STE specifications and draw- the FSD contract, each contractor designed a por-

toolng ST)andSTEspecfictios ad daw- tion of the terminal, and then cross-transferred
ings . Without this information, second source technology with the other.

redevelopment costs for the ST/STE might

have been excessive. The ST/STE drawings A.2.2 Dual Source Goals
and specifications also ensured identical level
requirements are met The goals for dual sourcing in the JTIDS program

" The Air Force assured Raytheon access to the were to establish an industrial base. to increase
vendor base at prices similar to what Hughes overall capacity, and to introduce competition in
paid. The Air Force was able to implement this the program during the develop ment stage. This
with minimal problems, as it paid for the stage was chosen because it showed increased
development of the vendors and owned the probability of success, and it maximized the
data rights for the majority of the subsystems payback period.
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A.2.3 Technology Transfer Approach technology transfer was accomplished, although, an
increase of almost 12 percent was estimated in FSD

A follow-on FSD contract was awarded in 1985, cost using the leader-follower approach.
which included procurement of additional termi-
nals of the existing configurations for new test re- A.3 hR MAVERICK
quirements and development of a new terminal
configuration for the E-3 AWACS (Airborne
Warning and Control Systems). The Class II Devel- A.3.1 System Description
opment Test and Evaluation/Initial Operating Test
and Evaluation (DT&E/IOT&E) took place in AGM-65D (Maverick) is an air-launched, electro-
FY86, which led to a Defense Systems Acquisition optical missile designed for use against hard or dis-
Review Council (DSARC) III decision and produc- crete ground targets. The guidance system utilizes
tion award in January 1987. an imaging infrared guidance to provide day/night

capability. The missile is compatible with theF-4D/E/G, A-7D, A-10, F-16, and F-111D/F air-
The Class II Terminal leader-follower program was ft. The pousn is pv d a1oID pr-
developed and planned early in the program devel- craft. The propulsion is provided by a solid propel-
opment phase. Competing validation phase con- lant rocket motor. The missile has a length of 8.2

o wfeet, a diameter of 1.0 foot, a span of 2.4 feet, and atractors w ere solicited for leader follower plans in w i h f4 6 p u d .T e m si e w sd v l p d b
the FSD RFP. The follower was selected before the Hight of 496 pounds. The missile was developed by
FSD award and this was reflected in the FSD pro- ughes for the Air Force. It has a range of I 2miles
posal. Also, the implementation plan and ACA was at supersonic speed.
submitted in the proposal. The technology transfer approach was leader-fol-

s in lower in production, with Hughes Aircraft Com-After the FSD award, the follower was phased in pany as the leader and Raytheon as the follower.
starting no later than the Critical Design Review. Raytheon is a prime contractor to the Government.

The follower then fabricated systems for test. The Raytheon ws prie ita Leven .

firstRaytheon was provided with a Level 2 TDP. Mini-

leader and the follower under a single contract. Fu- mal technical assistance was provided by Hughes.
ture production quantities will be separate, com- A.3.2 Dual Source Goals
petitive awards.

In 1982, the decision to dual source was made. The
toa eappr-fowa to JTIDe am ored primary reason for introducing a second source fortional approach to the JDSprogram is structured teMvrc a ordc h ot

in parallel fashion. JTIDS program objectives were the Maverick was to reduce the cost.
met by the Rockwell-Collins team utilizing a State-
ment of Work (SOW) containing task descriptions A.3.3 Technology Transfer Approach
which were keyed to the Work Breakdown Struc-
ture (WBS) and the Master Program Schedule for Hughes provided a Level 3 TDP to the Government;
performance and reporting milestones. Technical, however, the government did not guarantee the ac-
administration, funding, and schedule controls curacy of the TDP. In addition, Raytheon did not
were charted, monitored and controlled by the two receive any STE or the drawings for STE.
program teams. Regular technical review and tech-
nical interchange meetings were conducted to en- A level of effort second source contract was
sure program performance and control. awarded to Hughes to support quarterly configura-

tion meetings to be held with Raytheon. All ECPs
A.2.4 Configuration Management were to be submitted to both Raytheon and the

Government by Hughes.

A key contract feature through a second sourcing A.3.4 Schedule
plan was the design and configuration management
approach. Configuration management is led by
Singer to ensure form, fit, and f ictional equiva- The IIR Maverick dual source schedule involved a
lency. 48-month technology transfer and qualification

program. The program encompassed the provision

A.2.5 RTIDS Program Results of hardware items to potential second sources,
competitive selection of the second source, a
15-unit qualification program, and a directed buy.

Due to a detailed, thorough implementation plan Competitive production splits were not initiated
and mutual design responsibility, a successful until the fifth production lot.
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A.3.5 Configuration Management requirements, the SRAM II will take full adv,'nt-ige
of emerging technology, primarily in the area of avi-

The configuration management plan was incorpo- onics.
rated into both contractors' contracts. A technical
assistance requirement replaced the associate cnn- The RFP for FSD required the prime contractor to
tractor agreement and Raytheon paid Hughes for establish dual production sources for three key sub-
technical support on the TDP during the qualifica- systems, the rocket motor, the navigation/guidance
tion phase. unit, and the actuator assembly. Boeing Aircraft

Company was competitively awarded the FSD con-
Raytheon. as the second source, was responsible for tract in March 1987. Low rate production is sched-
meeting missile performance and interchan- uled to begin in FY91. Split buys will start with the
geability requirements at the depot/field repair lev- second full scale production lot.
els. To enhance change control and processing,
Hughes, Raytheon, and Program Office representa- A.4.2 Dual Source Goals
tirves formed a Commonality Control Working
Group (CCWG). The SRAM It dual source effort was undertaken to

accomplish several objectives. The primary empha-
A.3.6 Program Results sis was on reducing costs during production. Initial

cost/benefit analyses indicated a net loss from dual
The required level of technical support from sourcing at the system level; however, similar analy-
Hughes was actually less than originally expected. ses at the subsystem level supported the dual sourc-
Through Raytheon's aggressiveness as the second ing decision. As approximately 2/3 of the missile
source, it completed the qualification milestone on will be produced by subcontractors. establishing
time. two producers for the high cost and technically

critical components will satisfy the dual source
goals to reduce production costs and schedule risk.

A.4 SRAkI 11
A.4.3 Technology Transfer Approach

A.4.1 System Description
In response to the FSD RFP, Boeing submitted a

The Short Range Attack Missile (SRAM) II is being dual source management plan that detailed how it
developed by the Air Force as an improved nuclear will develop dual production sources for the key
strike weapon capable of penetrating advanced subsystems using a leader follower approach. The
defensive threats using either high or low altitude system developer (leader) will provide technical as-
approach trajectories at high speeds. Anticipated sistance and training to the second source (fol-
mission applications include striking pre-planned, lower) to enhance production qualification. Boeing
fixed, hardened, and defended targets, rapid has subcontracted with a lead vendor for each sub-
retargeting, and off-axis range. Sufficient range system. The second vcndor also has been identified.
will be provided to improve carrier survivability Figure A.4-1 presents the contractual arrange-
and targeting flexibility. To fulfill these mission ments Boeing has established for the subsystems.
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Figure A.4-1 Boeing Subcontracts Structure

At the beginning of low rate initial production second sources early in the program ensuring that
(LRIP) long lead, Boeing will issue subcontracts to two capable producers are available to effectively
the leaders, Hercules and Boeing Electronics compete by the second production lot.
(BECO), to formally transfer all data to the follow-
ers. Boeing also will issue subcontracts to thc fol- A TFWG will be established by Boeing to facilitate
lowers, Aerojet and Delco, for their qualification technology transfer. The TIWG will be chaired by
effort. Hamilton Standard and Moog have teamed
to design and develop the flight control element Boeing, with appropriate functional representation
during FSD but will not effect mutual technolgy from the two subcontractors.
transfer until the start of LRIP. For the inertial
navigation element (INE), Boeing has contracted The leaders will deliver all subsystem documenta-
only with Litton Inc. As the leader, Litton Inc. will tion as it is developed to the followers including
issue a subcontract to Litton Ltd, to accomplish product specifications, tooling and test equipment
technology transfer and qualification. Although the specifications, manufacturing process information,
second sources will not contractually begin the and hardware kits. On-site technical assistance will
technology transfer effort until LRIP, all will par- be provided to demonstrate critical manufacturing
ticipate in a technical coordination phase. This and testing methods and to train the followers'
pre-LRIP, noncontractual effort will begin the workforce. Unique assistance proposed by the lead-
process of educating the followers in the subsystem ing subcontractors includes the following:
designs.

0 Rocket motor - Hercules will provide suffi-
cient tooling and test equipment to Aerojet to

By contracting directly with the subcontractors, assemble and fabricate qualification and in-
Boeing will retain control over the dual production itial production hardware
sources for the subsystems. Boeing will be an active
participant at both subcontractors' facilities during 0 Air vehicle computer - BECO will provide to
the technology transfer and qualification process. Delco a Master Purchase List of qualified
This approach mitigates any technical or manage- sources for all purchased components and ma-
rial/administrative problems experienced by the terials.
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A.4.4 Program Schedule A.5 SIDEWINDER (AIM-9M)

Durin FSD, development, test, and demonstration A.5.1 System Description
activities will be undertaken to ensure that opera-
tional and support requirements are met. FSD will The Sidewinder famv of missiles has evolved over
include detailed design, manufacture, and flight the past thee decades with many and varied modi-
testing of prototype missiles. The first FSD missiles fications. The AIM -9M (Sidewinder) is a short-to-
will be delivered in FY90, incorporating subsystems medium range "fire and forget" air-to-air missile
from the leading subcontractors. with all-weather capability designed for dogfight

engagements. The guidance system consists of an
infrared (IR) homing head, with AM/FM conical

LRIP will be split into two lots, LRIP 1A and 1B, scan. The propulsion is provided by a Mk 36. single
beginning in FY90 and FY91. Long lead release for stage, solid fuel rocket motor. The missile has a
LRIP is expected in early FY90. Full authorization length of 9.4 feet, a diameter of 0.4 feet, a span of 2.1
of LRIP is anticipated as a Milestone IliA decision feet, and a weight of 190 pounds. The missile was
in early FY91. During LRIP 1A, the leading sub- developed by Raytheon for the Navy and the Air
contractor will manufacture 25 complete subsys- Force.
tems while qualifying the second source. In LRIP
IB, the second source will manufacture ten units of A.5.2 Dual Source Goals
the remaining 75 subsystems. The first lot of rate
production, FY92, will be a directed buy to allow The Sidewinder Program Office has employcd dual

11l qualification of the second source and to allow
full qualfcation ofe th secondusurcd to atow sources for the AIM-9 series of procurements usingthe second source to build to rate. Competition be- aTPtcnlg rnfrapoc.Tegaso
tween the two sbc.ontractors will begial wih the a TDP technology transfer approach. The goals of
teonth poton lontctos wl bthe AIM-9M dual source program are to establish
second production lot, FY93. two qualified producers and to maintain surge and

mobilization capability. Also, the existence of two
A.4.5 Configuration Management producers was expected to help control production

costs.

Boeing has the initial responsibility of establishing The programwas required to maintain a dual-mo-
configuration control during the FSD phase of the bilization requirement at all times. If a third pro-
program. An allocated baseline, established and dicizaneee at o f a from
controlled by Boeing, will be submitted to the ducer was needed because of nonperformance fromSRAM II program office for approval during FSD. one of the existing competitors, the Government

SRAM11 r~grrn ffic fo appova durng SD. was to carry all three contractors until the third
Boeing also will be responsible for configuration
identification in the form of technical documenta- competitor was fully qualified. In reality, selection

tion. Configuration control will be assumed by the of the second production source was always limited

Government at PCA, but Boeing will maintain for- to the two chosen, Raytheon and Ford.
mal status accounting records for all production ar-
ticles. A.5.3 Technology Transfer Approach

The Sidewinder Program Office used a TDP tech-
Az prezv'.eed in Boeing's dual source management nology transfer approach. The Navy developed a
plan, a Configuration Control Board (CCB) for Level 1 TDP to implement a product improvement
subsystems will be established and chaired by program. The Level 1 package was released to both
Boeing. Functional representatives from the sub- contractors to compete for the design of the pro-
contractors also may be included to ensure each duction package. The winning contractor designed
participant has access to Boeing concerning the production version and delivered a Level 3 TDP
changes in the configuration. to the Program Office. The first year of production

went to the Level 3 designer. After validation of the
Boeing has the overall responsibility for maintain- Level 3 TDP, the second source was qualified and
ing control of and ensuring uniform implementa- produced one production lot. The two sources then
tion of configuration management. Boeing also has compete for the remaining production awards.
the responsibility for ECP processing (Class I and
Class I1), establishing priorities and processing The Program Office maintained the technical data
deadlines, and developing recommendations to the package. The Navy designed the technical changes
Gocinnicnt. As the prime contractor with system necessary to meet the planned product improve-
performance responsibility, Boeing will determine ment objectives and delivered the technical data to
the level of design flexibility to be afforded the sec- the appropriate firm in the form of a Level 1 TDP.
ond sources. The firm translated the technical design into a
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production package and delivered a Level 3 TDP to A.6 TOMAHAWK
the Navy. After Navy validation, the other firms
deemed qualified prior to solicitation received the A.6.1 System Description
Level 3 TDP and a qualification contract to prove
their ability to produce the new package. Both con- The BGM-109 A/E (Tomahawk) is a sea launched
tractors then make bids. cruise missile with strategic and tactical applica-

tions against land and sea targets. The guidance
The Naval Weapons Center at China Lake vali- package includes a Terrain Correlation Matching
dated the Level 3 TDP, performing the necessary (TERCOM) initial guidance, and a Digital Scene
audits required to ensure that the design met all re- Matching Area Correlator (DSMAC) terminal
quirements. guidance. The missile has a length of 18.7 feet, a di-

ameter of 1.75 feet, a span of 8.6 feet, and a weight of
2650 pounds. It has a range of 1500 miles at a speed

A.5.4 Configuration Management of 550 mph.

Configuration control is maintained by the pro- The missile was designed by General Dynamics
gram office. All Class I and II ECP's are approved Convair Division (GD/C). Prior to FY82, GD/C
by the Government before implementation can pro- produced the airframe and McDonnell Douglas
ceed. The contractors must submit ECP documen- Astronautics Company (MDAC) produced the
tation to the Missile Change Control Board guidance set as a subcontractor to GD/C. A tech-
(MCCB) for approval. China Lake is consulted, as nology transfer program was implemented to allow
required, to explore the technical consequences of GD/C and MDAC to each produce the airframe
the proposed changes. Technical responsibility re- and guidance set.
sides with the China Lake technical staff.

A.6.2 Dual Source Goals

A.5.5 Program Results Initial goals of the Tomahawk dual source effort in-
cluded:

Among the major benefits of the Sidewinder
AIM-9M Guidance and Control System (GCS) 0 Improve the industrial base
competition are the demonstrated increase in reli-
ability and the decrease in unit cost over all applica- 0 Reduce production costs
ble versions of the family of missiles. Reliability has 0 Enhance technical performance.
steadily increased, with Ford first achieving supe-
rior results and then Raytheon overtaking Ford in A second production source would increase surge
the 1985 production buy. capabilities and reduce potential bottlenecks. In

addition, potential delivery problems rising from a
Both contractors exhibit a steadily downward slop- strike or earthquake would be lessened. With pro-
ing unit price curve for the production years 1981 gram costs increasing, dual sourcing represented a
through 1986. As expected, the developer, way to help control production costs. Also, the
Raytheon, had a lower unit price during the first Navy had concerns over the quality of the GD/C
two years of the procurement. The reduction in missiles. Dual sourcing was implemented to help
Ford's third-year price caused a subsequent reduc- emphasize the quality requirements.
tion in Raytheon's fifth-year price.

As the dual source program proceeded, other goals
The success in establishing the second source early arose. The Navy used competition to help absorb
in production (second year) is due to four related costs from increasing warranty requirements, espe-
factors. First, a sound technical data package was cially when warranty coverage was extended to the
developed and validated. Second, the second source AUR. Also, the Navy experimented with using
was awarded a qualification contract to prepare for quality as a selection criteria, thus directly address-
production using the first source TDP. Third, the ing the quality concern.
second source had produced the AIM-9L and was
very familiar with the program. Fourth, and most A.6.3 Tomahawk Technology Transfer Technique
important, China Lake, as design activity for the
GC S. undertood the TDP as well as, if not better
than, the second source. As a result, pioduction The initial technology transfer process began with
start-up problems were quickly resolved, and the fixed-price incentive (FPI) contracts, including
second source delivered its first lot on schedule. indemnification of capital equipment. and tooling
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and test equipment. Congressional action 0 Test Equipment and Software - Guidance Svs-
restricted test equipment and tooling coverage in tern.
1985.

While technology transfer was on time, GD/C did
Th-, initial contracts specified thiree phases for each not have full Level 3 drawings available. The draw-
contractor: ings were "tailored Level 3" which called out GD/C

specifications as opposed to military specifications.

" GD/C Phases

- Transfer of two completed guidance sets A.6.4 Schedule
for dual source evaluation The technology transfer process was originally

- Transfer of kits for 10 guidance sets for as- planned as a 2-year effort. Although the original
semblv and checkout schedule slipped by approximately 6 months be-

cause of initial planning delays, the transfer of tech-
- Transfer of raw material and vendor sup- nology was timely. The kit deliveries experienced

plied parts for 22 guidance sets for fabri- minor (1-3 months) delays, but did not affect the
cation, assembly, and checkout qualification schedule. GD/C was qualified on the

guidance system in 26 months, 2 months behind
" MDAC Phases schedule. MDAC was fully qualified for the AUR in

- Transfer of one completed AUR for dual 28 months.
source evaluation Under the original plan. FY84 was to be the first

- Transfer of kits for six AURs for assembly year of full up competition. This was delayed a year
and checkout until the FY85 buy, however, because MDAC'was

not ready and the technical risk was considered too
- Transfer of raw material and vendor sup- high. This decision was made after the FY84 pro-

plied parts for four AURs for fabrication, posals were in hand. It was apparent through the
assembly, and checkout. technology transfer period that MDAC was aggres-

sive while GD/C was complacent. As the competi-
MDAC was eventually required to complete 10 tion point neared, GD/C increased its efforts.
FY82 AURs and 22 FY83 AURs. GD/C was
required to complete assembly of 10 FY82 and 22 A.6.5 Configuration Management
FY83 Guidance Sets.

For Class I ECPs, either contractor could initiate a
The contractors established various TTWGs to change and submit it to JCMPO and the other con-
help ensure the efficient transfer of technology re- tractor. The other contractor would submit a com-
lating to components, manufactuiing processes, panion ECP to JCMPO. The JCMPO CCB would
and test equipment. The TTWGs consisted of rep- render a decision and was responsible for incorpo-
resentatives from GD/C, MDAC, and the Joint rating the approved ECPs into the TDP. For Class
Cruise Missile Program Office (JCMPO). A man- II ECPs, either contractor could initiate a change:
agement working group co-chaired by GD/C and however, concurrence of the other contractor as
MDAC coordinated the activities of subgroups well as JCMPO was required. Upon review,
supporting the technology transfer. The subgroups JCMPO would approve the classification of an
addressed specific technical areas and supported ECP as submitted or require resubmittal as Class 1.
the dav-to- day interaction between GD/C and In addition, the Naval Weapons Center at China
M[)AC. Each subgroup was usually chaired by a Lake reviewed the ECPs. Both contractors were re-
representative from the receiving company. Most of quired to implement approved Class If changes. As
the groups met on at least a monthly basis. The ma- with Class I ECPs, JCMPO was responsible for
jor ITWGs were: Class II ECP incorporation into the TDP.
* Planning. Processing, andl 'ing -Airfranies Hardware from both contractors had to be physi-

callv and functionally interchangeable on an item-

by-item basis. Therefore, configuration issues had
* Planning!, Processing, and Tooling - Guidance to be resolved during technology transfer and quali-

System ficationm however, a Configuration Plan was not in-
cluded as part of the TTP. Both GD/C and MDAC

* Test Equipment and Software - Airframe and retained design agent responsibilities up to FY87.
AUR As a result, both had the authority to disapprove
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changes at the four levels depicted in Figure A.6-1. Provisions for the originating contractor to appeal
For example. an air vehicle ECP submitted by were not provided.
MDAC had to be approved at all four GD/C levels.

~c8as64

GD/C AIR VEHICLE MDAC - GUIDANCE SYSTEM

PRODUCTION PRODUCTION

DEPOT DEPOT

SYSTEM ENG INTEG SYSTEM ENG INTEG
AGENT AGENT

DESIGN AGENT* DESIGN AGENT*

DESIGN AGENT SUPPoRT OWN PRODUCTION AND BOTH DEPOTS

Figure A.6-1 Tomahawk ECP Responsibilities

Th, ECPs were difficult to track and pinpoint; thus, aggressive make/buy analysis, production cost re-
a cumbersome coordination process evolved. Also, ductions, and layoffs, particularly in the white col-
a separate support engineering team was required lar areas. MDAC also pays substantially less for
to manage the ECPs. labor than GD/C. MDAC was judged to be a low to

moderate risk on production.
A.6.6 Program Results

A.7 V-22 OSPREY
The first production competition occurred for the
FY85 buy. For 1985 and 1986, MDAC could only A.7.1 System Description
supply about 50 percent of total production and
their price was high: as a result they received 40 per- The V-22 Osprey is a vertical lift, tilt-rotor aircraft
cent of the production in both years. By 1987 the currently being developed to fulfill multi-Service
situation had changed substantially. MDAC had requirements such as medium assault transport.
shown a good track record and was competing ag- multinjission transport, amphibious assault, com-
gressively. Their deliveries were on time and they bat search and rescue, and special operation sup-
were capable of filling up to 70 percent of the pro- port. The basic mission for the aircraft is to lift
duction requirements. MDAC received 60 percent internal/external payloads up to 10,000 pounds and
of the 1987 production because of better price and be self-deployable worldwide. The V-22 airframe
prompt delivery. GD/C had been exhibiting deliv- will be composed of approximately 57 percent coin-
cry problems for some time. posite materials, including primary structure. The

aircraft will feature an advaiiced fly-by-wire con-
By ol. , izing their plant for the program, MDAC trol system and will be able to fly as a fixed wing air-
created some advantages in the production area. craft or as a helicopter.
Their production processes differed significantly
from GD/C's. Both contractors made use of the A Bell-Boeing joint venture exists during FSD and
same veridors. For FY87, MDAC had undertaken pilot production where each contractor designs a
m aggrcs,,ive cost cutting program. This included designated portion of the aircraft. Bell will desin
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the wing, nacelle, transmission, and rotor group. Each contractor will manufacture six sets of the
Boeing is responsible for the fuselage, landing gear, subsystems they are responsible for designing.
and flight control system. Boeing will perform final integration during FSD.

Bell and Boeing will each manufacture six complete

A.7.2 V-22 Technology Transfer Approach aircraft in pilot production.

Technology transfer under the V-22 teaming ap-
proach is to be accomplished through direct techni- A.7.3 V-22 Program Schedule
cal and engineering exchange, with special
emphasis on ensuring concurrent production quali-
fication of Bell and Boeing. Exchange of data and A key factor specific to the V-22 program is a con-
subsystems for inspection, disassembly, and reas- tractor teaming arrangement where both sources
sembly by the other manufacturer must begin con- participated in engineering development during
current with subsystem development. In order to FSD. The procurement is structured to schedule
ensure that delivery requirements are met, fabrica- operation of two full production lines by FY93. As
tion and testing of subsystems by the other team shown, in Figure A.7-1, rate tooling and production
member will be initiated as soon as the design is awards are planned prior to full qualification.
finalized.
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Figure A.7-1 V-22 Program Schedule

A.7.4 Configuration Management taining control of and ensuring uniform
implementation of configuration management. To
avoid a proliferation of configurations, Bell and

The Bell-Boeing team has the initial responsibility Boeing should maintain fully compatible manage-
of establishing configuration control during the ment systems for the life of the program. In addi-
FSD phase of the V-22 program. The V-22 pro- tion, contractors will provide up-front funding of
gram office has the overall responsibility for main- tooling and facilities.
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Due to the demanding requirements of V-22 dual production contracts, it became apparent that if the
source production, a CCB should be established, sole source environment was continued, the Hellfire
The CCB is normally established by NAVAIR who program would experience a cost g-nwth in excess
then performs the configuration management of $100 million. This served to enhance the attrac-
tasks. Thus, the Program Office does not become tiveness of a competitive acquisition strategy.
involved in these configuration management activi-
ties: however, due to the uniqueness of the program, The goals of this acquisition strategy were three-
a Program Office chair of the CCB for the V-22 fold. First, a cost avoidance in excess of $100 million
may be more appropriate, would be realized by developing a second source.

Second, the production base would be broadened,
A.7.5 V-22 Program Results and third, tooling and test equipment were reim-

bursed under competitive conditions requiring the
contractors to be more cost conscious and efficient

Because of the relative newness of the program, re- in design than they would be under "up-front" sole

sults to date cannot be based on actual testing but source funding.

rather on present development. An extensive pre-

contract effort was required to ensure adequate de-
tails of the technology transfer process. This was A.8.3 Technology Transfer Approach
agreed upon by both contractors and the Navy.
Also, extensive management in the program office The Hellfire leader-follower acquisition strategy
is required to ensure that Bell-Boeing does, in fact, consisted of: (a) Rockwell International Corpora-
transfer technology. Development is still in pro- tion (RIC) in the role of manufacturer of the missile
gress and on schedule to meet planned first flight in bus and systems integrator, (b) Martin Marietta
mid-FY88. Corporation (MMC) as the manufacturer of the la-

ser seeker, and (c) with each providing technical as-
sistance to the other under an approved TTP for

A.8 HELLFIRE production of the complete missile. Under this ac-
quisition methodology, MMC was qualified to pro-

A.8.1 System Description duce the missile bus and integrate it with the laser
seeker, while RIC was qualified to produce the
seeker.

Hellfire is a third generation anti-armor weapon
that can be air or surface launched. It is presently
intended for use as the main armament of the ad- Additionally, the contractors are providing the
vanced attack helicopter. Hellfire homes on a laser capital equipment, tooling, and test equipment es-
spot that can be projected from a number of sential to produce the portion of the missile that is
sources including: ground observer, other aircraft, new to them. Therefore, any charges to the govern-
or the launching aircraft. This enables the advanced ment for tooling and test equipment will be pro-
attack helicopter to launch its missiles indirectly in posed under competitive conditions. The
some situations without seeing the target, The pro- government has assumed a contingent liability in
pulsion is provided by a single stage solid propel- order to repay the contractors for unamortized fa-
lant rocket motor. This missile has a length of 5.4 cilities, tooling, test equipment, in addition to tech-
feet, a diameter of 0.6 feet, a span of 1.1 feet, and a nology transfer costs, should the program be
weight of 98.5 pounds. The missile was developed cancelled before the 5-year amortization period is
bv Rockwell International for the Army. It has a over or until the government has procured 6.000
range of 4.3 miles at supersonic speed. missiles from each contractor.

The strategy was a dual source leader-follower with A.8.4 Schedule
Rockwell as the prime contractor (leader), and
Martin Marietta as the subcontractor (follower). In April of 1982, the Hellfire Program Office be-
The award for the AUR competition in FY84 came came aware of the similarities between Hellfire and
late in the year while the delivery began in March of JTIDS with respect to the acquisition strategy. A
1986. Hellfire acquisition concept briefing was held and

the FY82 buy was awarded. The Memorandum of

A.8.2 Dual Source Goals Agreement (MOA) and TIT took six months to ne-
gotiate, at which time the contractors implemented
them. The FY82 delivery began late in FY83, while

Prior to FY82, Hellfire remained in a sole the FY83 buy was awarded in July. FY84 began the
source environment. After the award of the FY82 first year of AUR competition.
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A.8.5 Configuration Management Release Record (ERR), revised documents, and
NOR's.

The contractors have established a production A.8.7 Program Results
configuration management program that effectively
addresses several issues. The first issue is to up- Since the competitive production of Hellfire is
date the TDP it the latest configur7t;n as changc: ongoin-, clear results from this competition
are made. Next is to establish configuration cannot be identified. Many actions were accom-
controls to include a CCB and to prepare a Con- plished directly among the Program Office,
figuration Management Plan for Government Department of the Army, and the Office of the
approval to implement the provisions of the con- Secretary of Defense (OSD). Part of this can be
tractors' efforts. attributed to some of Rockwell's activities in its

efforts to reverse the strategy.

Both contractors have experienced different costs Finally, more constraints in the TIT should
for implementation of ECPs and different be injected to minimize the Government manage-
effectivities. therefore, the originating contrac- ment involvement. Some difficulty was experi-
tor submits a copy of the ECP, without cost enced by Hellfire in development of the TTP.
or effectivity information, to the other con- While Tomahawk obtained its TITP contractually,
tractor. In each case, the design contractor or Hellfire depended upon its contractors to submit
TDP custodian provides a detailed technical a plan solely by virtue of a request from the
evaluation to Missile Command (MICOM). program office. This afforded the program
The TDP custodian also prepares and submits manager little leverage on the contractor in
the TDCMS EAM cards with the completed expediting development of the plan and resulted
ECP when the TDP custodian distributes in delays and concomitant pressures in the review
microfilm of the incorporated ECP, Engineering by the Government.
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Appendix B

ASSOCIATE CONTRACTOR AGREEMENTS

This appendix presents a high level draft outline for this appendix presents actual contractor agree-
a contractor agreement as an example. Program ments used under different technology transfer
Offices may tailor this example to incorporate spe- approaches.
cific program characteristics. The second part of
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B.I DRAFT ASSOCIATE CONTRACTOR 1. Make/Buy plans
AGREEMENT OUTLINE 2. Long lead assistance

3. Vendor access
1. INTRODUCTION 4. Vendor qualification

5. Quality control

A. Contractors/Participants 
requirements

B. Purpose - objectives of E. Hardware Deliveries
technology transfer

C. General Exclusions, if any 1. Elements

II. APPLICATION 2. Acceptance procedures
3. Schedule

A. Scope - technology transfer IV. CONFIGURATION
effort in general MANAGEMENT

B. Order of Precedence - V. PROPRIETARY DATA
associate contractor agreement

vs. other Government contracts A. Description of proprietary data
B. Transmittal and Handling

11. TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER Procedures
PROGRAM C. Restrictions for Use

D. Liability Limitations

A. Design Responsibilities E. Identification of Elements

B. Data VI. ADMINISTRATIVE
PROCEDURES

1. Content - drawing level,
processes, instructions A. Points of Contact

2. Type - system B. Resident and Transient
specifications, software, Services - on-site personnel
hardware

3. Format
4. Timing 1. Office space and facilities

2. Communications support
C. Technical Assistance 3. Reproduction facilities

4. Security
5. Secretarial services

1. Training program
2. Data clarification C. Facility Access Provisions
3. Process and procedures

demonstration VII. AGREEMENT

TERMINATION
D. Materials Assistance PROVISIONS
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B.2 EXAMPLE CONTRACTOR WHEREAS, the HPO is interested in geographical
AGREEMENTS dispersion of the manufacturing sources to ensure

redundancy and survivability in the event of natural

B.2.1 Hellfire Memorandum of Agreement disasters, and

WHEREAS, the HPO has determined that onlyFOREWORD through establishing Rockwell and Martin as AUR
missile prime contractors, can HELLFIRE laser

This Memorandum of Agreement (MOA) sets forth missile production requirements be competitively
an understanding between Rockwell International obtained; and
Corporation (Rockwell) and Martin Marietta Cor-
poration (Martin), herein after referred to as con- WHEREAS, the HPO awarded dual source con-
tractors, in support of the U.S. Army HELLFIRE tracts to both Rockwell and Martin based upon
Project Office (HPO), for the purpose of establish- each of them undertaking to engage in a reciprocal
ing both Rockwell and Martin as All-Up-Round technology transfer to attain the above objective:
(AUR) Missile contractors for the HELLFIRE La- and
ser Missile AUR. An AUR is defined as Guided
Missile, Surface Attack: AGM-114A, and Guided
Missile, Training: M-36. This program is intended WHEREAS, this agreement establishes the condi-
as a means to provide the HPO procurement of tions and understandings between Martin and
HELLFIRE Laser Missile AUR including missile Rockwell for the purpose of effecting a reciprocal
and seeker on a competitive basis and is in support technology transfer to enable both contractors to
of industrial mobilization requirements. become certified and independent suppliers of the

HELLFIRE Laser Missile AUR.

No changes to any contracts are made by this agree- NOW, THEREFORE, the parties hereto agree as
ment. Any changes to contracts will be made in ac- further presented herein.
cordance with the terms of the respective contracts.
This agreement does not contemplate changing
Rockwell's role as the design authority for the Both Rockwell and Martin, as production certified
HELLFIRE Missile System or Martin's role as the AUR suppliers, shall be totally responsible for the
design authority for HELLFIRE Laser Seeker. delivery, support, and a warranty for the AUR mis-

siles that each produces. The AUR deliveries shall
include demonstrated compliance with Govern-

1.0 PURPOSE AND APPROACH ment approved acceptance test procedures. The
shipping, handling, logistics, and warranty terms
and conditions shall be defined in detail in the re-

WHEREAS, it is understood by the parties to this spective Rockwell and Martin prime contracts.
MOA that no obligations will be assumed by the
contractors unless and until appropriate contrac- The following list of items, although not all inclu-
tual direction is received; and sive, are Government Furnished Equipment (GFE)

and are therefore not covered by this agreement:
WHEREAS, the Government, represented by the Missile transport and storage container P/N
HPO. is desirous of establishing two HELLFIRE 13012182, Warhead explosives (LX-14 and
Laser Missile AUR contractors (as defined in the PBXN-5) and other materials and services related
foreword); and to Warhead Load, Assembly, and Pack (LAP) as

defined in applicable production contracts.
WHEREAS, by having two such AUR laser missile
contractors, the Government will be able to con-
tract for support by two separate contractors for 2.0 APPLICATION
various activities including verification of flight
missions and investigation of flight accidents; and 2.1 SCOPE

WHEREAS, the HPO is interested in obtaining The methodologies and procedures agreed to by
competition throughout the HELLFIRE missile Martin and Rockwell incidental to the transfer of
program: and technologies required for the two contractors to

produce each other's design-responsible portion of
WHEREAS, the HPO wishes to obtain the ability the HELLFIRE AUR and HELLFIRE Training
to expand production facilities rapidly to meet in- Missiles, as those end items are defined in the
dustrial mobilization needs, and "Foreword" of this MOA, are delineated in the
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Technology Transfer Plan (TYP) which has been In the event that either party decides not to increase
jointly developed and approved by both contrac- the number of hours, the continuation of technical
tors, and incorporated in Martin's and Rockwell's assistance shall be handled as follows:
respective HELLFIRE production prime contracts
with the Government. This MOA sets forth the fur- 1 The contractor who has spent the lesser num-
ther understandings and obligations between Rock- ber of hours at the point in time that the other
well and Martin for implementing the technology contractor has spent 5,000 hours shall continue
transfer requirements. to contribute support until it has also ex-

pended 5,000 hours.

2.2 ORDER OF PRECEDENCE 2 If either contractor requires additional sup-
port from the other after having received the
5,000 hours of support, the contractors will ne-

In the event of conflict between this agreement and gotiate hours and rates, by functional disci-
any Government contract with either Rockwell or plines, for such additional support and the
Martin, the Government contract shall govern, requiring contractor shall provide a purchase

order for same to the supporting contractor.

3.0 DUAL SOURCE CERTIFICATION 3.1.2 Procedures
PROGRAM

3.1.2.1 Charges to the technical assistance
3.1 TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER PROGRAM accounts shall be made only in response to requests

for assistance. Requests may be written or oral.
Oral requests will be confirmed in writing within 24

There will be an open and full reciprocal exchange hours. Lists of personnel authorized to make re-
of information. The Technology Transfer Program quests shall be exchanged and updated as required.
is based on the principle that each contractor will Assistance and/or data shall be furnished only if the
become a certified supplier for the AUR as defined requestor is named on the list of personnel author-
herein. ized to make such requests and if a TP request se-

rial number is given by the requester. Each written

A TIT which delineates the data and knowledge to request will indicate the requestor, to whom the re-

be transferred has been jointly developed by Rock- quest was made, the date of the request, the FFP
well and Martin and incorporated in applicable request serial number, and a brief, concise descrip-
prime contracts. The contractors shall furnish tech- tion of the request.
nical assistance to each other during the term of the
TITP. This technical assistance shall be provided by 3.1.2.2 The furnisher of the data or assis-
appropriate contractual arrangements between the tance requested shall keep a daily log of the time ex-
contractors as defined below. pended in providing these data or assistance. This

log shall include the date of the request, the TTP re-
3.1.1 Technical Assistance Support quest serial number, the time spent each day by

PayTenta sinsn Sdate, who made the request, a brief description of
Payment Provisions the request, the date the reply or assistance was

provided, and the name of the furnisher.
The cost of support services to furnish technical as-
sistance to the other contractor, whether incurred 3.1.2.3 Both contractors will set up sepa-
at the supporting contractor's own facilities or in rate and discrete cost accounts against which these
the facilities of the other, will be treated by each support services will be accumulated and reported
contractor in accordance with its agreements with to each other on a biweekly basis. (This frequency
the Government until a total of five thousand may be revised if the contractors mutually agree.)
(5,000) hours has been expended. These reports will include a listing of the hours ex-

pended by functional category (Engineering, Qual-
At least 30 days prior to the date that either con- ity, etc.) and a copy of the daily logs in 3.1.2.2 above
tractor projects that it will have expended 5,000 substantiating the expenditures.
hours in support of the other contractor, it will no-
tify the other contractor and arrange for a meeting 3.1.2.4 Either contractor may request that
within the following seven days to mutually deter- the other's Defense Contiactor Audit Agency
mine whether or not the number of hours sI-ould be (DCAA) and/or Defense Contract Administration
increased and if so, by how much. Upon such agree- Service (DCAS) audit the above information for
ment, this MOA shall be amended accordingly verification purposes.
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3.1.2.5 Exchange of the non-technical data and (2) AUR supplies and services that Rockwell
package (TDP) data identified in the T"TP within and Martin purchase from each other.
the section entitled "Documentation Transfer"
shall be accomplished at no charge to the receiving "Joint Procurements" refers to a specific list of sup-
contractor's technical assistance accounts but will plies and services (see 4.2 below) for which joint
be charged to the technology transfer accounts de- procurement actions are to be conducted with al-
scribed in the contracts between Missile Command ready established sources.
(MICOM) and the contractors.

4.1.2 Leader/Follower

3.2 MATERIAL EXCHANGE "Leader" refers to Rockwell for those Cooperative
Procurements involving the bus and seeker/bus in-

In support of the certification program, seeker ma- tegration portion of the AUR and to Martin for
terial for the 7 AUR's and 6 sets of piece parts in those Cooperative Procurements involving the laser
Rockwell s FY82 contract will be furnished to seeker portion of the AUR. "Follower" refers to
Rockwell from Martin. Missile bus material for the Rockwell for those Cooperative Procurements in-
7 AUR's and 6 sets of piece parts in Martin's FY82 volving the laser seeker portion of the AUR and to
contract will be furnished from Rockwell to Martin. Martin for those Cooperative Procurements involv-
No-cost purchase orders will be exchanged by the ing the bus and seeker/bus integration portions of
contractors defining the quantities and delivery the AUR.
schedules for each item of material. The acceptance
criteria for this material is set forth in the TIP.
Each contractor shall be liable for loss or damage to 4.2 OBJECTIVE
the material furnished by the other contractor. Ad-
ditional seeker or missile bus material may be pur- Rockwell and Martin will jointly identify those
chased by the contractors from each other, if AUR supplies and services that will be subject to
required, during the certification program. the cooperative procurement understanding set

forth herein. For those supplies and services so
identified the contractors will, to the best of their

3.3 EFFECTIVITY abilities, cooperate with each other to ensure that
the greatest possible advantage is taken of corn-

Contractual coverage has been provided by the bined quantity price breaks and cohesively inte-
Government under separate contracts with each grated manufacturing and inspection (including
contractor. Neither Rockwell nor Martin shall be sell-off) schedules.
obligated by this MOA to furnish or to receive any
materials, equipment, data, or to perform any serv- 4.3 SELECTION OF SUPPLIES AND
ices not so authorized. Each contractor shall sepa- SERVICES
rately provide to the HPO its plans for corporate
financial commitments and personnel and other re- Rockwell and Martin will furnish to each other all
sources to be dedicated to this reciprocal technol- Rockweand newelsfrn to each otherdalloytransfer. data reasonably necessary to develop candidate

lists of cooperative procurement supplies and serv-
ices. Representatives of the two contractors will ar-

4.0 COOPERATIVE PROCUREMENT rive at a mutually acceptable list of cooperative
procurement items. For those items which the con-
tractors agree should be handled as Cooperative

Cooperative procurements by the contractors will Procurements, the contractor having "leader" re-
be necessary in some cases and encouraged in other sponsibility shall furnish to the "follower" contrac-
cases where it benefits the Government in protect- tor all information required to support the timely
ing technical performance and/or schedule and lim- placement of purchase orders including, but not
iting costs. In this respect, the following ground limited to, DD Form 633 and/or adequate support-
rules apply for implementation of cooperative ing cost and pricing data to satisfy applicable De-
procurements. fense Acquisition Regulations (DAR)

requirements. The "leader" shall provide these data
4.1 DEFINITIONS to the "follower" not less than ten working days

prior to purchase order placement. "Leader" and
"follower 'purchase orders will be released simulta-

4.1.1 The term "Cooperative Procure- neously to each common source. Further, purchase
ments," as used in this memorandum refers to (1) orders that the contractors place with each other
"Joint Procurements," as further defined below; shall be released concurrent with the producing
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contractor's own internal work order(s) for the difficulties achieving procurement objectives (e.g.,
item(s) involved, cost, schedule or technical) that had been previ-

ously established in concert with the follower, the
leader will consult with the follower prior to pro-

4.4 LEADER-FOLLOWER ceeding with the negotiations. The leader will notify
RESPONSIBILITIES the follower of the time and place of negotiations in

sufficient time to permit the follower to be present
4.4.1 General in said negotiations.

The leader shall act as primary spokesman in mat- 4.4.2.5 If disagreements between the leader
ters involving third party common sources if the and follower develop during the pre-negotiation or
subject under discussion has the potential of affect- negotiation process, either party's principal pro-
ing cost, schedule or performance under both the curement representative may elevate the matter to
leader's and follower's current or planned purchase whatever higher level of his respective company's
orders. management he considers appropriate. It is incum-

bent on both parties' representatives to ensure that
third party common sources not be given the advan-

4.4.2 Request for Proposals, Negotiation tage of a divided position between the leader and
Plans and Negotiations follower. If disagreements cannot be resolved be-

tween leader and follower, however, either party
4.4.2.1 For each cooperative procurement, may choose to prosecute a separately negotiated or-

the leader will develop a schedule for each step of der with the common source.
the purchase order placement process, including,
but not necessarily limited to request for supplier 4.4.2.6 If, during the course of proposal
proposals, preparation of negotiation plans (as re- preparation, pre-negotiation or negotiation, it be-
quired), negotiation, preparation of negotiation comes feasible to co-locate follower personnel at
summary memoranda, and purchase order place- the leader's facility to enhance coordination, leader
ment. This schedule will be furnished to the fol- shall provide adequate support in accordance with
lower in sufficient time to allow the follower to paragraph 7.3 of this MOA at no cost to follower.
participate in those activities discussed under Para-
graphs 4.4.2.3 and 4.4.2.4 below. If the planned date 4.4.2.7 When the contractors engage in a
or any of the above mentioned events is changed by joint procurement action, the originator of corre-

the leader, the follower will be promptly advised. spondence to a third party common source relating
to such joint procurement shall provide a copy of

4.4.2.2 Leader and follower will strive to same to the other contractor.
portray to third party common sources as much
commonality as possible with respect to terms and
conditions, data requirements, inspection sell-off
procedures, etc. However, there may be certain pe-
culiar requirements for which neither company is
able or otherwise willing to compromise. In such 4.4.3 Purchase Order Placement and
cases, the follower shall negotiate his own peculiar Administration
requirements for inclusion in his purchase order.

4.4.3.1 The leader and follower will each is-
4.4.2.3 The leader will have primary re- sue their own purchase orders to third party com-

sponsibility for: (1) coordinating the development mon sources.
of all requests for proposals to third party common
sources, (2) developing and documenting the nego- 4.4.3.2 In the event the follower requires
tiation strategy, and (3) chairing the subsequent ne- on-site visits to a third party common source by
gotiations. However, the follower may participate, management or technical personnel, the leader will
at his option, with the leader in evaluating propos- be notified and will arrange for such visits. The
als and developing mutually agreed to negotiation follower may have permanent representation at a
objectives. supplier's facility if the leader is notified to arrange

same with the supplier. In addition to normal
4.4.2.4 The follower may, at its discretion, technical and management administrative visits, it

be present at negotiations but will not actively is aE.ted that the follower, at its own option, may
participate in the actual negotiations with third have a quality representative on-site at the
party common sources; however, if during the nego- supplier's facility to conduct or witness inspection
tiation process the leader encounters significant and receiving activities for its deliverables. The
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provisions of this paragraph apply to common 5.2 TRANSMITTAL OF DATA
source suppliers and to procurements by the
contractors from each other. The follower agrees Data and information that is transmitted by one
that if the follower is not present to conduct or contractor to the other shall be delivered by means
witness inspection and receiving at the leader's sup- of a TTP transmittal form. This form shall contain
plier's, or producer's facility, the leader's accep- the following information: (1) a sequential TTP
tance of the follower's items shall constitute final transmittal number, (2) description of the data/in-
acceptance by the follower, formation being transmitted, (3) name of requestor,

(4) name of sender, (5) date sent, and (6) indication
of whether data is proprietary. Data and informa-

4.5 HARDWARE DELIVERIES tion shall be addressed to the single point of contact
identified in paragraph 7.1.

4.5.1 If Rockwell, for those items it fur-
nishes to Martin, or Martin for those items it sup- 6.0 PROPRIETARY RIGHTS
plies to Rockwell, or a Joint Procurement third
party common source develops difficulties that pre-
vents the delivery of cooperatively procured items 6.1 EXCHANGE OF INFORMATION
in accordance with the requirements of Rockwell's
and Martin's purchase orders, the distribution of During the term of this MOA, the contractors agree
such items to the contractors as they become avail- to receive information and data (hereinafter re-
able for delivery shall be based on the same per- ferred to as "data") from each other for the purpose
centage relationship that each contractor's of implementing the HELLFIRE Laser Missile
individual monthly HELLFIRE requirements bear AUR Technology Transfer Program.
to both contractors' monthly HELLFIRE require-
ments for the affected parts or services. Notwithstanding that this MOA shall have termi-

nated or expired. each contractor agrees to keep in
confidence and prevent the disclosure to any person

4.6 PROCUREMENT BY CONTRACTORS or persons outside each contractor's organization
FROM EACH OTHER or to any unauthorized pcrson or person;, of all

data which is designated in writing, or by an appro-
4.6.1 Either contractor may choose to priate stamp or legend by the disclosing contractor

procure seeker or missile bus components or equip- to be of a proprietary or confidential nature, and is
ment from the other. The contractors' prices of- received under this MOA and which pertains to
fered to each other shall be those prices which are proprietary or confidential data; provided however,
offered to their most favored customers and/or the neither contractor shall be liable for use or disclo-
Government for the same items with the same con- sure of any such data if the same:
tract requirements and terms and conditions. (a) Is in the public domain at the time it is dis-

closed; or
4.7 OBLIGATIONS (b) Is known to the receiving contractor at the time

of disclosure; or
Nothing in Section 4 will be construed by either con-
tractor or by others as anything more than a com- (c) Is used or disclosed with the prior written ap-
mitment by the contractors to cooperate in the proval of the other contractor: or
procurement of selected AUR materials. (d) Is disclosed to the Government or an author-

ized representative thereof, properly marked
with the restrictive legends, under the provi-

5.0 OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES sions of DAR 3-5 07.1, or DAR 7-104.9 or
similar regulations of other Government agen-
cies, or to fulfill the obligations of either con-

5.1 CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT tractor under a HELLFIRE AUR
Government contract or subcontract, if such

Configuration control shall be conducted in accor- disclosure is contemplated by the purpose set
dance with the TIP. Costs associated with the con- forth above, or
trol and maintenance of the HELLFIRE AUR. (e) Is independently developed by the receiving
HELLFIRE Training Missile and related Test ( nntly dt
Equipment TDP will be charged to the Government contractor, or
pursuant to the provisions of each company's re- (f) Becomes known to the receiving contractor
spective engineering services prime contracts. from a source other than the disclosing
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contractor without breach of this Agreement 6.6 PROPRIETARY RIGHTS/TRADE
by the receiving contractor; or SECRETS

(g) Is used or disclosed after 60 months after the 6.6.1 The contractors have under various
date of this MOA. HELLFIRE related contracts granted unlimited

rights (as defined in DAR 7-104.9(a)) in all techni-
Neither contractor shall be liable for inadvertent, cal data and computer software and royalty-free li-
accidental or mistaken use or disclosure of data ob- censes for Government purposes in any inventions,
tained under this MOA despite the exercise of the whether or not patented, which dominate the AUR
same reasonable precaution as the receiving con- and components thereof and the manufacture
tractor takes to safeguard its own proprietary infor- thereof. Additionally, the contractors may grant
mation. more such unlimited rights and royalty-free li-

censes in future contracts. Each contractor agrees
that both contractors may use those data and those

6.2 CHARGES inventions in the AUR and manufacture thereof at
no cost. Also, the contractors will not mark any in-

The contractors shall perform their respective obli- formation furnished to each other as proprietary
gations under this Section 6 without charge to the data or limited rights data unless the Government is
other except as set forth elsewhere in this MOA. entitled to no rights or only limited or restricted

rights (as defined in DAR 7-104.9(a)) under Gov-
ernment contracts.

6.3 RELATIONSHIP OF CONTRACTORS
6.6.2 There shall be no royalty or license

Nothing in this MOA shall grant to either contrac- fee of any kind charged by the contractors to each
Ntor n thei M A at to makecommitm et er caorc- other for patents, trade secrets, technical data.
tor tile right to make commitments of any kind for know-how, or other form of intellectual property inor on behalf of the other contractor without the the technology transferred. Neither contractor is re-
prior written consent of the other contractor. Noth- quired to divulge manufacturing processes related
ing contaned herein shall imply a license to either to custom large scale integration, hybrid circuits, or
contractor under any patent or be construed as af- other micro-electronic activities, except to the ex-
fecting the scope of any license or other rights held tent that the Government owns rights in such proc-
by either contractor under any patent. Where data esses.
delivered under this MOA carries a copyright no-
tice, the receiving contractor may reproduce the
material only in the performance of the HELL- 6.7 SUPERSEDING INSTRUMENT
FIRE AUR TT-P.

This MOA supersedes the Proprietary Information

6.4 SECURITY Agreement between the contractors dated 23
August 1982.

To the extent the obligations of the contractors
hereunder involve access to information classified 7.0 COMMUNICATION AND
"Top Secret," "Secret," "Confidential," or other- COORDINATION AND SERVICES
wise classified information, the provisions of DAR
7-104.12, or corresponding regulation of the appro-
priate Government agency, as applicable, shall ap- 7.1 SINGLE POINTS OF CONTACT
ply.

Single points of contact have been designated for
the parties and initially are:

6.5 DELIVERY OF PROPRIETARY DATA
0 Martin Marietta Corporation

All data that is proprietary that is exchanged be- 0 Rozk-well haternational Corporation
t4ccn the contractors to this agreement shall be de-
livered only by certified mail to the address and to 7.1.1 The single points of contact shall
!he attention of the single points of contact set forth have the responsibility of direct coordination bt-
hcrcin. Failure of the delivering contractor to de- tween Rockwell and Martin. All data, information
livcr proprietary data in this manner shall relieve material, correspondence, etc., that transfers be.
the receiving contractor of the requirement to pro- tween the contractors will be under the cognizanc(
tect the proprietary data. and control of the single points of contact. The con
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tractors may change the single points of contact First aid medical services while resident pcI-
provided written notice of change is given to the sonnel are in-plant.
other contractor to amend this MOA.

(g) RECREATION

7.2 RESIDENT REPRESENTATIVES Access to recreation facilities while a resident.

Martin and Rockwell will establish resioent repre- (h) REPRODUCTION
sentatives in each other's facility for the purpose of
carrying out those responsibii:ies delineated in the Access to adequate reproduction facilities.
section entitled "Technical Assistance" of the TTP.

(i) DISCIPLINE

Breaches of discipline of resident personnel
7.3 RESIDENT SERVICES will be reported to the designated single point

of contact by the host contractor, with recom-
Re.,ident services required will be requested by the mendations for correction.
single points of contact designated herein and will
be limited to the following at no expense to the other () SECURITY
c,)rtractor: Resident contractor will provide necessary

security clearances for its resident working
(a) ADEQUATE OFFICE SPA(E force personnel.

Adequate office space for the designated
number of residents including secretarial sup- 7.4 TRANSIENT SERVICES
port and adininistrative storage.

As requested by the single point of contact to sup-
(b) ADEQUATE OFFICE FACIILITIES port any visits from one contraL Lor to the other, the

oost contractor will provide tho following facilities
Adequate office furniture, files, supplies, and and administrative services to the visiting person-
stationery for the functioning of the resident nel in order to perform the requirements of this
force. MOA:

(c) COMMUNICATIONS (a) Temporary pr',vate office space as required

Acces to communications to include: tele- and available.
phones. data fax, and teletype. (b) Secretarial service as required and available.

(d) AREA ACCESS (c) Access to telephone service.

(d) Access to teletype and datafax service.Access shall be provided for resident person-
nel to their assigned work areas, pertinent (e) limited reproduction services as required.
shop working areas, parking facilities, and
cafeteria. This shall be provided by issuance
of identification badges requiring escort by 8.0 TEiEMINATION
host company personnel.

Except for the rights and obligations of the parties

(e) PARKING under subparagraph 6.1 herein, this MOA shall
automatically terminate coincidental with the expi-

Reas(onably convenient parking facilities, ration or termination, whichever first occurs, of the
TTP pursuant to the contractors' HELLFIRE pro-

(f) FIRST All) duction contracts with the Government.
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B.2.2 Memorandum of Agreement for Vendor X will license Vendor Y directly. Since roy-
(Missile Subsystem) alty payments would be a cost to Vendor Y in any

Vendor Y production contract, early prime con-
In order to satisfy the Government's desire to have tractor concurrence is necessary for a direct license.
a second source for the (component), the (prime
contractor) and (designing subcontractor-Vendor
X) have agreed to work together to establish (sec- Phase III Data Transfer/Technical
ond subcontractor-Vendor Y) as a manufacturer of Assistance
the Vendor X designed (component). This MOA
and its appendices outline the basic framework of Vendor X and Vendor Y believe co-production is
this joint effort. possible by Lot IV provided that an expeditious go-

ahead is given by the Government and the prime
The process for a rapid establishment of Vendor Y contractor. During this phase Vendor X would
as a viable (component) manufacturer is divided transfer the data and technical knowledge to Ven-
into a series of time-phased actions involving the dor Y which would enable Vendor Y to accurately
Government, the prime contractor, Vendor X, and determine the cost of becoming a second source.
Vendor Y. These actions in chronological order are: Vendor X will accept prime responsibility for this

phase under contract to the prime contractor with
1) Government/p rime contractor concurrence Vendor Y as a subcontractor to Vendor X. The re-

that this MOA meets the program requirement sult of this phase will be:
for initiating second source development f1) Vendor X will provide the technical knowledge

2) License agreement for second source data and documents to Vendor Y sufficient for
transfer and production manufacturing the (component)

3) Data transfer and technical assistance from 2) Vendor X and Vendor Y will jointly prepare a
Vendor X to Vendor Y for the purpose of de- detailed plan for establishment of Vendor Y as
termining Vendor Y costs for becoming quali- a viable co-producer by Lot IV
fied as a second source and preparing a 3) Vendor Y will submit a cost proposal for the
proposal for same plan developed in (2)

4) Qualification of Vendor Y as a second source. 4) Vendor X and Vendor Y will jointly prepare a
plan and initiate development for utilizing al-

Each of the phases in the second source develop- ternatc sourccs for critical components
ment process is addressed in this MOA. Phase I
Initiation of Second Source Development 5) The prime contractor will establish (compo-

nent) configuration control - " implement
Vendor X and Vendor Y will initiate the develop- procedures for handling engineco ng changes
ment of Vendor Y as a second source manufacturer to the (component). Vendor X and Vendor Y
of the (component) upon Vendor X being awarded will serve as members of the prime contractor's
the Lots m and 2 production quantities and upon CCB for the (component). The prime contrac-the Lots,1Vando2 productiondquantitiesmandtupo
concurrence by the Government/prime contractor tor, Vendor X and Vendor Y will maintain
that this MOA reflects an acceptable approach to fully compatible (component) configuration
second source development. Since time is of the es- management systems.
sence. Vendor X and Vendor Y will proceed as far
as practical prior to the occurrence of these events Phase IV Qualification of Vendor V
but, in any case, cannot begin the transfer of techni-
cal data until the above events have occurred. To Vendor X will accept prime responsibility for this
this end. Vendor X and Vendor Y have signed a phase under coiitract to the prime contractor with
proprietary data agreement to facilitate discus- Vendor Y as a subcontractor to Vendor X. The
sions. prime contractor will maintain configuration con-

trol and design cognizance. The result of this phase
Phase 11 License Agreement will be:

The basic terms of a license agreement for the Ven- I) Vendor Y will be qualified as a producer of the
dor X (component) design are outlined in Prime (component)
Contractor!Vendor X documents. Vendor X and 2) Vendor Y will produce 25 percent of the units
Vendor Y are proceeding on the assumption that from the end of Loit III to facilitate ramping up
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to the production rates required in future pro- This AGREEMENT contains all of the agree-
duction ments, representations and understandings of the

parties hereto and supersedes and replaces any and
3) Vendor X will warrant the erformance of dll previous understandings, commitments or

Vendor Y's pilot production (component) for agreements, oral or written.
one year.

This AGREEMENT is not intended by the parties This AGREEMENT biiail be enforced and inter-
to constitute or create a joint venture, pooling ar- reted under the laws of the State of
rangement, partnership, or formal business organi-
zation of any kind, other than a MOA and the rights
and obligations of the parties shall be only those ex- This memorandum of agreement becomes effective
pressly set forth herein. Neither party shall have when signed by the last of the parties below. It shall
authority to bind the other except to the extent remain in effect until one of the following events oc-
authorized herein. cur:

This AGREEMENT may not be assigned or other- 1) Program is terminated
wise transferred by either party in whole or in part
without the prior written consent of the other party, 2) Government/prime contractor determines a
which consent will not unreasonably be withheld. second source is not required
The foregoing shall not apply in the event either
party shall change its corporate name or merge with 3) The establishment of Vendor Y as a qualified
or be acquired by another corporation. producer of the (component).
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B.2.3 Tomahawk Memorandum of minimal technical risk to the Government of ac-
Agreement ceptable technology transfer; and

FOREWORD WHEREAS, the JCMP plans to award sole source
contracts to both MDAC and GD/C based upon
each of them undertaking to engage in a reciprocal

This MOA sets forth an understanding between technology transfer to attain the above objective;
General Dynamics/Convair (GD/C) and the Gov- and
ernment for the purpose of establishing certain con-
ditions and ground rules that will lead to a WHEREAS, in addition to this MOA, JCMP plans
contractual relationship resulting in establishment toEREA, in additiot thi M AC and
of GD/C as a fully qualified supplier of the Toma- to enter into a separate MOA with MDAC andhawk Cruise Missile AUR for the Government. MDAC and GD/C plan to enter into another sepa-

rate MOA to confirm ,he transfer of technology:

1.0 PURPOSE AND APPROACH NOW, THEREFORE, the parties hereto agree as
further presented herein.

WHEREAS, on 18 January 1982 the Assistant Sec- This document establishes the agreements between
retary of the Navy made determination and finding GD/C and the JCMP for the purpose of establish-
in CDF 82-40 which authorizes the necessary con- ing GD/C as a certified and independent supplier
tracts required to implement this agreement, and it ofg 3ch presently defined production Sea Launched
is understood by the parties that no obligations will Cruise Missile (SLCM) including airframe and
be assumed by GD/C unless and until appropriate guidance, both ship and submarine launched and
contractual direction is received from the Joint both Tomahawk Anti-Ship Missile (BGM-109B)
Cruise Missile Project (JCMP); and including the advanced anti-ship guidance system

common to Harpoon and Tomahawk Cruise Mis-
WHEREAS, the Government represented by the sile and Tomahawk Land Attack Missile (BGM-
JCMP is desirous of establishing two AUR Toma- 109A/C), conventional and nuclear configurations:
hawk Cruise Missile contractors (as hereinafter de- and Ground Launched Cruise Missile kGLCM) in-
fined); and cluding airframe and guidance, now a Tomahawk

Land Attack configuration (BGM-109G); and

WH[EREAS, by having such two AUR Tomahawk Tomahawk MRASM (AGM-109H & L) including

Cruise Missile contractors, JCMP will be able to airframe and guidance. Future Tomahawk missiles

contract for support by two separate contractors of procured by the Government that are outgrowths of

various activities including verification of flight existing contracts for Tomahawk are also included

missions and investigations of flight accidents; d under this agreement. Likewise, advanced technol-
and ogy changes to subsystems used to existing Toma-

hawk missiles are also included under this
WHEREAS, the JCMP is intere- otaining agreement.
competition throughout the Tomanawk Cruise
Missile Program; and GD/C, as a production certified AUR supplier,

shall be totally responsible for the delivery, support,
WHEREAS, the JCMP wishes to obtain the ability and development of a warranty for the AUR mis-
to expand prodaction facilities rapidly to meet in- sile system, defined as a flight- worthy missile con-
dustrial mobilization needs; and tained in launch compatible canister or capsule.

The AUR delivery shall include demonstrated test
compliance with Government approval acceptance

WHEREAS, the JCMP is also interested in geo- test procedures. The shipping and handling, logis-
graphical dispersion of the manufacturing sources tics, and flight test support plus the warranty terms
to en! ure redundancy and survivability in the event and conditions shall be defined in detail in the
of natural disasters; and GD/C contract.

WHEREAS, the JCMP has determined that only The following list of items, although not all
through establishing MDAC GD/C as AUR inclusive, are GFE: F107 and J402 engines,
missile and navigation/guidance prime contractors warhead, selected elements of Cruise Missile
can FY84 Tomahawk cruise missile production Guidance Sets (CMGS), Inertial Sensor Assembly
requirements be competitively obtained with a (ISA), Booster Motor Assembly, and Digital Scene
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Matching Area Correlator (DSMAC), and are 3.0 DUAL SOURCE SUBSTANTIATION
therefore not covered by this agreement. PROGRAM

The production missile (AUR) does not include Ar-
mored Box Launcher (ABL), Common Weapons 3.1 TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
Control System (CWCS), Mission Planning System PROGRAM
(MPS), the Transporter Erector Launcher (TEL),
the Launch Control Center (LCC) or the Capsule A technology transfer program which delineates the
Launching System (CLS). data and knowledge to be transferred will be devel-

oped by MDAC and GD/C. The schedule devel-
oped for implementation of the technology transfer

2.0 APPLICATION program has been agreed to by GD/C and the Gov-
ernment.

2.1 SCOPE
3.2 COMPETITIVE PROCUREMENT

The JCMP and GD/C enter into this agreement for
the purposes of establishing GD/C, under a sepa- During the technology transfer phase and substan-
rate contract, as an inde pendent supplier for the tiation phase, GD/C shall deliver a minimum of 10
Tomahawk Cruise Missiles (hereinafter called AURs as part of the FY82 Tomahawk procurement
Tomahawk), AUR including airframe and guid- quantities and 52 AURs as part of the FY83 Toma-
ance. The Tomahawk Cruise Missile is defined as hawk procurement quantities. These deliveries are
all warrants of the BGM-109 (A, B, C, D, G) and premised upon JCMP providing contractual
series and the MRASM AGM-109 (AGM-109H & authorization to the contractor for quantities speci-
L) series Tomahawk. Contractual roles of various fied. JCMP will incorporate certain annual award
Tomahawk contractors during the Full Scale Engi- procedures into each of the production contracts
neering Development (FSED) will continue un- with MDAC and GD/C, respectively, which will be
changed, with Airframe Systems development the as follows:
responsibility of GD/C. Notwithstanding this re-
sponsibility, it is also the intent of this agreement After GD/C has been certified as an independent
that the Government may at some future time AUR production source, (scheduled prior to the
choose to use MDAC to develop changes in the FY84 production dzi-veries), it will be awarded a
airframe design production phase of the Toma- minimum of 30 percent of annual FY missile quan-
hawk missiles, the two AUR contractors, GD/C tities of new production missiles and 30 percent of
and MDAC will be competitors for shares of the any recertifications, refurnishments, and spares
Government's yearly production buys. It is the in- procured from U.S. commercial sources by the
tent of GD/C to offer the Government a warranty, Government for the AUR Tomahawk. (This provi-
under its contract for the AUR missiles it produces sion is contingent upon annual appropriation by
(including GFE) and for which it provides the re- the Congress.) GD/C understands that similar or
quired depot services. In addition, it is intended identical award percentages will be set forth in the
that GD/C will provide an appropriate design war- separate MOA between JCMP and MDAC. GD/C
ranty to MDAC for those systems for which it has will be allowed to compete for the remaining per-
design agency responsibility and will warrant that centage and this remaining percentage will be split
which is GFE to GD/C from other suppliers to the between MDAC and GD/C according to proce-
extent that the suppliers will warrant their equip- dures to be determined by JCMP, This award pro-
ment to GD/C. cedure will become effective with the Government's

AUR procurement for FY84 for BGM-109's.
Any changes to this agreement must be agreed to in
writing by both parties to this agreement. If JCMP decides not to award GD/C more than the

minimum annual quantity, JCMP and GD/C shall
negotiate in good taith a fair and reasonable price

2.3 ORDER OF PRECEDENCE for the minimum quantity. If the parties are unable
to mutually agree, the contracting officer shall issue
a final decision determining a fair and reasonableIn the event of conflict between this agreement and price which may be appealed by GD/C in accor-

any respective Government contract with GD/C, dance with the Disputes Clause of the applicable
the Government contract shall govern, contract.
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3.3 COOPERATIVE PROCUREMENT (b) to the extent possible the MRASM missiles will
be produced on the existing Tomahawk pro-duction line. However, to the extent that the

During the technology transfer program, coopera- duAio ises equre ptt to e

tive procurement with MDAC will be necessary in MRASM missiles require adaptation to exist-

some cases and encouraged in other ca:;cs where it ing manufacturing processes, all MRASM re-

benefits the Government in protectint search and development (R&D) tooling and
performance and/or schedule and limiting costs the initial production contract design effort for

For production, however, and subject in each case all the items in paragraph 3.5.1.1 which will be

to prior JCMP approval, MDAC and GD/C shall paid for by the Government as a direct charge

establish separate equipment suppliers, that do not to the applicable contract.
require requalification, where and/or when appro- These costs will be collected in asset accounts and
priate, to maximize an industrial mobilization and liquidated in accordance with the schedule.
strategic base and AUR cost competition. The
JCMP will review and grant approval for re-
qualification of any new suppliers prior to GD/C is- 3.5.1.2 Airframe Non-Hardware
suing the purchase order. In this regard JCMP
retains the final approval authority for the AUR (a) Planning, including descriptive planning and
make/buy plan. setup sheets

(b) Manufacturing Engineering Project Office,
Tool Administration and Manufacturing

3.4 EFFECTiVIqTY Technology department.

Contractual coverage shall be provided by the U.S. (c) Maintenance and Calibration of items in para-
Government under a separate contract with GD/C. graph 3.5.1.1 above.
GD/C shall not be obligated by this MOA to fur-
nish or to receive any materials, equipment, data, or These costs shall be allowable direct charges to any
the work described in this document will continue and all resultant contract and subsequent contracts
as long as Government contract coverage exists. and the Government agrees to pay these costs as a
This document shall be incorporated by reference normal part of the contract payment procedure.
to its title and data in the contract to GD/C for the
Tomahawk AUR. 3.5.1.3 Guidance Special Tooling and Test

Equipment

3.5 FINANCIAL CONSIDERATIONS (a) Tools

3.5.1 GD/C shall segregate the following (b) Manufacturing Aids
Cruise Missile Program costs into the following (c) Factory Support Equipment
categories: (d) Special Test Equipment

3.5.1.1 Airframe Special Tooling and Test (e) Numerical Control and Special Test Equip-
Equipment ment Programming and Proofing

(a) Tools These costs will be collected in asset accounts and
liquidated in accordance with the designated

(b) Manufacturing Aids schedule.

(c) Factory Support Equipment 3.5.1.4 Guidance Non-Hardware

(d) Special Test Equipment

(e) Numerical Control and Special Test Equip- (a) Planning, including descriptive planning and
ment Programming and Proofing set-up sheets

(b) Manufacturing Engineering Project Office,
Except for Tool Administration and Manufacturing

Technology

(a) the SLCM production which is included in the (c) Maintenance and Calibration of the items in
FYS0 production contract, and Paragraph 3.5.1.3 above.
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These costs shall be allowable direct charges to any The cost of this equipment shall appear on GD/C's
and all resultant contract and subsequent contracts cost ledgers in accordance with the GD/C disclo-
and the Government agrees to pay these costs as a sure statement in effect at the time of this agree-
normal part of the contract payment procedure. ment.

3.5.2 It is agreed that GD/C, in order to
3.5.1.5 Technology Transfer Costs for accommodate the agreements contained herein will

BGM-109 (Guidance Production Start-up Costs) establish accounting procedures. These procedures
will be documents in an amendment to its Cost Ac-

(a) Purchase of Required Data/Assistance from counting Standards Disclosure Statement. It is un-
MDAC derstood that GD/C's obligation under this MOA

is predicated upon acceptance by the appropriate
(b) Training/Familiarization of GD/C Personnel Government agencies of the above-mentioned

amendment to the Cost Accounting Standards Dis-
closure Statement. Should such acceptance be with-

GD/C shall establish a special cost collection ac- drawn or for any reason be ineffective for the
count for these costs. JCMP agrees that GD/C has purposes herein intended, the affected contracts
the option to recover these costs in the following shall be subject to a negotiated adjustments.
manner: GD/C may add 1/1200 of the total cost ac-
cumulated in this cost category as a direct cost for 3.5.3 Any modification to tooling and
all BGM-109 AURs procured from GD/C corn- test equipment covered by this agreement, or to ex-
mencing with the Government's FY84 procurement isting tooling or test equipment, necessitated by a
and continuing until 1500 BGM-109 AURs have contract change, shall be fully paid for by the Gov-
been procured from GD/C. This cost addition will ernment in the manner prescribed by the changes
be included in the AUR price for competitive con- clause of the applicable contract; however, title to
siderations. GD/C may, at its option, choose not to all such modified tooling or test equipment will not
include the 1/1200 of these costs, for AURs pro- be affected.
cured by the Government. Should GD/C elect to ex-
ercise its option not to include the 1/1200 of these 3.5.4 As consideration for capital funds
costs against any future procurement, the expended, the Government agrees to actively pur-
BGM-109 AUR count shall remain sequential sue obtaining the authority to incorporate the Capi-
commencing with the FY84 procurement and shall tal Investment Sensitive Clause in the contracts to
not exceed 1500 units procured from GD/C counted GD/C for the Tomahawk AUR. It is understood by
sequentially from that point. the Government that GD/C has the right not to ex-

pend capital funds until such time as the clause is

3.5.1.5.1 JCMP agrees to actively pursue ob- approved by higher authority and subsequently in-
taining the authoritygtoirporactiey n u e corporated into the FY81 AUR production con-taining the authority to incorporate and to include tract. If the clause is not included in that contract byin any and all resultant contracts, contracts to 30 July 1982, GD/C may terminate this MOA and

which agreement is applicable, a special Termina- upon GD/C's request, the Government and GD/C
tion Clause, such clause to provide that in the event shon g otiaeq ust ment o t F 8 U
less than 1200 BGM-109 missiles are procured all negotiate an adjustment to the FY81 AUR

contract. The foregoing date is contingent upon re-from GD/C by the Government by January 1991 or cei pt by 3CM P within thirty (30) days of the execu-
the Tomahawk production program is terminated tion of this MOA of the priced list of equipment
for any reason whatsoever before the 1200 units are which is to be capitalized from GD/C.
procured from GD/C, then GD/C shall recover the
unliquidated balance of the Technology Transfer 3.5.5 Additional Government Consid-
Costs. These costs shall be construed as a termina- eration - To recognize the importance of both
tion liability until liquidated by GD/C or waived by GD/C and MDAC completing the technology
GD/C as provided in the option set forth in 3.5.1.5 transfer with each other in a timely and complete
above. If the clause is not included in the FY81 con- manner, an incentive will be established in the
tract by 30 September 1982, GD/C may terminate FY84 AUR contract. Should MDAC fail to be cer-
this MOA. tified in accordance with the certification schedule.

as defined in the approved TIT, and the schedule
3.5.1.5 2 A similar clause will be included for delay can be demonstrated clearly, to the satisfac-

the technology transfer cost for MRASM tion of the Government and GD/C, to be the faults
(A;M-109). of GD/C, a negative incentive will be applied. The

Government may invoke the penalties specified:
however, failure of the parties to agree as t e cau-

3.5.1.6 General Purpose Equipment sation of MDAC's failure to be certifie :all be
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subject to th- i )iputes Clause of the appropriate 4.2 CONFIGURATION CONTROL
contract.

A CCB shall be established and will consist of both

Should MDAC be certified within 30 days of the MDAC (guidance design agent) and GD/C (air ve-

certification rifie as itin 30 appove hicle design agent) with JCMP as the chairman.

"IT the defined in the approved:MDAC or GD/C can introduce producibility or
efailure iccntves are: product improvement changes. Any such change

generated by the non-design agent will be submit-
(a) If the aforesaid certification is delayed for ted with a technical and cost evaluation to the Gov-

more than 30 days up through 180 days from ernment and the technical evaluation to the
the schedule certification date,15 percent of applicable design agent for evaluation. The design
the progress payments due GD/C for the FY82 agent will submit to the Government a technical
and FY83 A UR production program contracts and cost evaluation of the proposed change. Any
shall be "ithheld. In the event certification is design agent producibility or product improvement
delayed for more than 180 days up through 270 change generated by the design agent will be sub-
days, 15 percent of the progress payments due mitted with a technical and cost evaluation to the
GD/C for the FY82 and FY83 AUR produc- Government for resolution and a copy of the pro-
tion program contracts shall be withheld. In posed change with a technical evaluation will be
the event ccrtification is delayed for more than submitted to the nondesign agent. The Government
270 davN n rhrotigh 360 days, 20 percent of the will control the configuration and will direct all
progress paymuit> due GD/C for the FY82 changes to both GD/C and MDAC. It is under-
and FY83 A I. R p.oduction program contracts stood that to the extent any changes are accepted by
shall be %kithhe:ld. Not later than 30 days after the Government, appropriate favorable considera-
the deficiency attributable to GD/C has been tion will be given to the contractor initiating the
rectified all progress payments that have been change as part of the following year's competitive
w'ithheld wifl be paid. In no event shall there be award determination.
any withhoIding of progress payments beyond
12 months trom the original scheduled certifi-
cation and at that time all payments withheld 5.0 PROPRIETARY RIGHTS
pursuant to this provision will become pay-
able. 5.0.1 GD/C has under various cruise mis-

sile contracts granted unlimited rights [as defined
(b) Should \I DAC be certified as a Tomahawk in DAR7-104.9(a)] in all GD/C technical data and

AUR second source within thirty days of the computer software and royalty-free licenses for
scheduled completion as defined in the ap- Government purposes in any GD/C inventions,
proved TTP, (understanding that the intent of whether or not patented, which dominate the AUR
this agreement Is that this certification date al- and components thereof and the manufacture
lows for an FY84 AUR competition), GD/C thereof. Additionally, GD/C may grant more such
will receive at least 40 percent of the total AUR unlimited rights and royalty-free licenses in future
quantity available in FY84 and 40 percent of contracts. GD/C agrees that MDAC or any follower
the total AU R quantity available in FY85. This may use that data and those inventions in the AUR
provision, however, also recognizes that the and manufacture thereof at no cost. GD/C will not
Government will initiate long lead support for mark any information furnished to MDAC or any
AUR's for up to the total fiscal year buy quan- follower as proprietary data or limited rights data
tity for either FY84 or FY85 with either GD/C unless the Government is entitled to no rights or
or MADC to protect the Government's sched- only limited or restricted rights [as defined in DAR
uled requirements. 7-104.9(a)] under Government contracts.

5.0.2 There shall be no royalty or license

4.0 OPERATIONAL PROCEDURES fee of any kind except as provided for elsewhere in
this MOA charged by GD/C to MDAC or other fol-
lower, or to the Government, for GD/C patents,
trade secrets, technical data, technical assistance,

4.1 CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT know-how or other form of intellectual property in
the technology transferred to MDAC or other fol-

A configuration baseline definition of the Toma- lower.
hawk AUR shall be established between MDAC
and GD/C and approved by the Government and 5.0.3 GD/C agrees that the Patent In-
used in the execution of the TP. Any changes will demnity Clause of DAR 7-104.5 shall be included
follow Section 4.2. in all production contracts between GD/C and
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JCMP for any component or collection of compo- 6.0 COMMUNICATION AND
nents of the AUR developed under the design cog- COORDINATION AND SERVICES
nizance of GD/C.

5.0.3.1 GD/C agrees to iilude in all pro- 6.1 SINGLE POINTS OF CONTACT
duction contracts provisions to indemnify the Gov-
ernment under patent indemnity provisions Single points of contact have been designated for
substantially similar to those contained in DAR the parties and initially are:
7-104.5 for any component or collection of compo-
nents of the AUR acquired by the Government 0 JCMP
from MDAC or other follower and developed under
the design cognizance of GD/C. * GD/C

5.0.4 If any limited rights data [as de- The single points of contact shall have the responsi-
fined in DAR 7-104.9)a)] or otherwise restricted bilitylof direct coordination between the JCMP and
data is furnished to GD/C in the course of the tech- MDAC. They wil! have the capability of obtaining
nology transfer between GD/C and MDAC orother decisions or commitments from their respective
follower, GD/C agrees to protect that data in the parent organizations on an expedited basis. All
same manner it protectz its own data of similar data, information, material, corresp,,ndence, etc.-
character. that transfers between the parties wz,. )e under the

cognizance and control of the single points of con-
5.0.5 GD/C shall make all reasonable ef- tact. JCMP and GD/C may change the single points

forts to obtain assurance from its subcontractors of contact providing written notice of the change is
that MDAC or other follower is provided with no given to the other party.
lesser rights in terminal data and computer soft-
ware than are provided to GD/C by its subcontrac-
tors. 7.0 EQUITY OF POSITIONS

5.0.6 In future contracts, GD/C will not It is the intent ofJCMP that the separate MOAs be-
incorporate into the AUR or components thereof tween JCMP and MDAC and between .1CM P and
or manufacture thereof anything for which GD/C GD/C will result in both sources being competitive
owns limited rights or restricted rights or patent for annual production quantities. It is not the intent
rights in which the Government has no royalty-free of JCMP to affuAi either source an undue advan-
license without prior written approval by the Con- tage over the other source in the annual production
tracting Ofticer for the i.-spective contracts after competitions. The JCMP will consider MDA(' and
notice of those rights has been given to the Con- GD/C suggestions to ensure maximum parity be-
tracting Officer. tween the parties in the annual competitions.
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Appendix C

CONTRACT CLAUSES

This appendix contains draft and example contract itial production (LRIP) at which time the
clauses for various acquisition strategies. Section leader-follower arrangement shall terminate.
C.1 portrays draft contract clauses for a leader-fol-
lower strategy. Section C.2 contains actual exam- C.1.3 Technology Transfer Plan
pies of clauses employed for a variety of acquisition
strategies. The contractor shall submit an updated technology

transfer plan (ITP) which details how technology
will be transferred between the leader and follower

C.1 DRAFT CONTRACT CLAUSES including the following:

C.1.i Leader-Follower * Data Package - format contents, require ments
ior incorporating additional information and

The contractor shall establish a leader-follower changes
program at FSD contract award to develop both 0 Technology Transfer Working Group (TTWG)
contractors as qualified system producers who will - chair, members, purpose, activities, respon-
compete for annual awards starting with the first sibilities, meeting requirements/ frequency,
full scale production lot. To ensure the successful output
development of dual production sources, the con-
tractor shall submit a detailed leader-follower 0 Second Source Training Programs - purpose,
management plan. participants, responsibilities

0 Preparation of Manufacturing Plans - pur-
C.1.2 Leader-Follower Contractual pose, contents, review authority, make/buy

Agreement planning assistance.

An agreement shall be implemented by the leader The TTP also shall present a detailed schedule that
and follower which will allow the two contractors to identifies major milestones which will serve as
effect mutbal technology transfer and qualification, checkpoints to determine the timeliness and com-
The agreement shall specify the guidelines and re- pleteness of the technology transfer and qualifica-
strictions for transferring proprietary data and tion.process. These milestones should include, at a
methodologies associated with the system. The minimum, approval of second source manufactur-
a..eement also shall define the roles and responsi- ing plans, authority to proceed, and final accep-
bilities of the two contractors through low rate in- tance and delivery of qualification units.
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C.1.4 Qualification Hardware Fabrication LRIP units, including those produced by the fo',-
lower, to the Government for final qualification and

The leader and follower shall each produce two lots acceptance. Both contractors also shall prepare de-
of qualification units. Each will fabricate and test a tailed manufacturing plans addressing their full
designated percent of the first lot requirements of rate production abilities to be submitted to the
their respective design to be integrated and tested Government prior to the final PRR. The leader
by the leader. For the second lot, each contractor shall assist the Government in conducting a final
will fabricate a designated percent of the total ss- PRR at the follower's facility.
tem requirements including integration.

C.1.5 Follower Qualification C.2 EXAMPLE CLAUSES

C.2.1 Subsystem Competition (CompetitionThe contractor shall be required to qualify the fol- Plan)
lower as a system producer to support LRIP re-
quirements. Tests to be conducted include
component verification, interchangeability demon- The offeror shall submit a competition plan to pro-
strations. and system level tests. The leader shall be mote and ensure high levels of competition at the
responsible for delivering all qualification units, in- subsystem and component piece part levels during
cluding those fabricated by the follower, to the Gov- this and future phases of the program within 150
ernment for final qualification testing. The leader days after contract awid. Offeror shall recom-
shall conduct a preliminary Production Readiness mend candidates for dual (or multiple) sourcing in
Review (PRR) of the follower's facility to ensure the their competition plan when such is practical and
follower understands the system design and will be shows potential savings. The plans will include:
capable of fabricating LRIP units.

a. Identification of existing subcontract competi-
C.1.6 Follower Facilitization tion, if any.

The contractor shall ensure the follower will be b. Planning (alternatives) for meeting the competi-
facilitized to meet production rate requirements by tion requirements and for increasing the amount of
Full Scale Production Lot I. competition.

C.1.7 Supplier Base Development c. Identification of goals for increasing the amount
of competition.

Based upon the make/buy plans, the contractor
shall ensure independent vendors are established d. Anticipated savings resulting from the competi-
for the followr to support LRIP requirements. tion.

C.1.8 Configuration Management e. Methods of measuring results.

The contractor shall be responsible for configura- f. Procedures for updating the plan and recom-
tion control during the leader-follower program. mended courses of action for implementing

changes.
C.I.9 Warranty Administration g. Discussion of the interrelationships of this plan

to other elements, e.g.. life cycle cost, designThe contractor shall be responsible for warranty changes, program risks, system engineering,administration during the leader-follower phase. pioducibility, etc.

C.1.10 LRIP h. In the event that it is impossible to negotiate the
right to use proprietary technical data for certain

The leader and follower shall produce a designated components/parts for the sy, tern for competition
percent of the total system requirements including purposes, identification of your plan for introduc-
integration. Both contractors shall conduct and tion of alternate components/ parts to achieve corn-
document the results of complete in-process testing petition is required. All those items for which such
and production acceptance tests of the LRIP units. rights cannot practically be obtained shall be iden-
The leader shall be responsible for delivering all tiffed in the plan.
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i. It is anticipated that this plan will be incorpo- tion Phase. A brief description of activities to ac-
rated in the resulting contract and that progress re- complish each event or delivery shall be included.
ports will be required on a quarterly basis. The critical path required to meet each milestone

shall be identified. Schedule risks shall be de-
j. Detailed rationale and explanation of costs an- scribed. The method to reduce and control each
ticipated to be incurred in securing competition schedule risk shall be specifically addressed. The
and savings expected to be realized are to be identi- plan shall also address activities necessary for tran-
fled (e.g., qualification, historical experience in dual sition to production. The contractor shall identify
source savings) and quantified to the extent possi- any changes to the plan for execution of the second
ble at this stage. Learning/ price curve effects source program as they occur. (DI-R-1724)
should be discussed.

C.2.6 Manufacturing Plan
C.2.2 Leader-Follower (Technology Transfer) The contractor shall develop a detailed plan ad

schedules that describe the qualification manufac-The primary activity of the contractor shall be the turing approach. (DI-MISC--80074)
validation of the technical data package (TDP) and
associated reference documents. The contractor C.2.7 Quality Assurance Plan
shall submit management activities to be accom-
plished in the next phase and shall conduct reviews
of these efforts. The contractor shall develop a detailed plan that

describes the quality assurance program to be em-
ployed during the Qualification Phase.

C.2.3 Technical Data Package Validation (DI-R-5297, 20330, 23743)

The contractor shall conduct a detailed review of C.2.8 Configuration Management Plan
the TDP. The contractor shall review the TDP for
completeness of required technical information to The contractor shall develop a detailed plan for
support manufacturing. The contractor shall corn- configuration management that describes activities
p are the TDP with the Government Furnished and procedures for the Qualification Phase.
Property (GFP) hardware to the extent necessary. (DI-E-1100)
The contractor also shall assess its ability to pro-
duce end items from the TDP. The contractor shall
document its efforts to validate the TDP. The con- C.2.9 Data Management Plan
tractor shall brief the Government, at the contrac-
tor's facility, on the results of its TDP validation The contractor shall develop a detailed data man-
efforts approximately 15 days after submission of agement plan for the Qualification Phase.
the validation report. (DI-A-3022)

C.2.10 System Test Plan
C.2.4 Program Management The contractor shall develop a detailed system test

plan for the Qualification Phase that includes plan-The contractor shall have total responsibility for the ning factors, objectives, and program scope.
successful conduct of the second source Technol- (DI-T-3701Arr)
ogy Transfer Phase. The contractor shall plan, di-
rect, control, and report all program management C.2.11 Program Management Reviews
activities to ensure the Technology Transfer Phase
requirements are fulfilled. The contractor shall ap-
point a program manager specifically charged with The contractor shall plan and conduct monthly
the responsibility for the contractor's conduct of proram management reviews (PMRs) with the Gov-
the Technology Transfer Phase. ernment to provide a review of the contractor's pro-

gram status and progress toward completion. The
C.2.S Second Source Qualification Master PMR shall be conducted at the contractor's facility

or at a location mutually ag: -ed upon by the Gov-Plan eminent and the contractor. The contractor shall
develop an agenda for each PMR and include any

The contractor shall develop and implement a Sec- agenda items requested by the Government. The fi-
ond Source Qualification Master Plan. The plan nal TechnologyTransfer Phase PMR will include
shall identify all major events and activities summary briefings describin each plan or report
required for successful completion of the Qualifica- delivered during this phase. Te contractor shall be
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responsible for maintaining and organizing the C.2.14 Program Support
minutes/charts from the PMR. The contractor shall
support PMRs at associate contractor facilities, as The contractor shall provide graphics, publica-
required. The contractor shall support and inter- tions, and photographic support for the Technology
face with other Government-contracted efforts, in- Transfer Phase. Subject matter for photographic
cluding Scientific and Engineering Technical coverage shall be selected by the Government.
Assistance (SETA) contractors.

C.2.15 Problem Status Reporting

C.2.12 Technology Transfer Working Group The contractor shall apprise the Government of the

ten most important areas of difficulty or antici-
The contractor shall support all levels of the Tech- pated problems in a brief weekly status report.
nology Transfer Working Group (TTWG), which
shall be established by the Government to facilitate C.2.16 Associate Contraci
communications and resolve issues impacting tech-
nology transfer. TTWG meetings shall be con- The conti actor shall establish an associate contrac-
ducted at the contractor's facility or at a location tor agreement (ACA). The ACA shall delineate the
mutually agreed upon by the Government and the method and practice of the transfer of technical
contractor. The highest TI"WG level shall meet as knowledge and information between the initial
required and includes multifunctional and multi- source and the contractor. The transfer shall in-
disciplined group meetings involving program elude knowledge and information necessary tc
management, engineering, test, manufacturing, qualify the contractor as a second productior
configuration control, material control, facilities, source for the system. The transfer also shall in-
contracting, and product assurance personnel. clude contractor information to improve produc-
Lower level TTWG activities shall meet as required tion procedures. The contractor shall interface witl-
and include special reviews or meetings (i.e., Test other associates, as rquired.
Reviews or Technical Reviews) involving only a few
of the above disciplines, and Technical Interchange C.2.17 Technical Data-Withholding of
Meetings (TIMs) involving very few people address- Payment (DFAR 52.227-7030)
ing a specific issue.

(a) If "Technical Data" (as defined in the clause o
The contractor shall provide the appropriate man- this contract entitled "Rights in Technical Data anc
agement and technical personnel for each level of Computer Software"), or any part thereof, specifie
the TTWG to support agenda requirements. The to be delivered under this contract, is not delivere
contractor shall identify issues impactin technol- within the time specificed by this contract or is defi
ogy transfer, submit issues for the TIWG agenda, cient upon delivery (including having restrictiv,
and resolve action items assigned by the TTWG in a markings not specifically authorized by this con
timely and responsive manner. tract), the Contracting Officer may until such dat

is accepted by the Government. withhold paymen
to the Contractor of ten percent (10%) of the totz

The contractor shall provide the necessary person- contract pi ice or amount unless a lesser withholc
nel, administrative, and graphics support to con- ing is specified in the contract. Payments shall nc
duct 1TWG Secretariat activities. Secretariat be withheld nor any other action taken pursuant t
activities shall include publishing and distributing this paragraph when the Contractor's failure t
agenda, minutes and agreements of TTWG meet- make timely delivery or to deliver such data withot
ings at all levJs; tracking, statusing and reporting deficiencies arises out of causes beyond the contr
all technical data requests or data transferred be- and without the fault or negligence of the Contra(
tween GD/C and the contractor; and tracking, tor.
statusing and reporting all TTWG and PMR action
items under the same approved system. (b) After payments total 90 percent (90 %) of tf

total contract price or amount and if all technic
data specified to be delivered under this contra

C.2.13 Master Schedule has not been accepted, the Contracting Officer mi
withhold from further payment such sum as tl
Contracting Officer considers appropriate, not c

The contractor shall develop, implement, and main- ceeding ten percent (10 %) of the total contra
tain a Technology Transfer Phase Master Schedule. price or amount unless a lesser withholding limit

specified in the cootract.
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(c) The withholding of any amount or subsequent a waiver of any rights accruing to the Government
payment to the Contractor shall not be construed as under this contract.
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Appendix D

DRAFT TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER PLAN OUTLINE

1. INTRODUCTION
-- Purpose of Lhe Technology Transfer Plan (TTP)
- Second Source Objectives

2. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
2.1 Introduction
2.2 Operation

- System Capabilities
- Goals

2.3 Description
- P hysical Structure
- Critical Components

3. ACQUISITION OVERVIEW
3.1 Background (Overview of activities to date)
3.2 Contract Award (When, contractor(s) involved, contractor information)
3.3 General (High-level descriptions)

- Contractors
- Contractors' Roles
- Objectives of Effort
- Associate Contractor Agreement (ACA) Purpose

3.4 Full Scale Development (FSD) Phase
- First Source Requirements
- Second Source Requirements
- First and Second Source Meetings
- Vendor Contracts

3.5 Production Phase
- First Source Requirements
- Second Source Requirements
- First and Second Source Meetings
- Vendor Contracts

4. FIRST SOURCE MAKE/BUY PLANS

5. SECOND SOURCE MAKE/BUY PLANS
5.1 Variations Between First and Second Source Plans
5.2 First Source Assistance (as required)
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-- Establishing Subcontractors
- Review procurement documents

and qualification planning
5.3 Establish Procurement Data Package (PDP) Alternatives

6. SCHEDULES
- First Source Activities
- Second Source Activities
- Milestones (measured by documentation, testing events, final

test/acceptance, physical configuration audit (PCA), production readiness review
(PRR))

7. MANAGEMENT STRUCTURE
7.1 First Source Organization

- Work Breakdown Structure (WBS) vs. Functional; Organic vs. Matrix
- Manager
- Specialists

7.2 Second Source Organization
- WBS vs. Functional

- Manager
- Specialists

7.3 Contractual Relationships
7.4 Coordination Structure

- Overall Direction/Control
- Technology Transfer Working Group (1TWG)
- Purpose
- Structure
- Procedures
- Progress Monitoring
- Problem Solving

8. FIRST SOURCE REQUIREMENTS (Detailed)
8.1 Provide and Maintain TIP

8.1.1 Associate Contractor Relationship
8.1.2 Kit Items and Training Aids
8.1.3 First Source Production Plan and Review of Second Source Production Plan
8.1.4 Technical Data Test Plans and Test Results
8.1.5 Material Support and Long Lead Items
8.1.6 First Source Training Program
8.1.7 Availability/Meetings
8.1.8 Special Tooling and Testing Equipment

8.2 Co-Assembly and Co-Production (if requ--
8.3 Qualification of Second Source Hardware

9. SECOND SOURCE RESPONSIBILITIES
9.1 Assist First Source in Maintaining TP

9.1.1 Associate Contract Relationships
9.1.2 Second Source Use of Kit Items and Training Aids
9.1.3 Second Source Production Plan
9.1.4 Data Review

- Acceptance tests/procedures
- Manufacturing processes
- Special Tooling and Test Equipment
- Purchasing/Material Documentation
- Unique Capital/Facility requirements
- Quality Assurance
- Reliability Program Results

9.1.5 Attend Training Programs
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9.2 ESTABLISH PRODUCTION LINE
9.2.1 Production Planning

- Facility Layout
- Capacity Studies
- Personnel Requirements
- Material Handling
- Receiving
- Shipping
- Storage
- Warehousing
- Incoming inspection techniques
- Manufacturing personnel

9.2.2 Tooling and Test Equipment Fabrication
- Calibration

9.2.3 Qualification

10. CONFIGURATION MANAGEMENT (CM)
10.1 Introduction

- Goals and Objectives
10.2 CM Responsibility

- Government Change Control
- TDP Changes
- Configuration Inventory

10.3 Engineering Change Proposals (ECPs)
- Class I
- Class II

10.4 Configuration Meetings
- First and Second source

10.5 Interchangeability Configuration Audit
10.6 Functional Configuration Audit (FCA)
10.7 PCA

11. LOGISTICS PLAN

12. DATA
12.1 Data Transfer
12.2 Contract Data Requirements List (CDRL) Data
12.3 Non-CDRL data
12.4 Proprietary Data

13. RELIABILITY & MAINTAINABILITY
13.1 Reliability
13.2 Maintainability
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